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Modern Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) employ communication tech-
nologies in order to ameliorate the passenger’s commuting experience. Vehicular
Networking lies at the core of inaugurating an eﬃcient transportation system and
aims at transforming vehicles into smart mobile entities that are able to sense their
surroundings, collect information about the environment and communicate with each
other as well as with Roadside Units (RSUs) deployed alongside roadways. As such,
the novel communication paradigm of vehicular networking gave birth to an ITS that
embraces a wide variety of applications including but not limited to: traﬃc man-
agement, passenger and road safety, environment monitoring and road surveillance,
hot-spot guidance, Drive Thru Internet access, remote region connectivity, and so
forth. Furthermore, with the rapid development of computation and communication
technologies, the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) promises huge commercial interest and
research value, thereby attracting a signiﬁcant industrial and academic attention.
This thesis studies and analyses fundamentally challenging problems in the con-
text of vehicular environments and proposes new techniques targeting the improve-
ment of the performance of ITSs envisioned to play a remarkable role in the IoV era.
Unlike existing wireless mobile networks, vehicular networks possess unique charac-
teristics, including high node mobility and a rapidly-changing topology, which should
be carefully accounted for. Four major problems from the pool of existing vehicular
networking persisting challenges will be addressed in this thesis, namely: a) establish-
ing a connectivity path in a highly dynamic Vehicular Ad Hoc Network, b) examining
the performance of Vehicle-to-Infrastructure communication Medium Access Control
schemes, c) addressing the scheduling problem of a vehicular networking scenario
iii
encompassing an energy-limited RSU by exploiting machine learning techniques, par-
ticularly reinforcement learning, to train an agent to make appropriate decisions and
develop a scheduling policy that prolongs the network’s operational status and al-
lows for acceptable Quality-of-Service levels and d) overcoming the limitations of
reinforcement learning techniques in high-dimensional input scenarios by exploiting
recent advances in deep learning in an eﬀort to satisfy the driver’s well-being as well
as his demand for continuous connectivity in a green, balanced, connected and eﬃ-
cient vehicular network. These problems will be extensively studied throughout this
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1.1 Overview and Motivation
To cruise towards the 5G technology, intelligence, communication capabilities and
processing power will need to be diﬀused across networks and mobile devices, em-
powering even the smallest of connected devices to do heavy computational tasks and
run rich content and services. Soon enough, the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm,
which is a key enabling technology for the next generation 5G network, will become
an absolute reality in modern wireless communications. At this point, an enormous
number of “things” is being (and will continue to be) connected to the Internet at
an unprecedented rate realizing the concept of IoT. Unquestionably, the IoT will re-
markably impact people’s everyday life. The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) emerges as
a result of the fusion between the mobile Internet and the IoT. IoV technology, il-
lustrated in Figure 1.1, refers to highly dynamic mobile communication systems that
enable communication among vehicles and between vehicles and other wireless units
(possibly mobile or stationary) using either V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle), V2I (vehicle-to-
infrastructure) or V2S (vehicle-to-sensor) or a combination of these several types of
1
interactions. IoV enables information exchange between vehicles and their surround-
ings (e.g., other vehicles, roadside units, portable devices carried by proximity users,
etc.). Moreover, IoV features the processing, computing, sharing and secure release
of information onto intelligent platforms, allowing these platforms to eﬀectively guide
and supervise the vehicles’ behaviour, and provision them with a variety of multime-
dia and mobile services. IoV leverages road objects (e.g. traﬃc lights, cameras, speed
sensors, etc.) with the ability to sense, process and exchange information related to
the safety and comfort of passengers. When conventional vehicles are supplemented
with the latest IoV technology, the feasibility of vehicle dynamics monitoring, intelli-
gent navigation, ﬂeet management, and value-added services become endless. For this
purpose, the transportation research community is working collaboratively to build
an end-to-end full-ﬂedge Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) that enhances the
user experience, reduces operational costs and promotes a safe driving environment.
A revolutionary transportation experience in the IoV era realizes several beneﬁts,
including, but not limited to: a) greater eﬃciency achieved through the reduction
of fuel consumption through fuel-saving assistance that accounts for the driving dis-
tance, road conditions and driving patterns, b) increased safety using remote vehicle
diagnostics that promote the responsiveness of service centers to driver drowsiness,
vehicle theft, accidents as well as maintenance requests, c) higher reliability result-
ing from the reduction of vehicle downtime as well as expensive unplanned repairs
following the use of vehicle performance tracking systems that send maintenance no-
tiﬁcations, and d) enhanced quality of experience achieved through the support of
infotainment services and on-the-ﬂy access to information systems for the purpose of
recuperating some knowledge (e.g. about weather and roads conditions) or identifying






Figure 1.1: The Internet of Vehicles
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During the past decade, vehicular networking has emerged as a highly active re-
search ﬁeld, which serves to establish a fully operational ITS that supports a myriad
of applications related to vehicles, vehicular traﬃc, drivers, passengers and pedestri-
ans. Investments of the world’s leading vehicle manufacturers and public transport
authorities have set to be the key drivers of the remarkably increasing popularity of
this newly emerging ﬁeld. A close collaboration with numerous academic and indus-
trial parties has lead to the development of various strategic plans through which
novel ITS services were deﬁned and oﬀered (e.g., navigation safety, traﬃc manage-
ment, infotainment, etc.). At ﬁrst, a few applications (e.g., learning management
systems, electronic toll collection, etc.) were operated using a 26 MHz bandwidth
within the 900 MHz spectrum band. Conversely, being quite tiny and, at the time,
remarkably deﬁled, that spectrum band, obviously, could not have been used to sup-
port the ideated revolutionary ITS evolution. A historical breakthrough was when
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated a 75 MHz additional
bandwidth over the 5.85 − 5.925 GHz spectrum range for the purpose of sustaining
Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) based ITS services, [1]. Ever since,
governmental authorities, academic researchers and numerous third parties have been
collectively investing signiﬁcant eﬀorts and resources for the common objective of ex-
pediting the inauguration of a full-ﬂedged ITS.
The notable research enthusiasm to establish a revolutionary and eﬃcient vehicu-
lar network is primarily due to the applications and services as well as their potential
beneﬁts and associated challenges. In fact, the major challenges restraining the fast
and proper inauguration of an ITS are numerous, including: a) vehicles’ high mobility,
b) highly dynamic nature of the vehicular network, c) real-time nature of applications
and d) a multitude of system and application-related requirements. Such challenges
and opportunities serve as the background of the widespread interest in vehicular
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networking by governmental, industrial, and academic bodies. The inception of an
operational vehicular network that lives up to today’s expectations inﬂuenced the
research industry to devote additional forces in testing, analysing, and optimizing
the various services oﬀered by an ITS. Oﬃcial reports as well as highly reputable
magazines (e.g. [2]) are highlighting the signiﬁcant role of vehicles in extending the
IoT. In point of fact, vehicles will be a major element of the expanding IoT, with
one in ﬁve vehicles having wireless communication capabilities by 2020, accounting
for more than a quarter of a billion of the cars navigating along global roads. This
is especially true since, according to Gartner Inc. (a leading information technology
research and advisory company), the connected vehicle is already a reality, and in-
vehicle wireless connectivity is rapidly spreading from luxury models and premium
brands to high-volume mid-market models. Consequently, “smart transportation is
not our future, it is our present” [3]. The journey of establishing an operational in-
telligent transportation system has begun, and it shall continue until a competent,
eﬃcient and IoT-supportive vehicular network becomes a plain reality.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
This thesis aims to supplement the existing and undergoing research eﬀorts to-
wards the proper inauguration of a full-ﬂedged ITS. The ﬁrst contribution of this
thesis manifests itself in a brief, yet comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol standards for Wireless Access in Vehicu-
lar Environments (WAVE), namely: a) the IEEE 802.11p protocol and b) the IEEE
1609.4 protocol. Precisely, Chapter 2 of this thesis presents an in-depth review of the
WAVE protocol stack followed by a survey of a selection of existing work addressing
numerous problems and limitations of the current WAVE MAC protocols. Chap-
ter 2 then presents preliminary background on discrete time stochastic control using
5
ITS Services
Police vehicle trying to 
upload data for law-
enforcement purposes.
Driver in a broken 
down vehicle sends 
an emergency e-mail.
Radar camera uploads 
violating speeding 
tickets to a data center.
Driver uploads detour 
warning messages for 
the RSU to disseminate.
Figure 1.2: Exploiting V2V communications to connect vehicles in dark areas.
reinforcement learning. In particular, we present the basic components of Markov De-
cision Processes (MDPs) and introduce the mathematical and notational subtleties
that will be used throughout this thesis. Finally, Chapter 2 lays out a detailed discus-
sion on Reinforcement Learning (RL) and deep RL methods, which will be exploited
in Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis.
Next, Chapters 3 through 6 will mainly focus on three fundamental problems
from the pool of existing challenges faced in vehicular networking. These problems
are summarized next, and presented in details in their dedicated chapters of this
thesis.
1.2.1 Connecting Vehicles Residing in Dark Areas
In a typical vehicular network, a vehicle may beneﬁt from various ITS services
during its residence time within the communication range of a RoadSide Unit (RSU)
deployed alongside a roadway. However, upon its departure from the RSU’s commu-
nication range, this vehicle enters a dark area and loses all means of communication
with the RSU. As a result, provisioning connectivity to vehicles residing in dark areas
of a roadway is remarkably important for the safety of commuting passengers [4].
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Under several circumstances (e.g. examples are illustrated in Figure 1.2) vehicles re-
siding in dark areas of a long road segment desire to establish a communication with
a roadside unit. For this purpose, the research industry has delved into the promotion
and feasibility of a fully-connected vehicular network. Observe that, establishing a
connectivity path between faraway vehicles and the RSU is possible through a combi-
nation of V2I together with multi-hop V2V communications among cooperative relay
vehicles residing between the source vehicle and the RSU. This thesis investigates the
necessary conditions for establishing a connectivity path between an isolated source
vehicle S and a far away destination RSU D that is deployed along a roadway segment
that is operating under free-ﬂow traﬃc conditions. In this context, Chapter 3 of this
thesis examines the availability of intermediate vehicles serving as relay nodes, and
establishes an analytical framework for the purpose of estimating the probability of
having an available connectivity path between S and D. In reality, a vehicular net-
work is not stationary with time. Consequently, the events which alter the network’s
topology are also examined and their eﬀect on a packet’s average end-to-end delivery
delay is considered. Finally, a mathematical study is conducted for examining the
achieved multi-hop throughput.
1.2.2 A Vehicle’s Perspective of MAC Schemes
After characterizing the properties of a vehicular connectivity link between a ve-
hicle and a distant RSU, the forwarded message waits in the queue of its carrying
vehicle until it is transmitted to the corresponding RSU. Observe that more than
one vehicle may be present within the coverage range of a RSU, and multiple ones of
these vehicles may request to communicate with that RSU (i.e., V2I Communication)
at a time. This gives rise to a multiple access problem whose resolution is, indeed,
challenging. The performance of this multiple access system depends on the length of
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the roadway segment covered by the RSU and is also highly aﬀected by the vehicu-
lar traﬃc behaviour; precisely, the time-dependent number of simultaneously present
vehicles together with these vehicles’ respective residence times within the RSU’s
coverage range. Furthermore, other parameters such as the RSU’s data transmission
rate aﬀect the amount of data that vehicles can download whereas the vehicles’ re-
spective data transmission rates determine the amount of data each of these vehicles
can individually upload. Indeed, all of the vehicular traﬃc, wireless network settings
and conﬁgurations as well as the data communication capabilities of individual ve-
hicles exhibit a crucial interplay through which they collectively contribute to the
performance of this V2I communication system.
Motivated by the above, Chapter 4 of this thesis is dedicated for the modelling
and performance analysis of two novel, yet simple, MAC schemes for V2I commu-
nications. The fundamental contribution of Chapter 4 lies in the presentation of a
modelling approach that is distinguishable from the existing work in the literature
as it evaluates the performance of the considered system as seen from the angle of
any arbitrary vehicle residing within the coverage range of a RSU. Chapter 4 lays out
the detailed traﬃc scenario, mathematical formulation and reported results of this
addressed problem.
1.2.3 Optimizing Downlink Traﬃc Scheduling - The Single
RSU Case
Similar to all typical wireless networks, in a vehicular network, an eﬃcient op-
eration is the ultimate goal. Given the highly mobile facet of a vehicular network,
continuous connectivity has become a crucial research challenge that is recently receiv-
ing signiﬁcant attention. In order to increase the connectivity of a Vehicular Ad-hoc
Network (VANET), a possible solution is to deploy multiple RSUs on long roadway
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segments. Another possible solution is to increase the coverage range of VANETs’
wireless nodes (i.e., vehicles and RSUs). It is true that extending the coverage range
of vehicles’ radios may widen the connectivity area of a network, however, this solution
is associated with several drawbacks such as smaller data rates and increased packet
collision which may result in elevated delivery delays [5]. In both proposed solutions,
the RSU is consuming larger amounts of energy, which is not always procurable. In
fact, a long-lasting source of energy is provided to vehicles by their electric motor,
however, it is considerably expensive to provide grid-power connection to RSUs in
certain areas. This is a signiﬁcant barrier to the operation of a vehicular network.
Furthermore, and according to the U.S. Department of Transportation [6], it is ex-
pected that 40% of all rural free-way roadside infrastructure would be solar powered
by year 2050 due to the unavailability of a power-grid connection. Consequently, since
most of the RSUs will be battery-powered, it is important to schedule their operation
eﬃciently in order to achieve minimum energy consumption. Energy-eﬃcient schedul-
ing at the RSU is one way to overcome the restrictions imposed by an energy-limited
vehicular environment.
Chapter 5 of this thesis addresses the problem of energy-limited RSUs in a ve-
hicular network. A Markov Decision Process is formulated and solved using a re-
inforcement learning technique, namely the Q-learning algorithm. The resolution
is a Protocol for Energy-eﬃcient Adaptive scheduling using Reinforcement Learning
(PEARL), which is proposed for the purpose of increasing the number of downloaded
bits per unit time as well as avoiding the undesired event of a vehicle departing from
the RSU’s communication range with an incomplete service request. PEARL’s ob-
jective is to augment the RSU with the required artiﬁcial intelligence to realize and
hence exploit an optimal scheduling policy which will guarantee the operation of the
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of service requests.
1.2.4 Optimizing the Operation of a Connected Vehicular
Network - The Multiple RSU Case
The proper inauguration of a full-ﬂedged, smart and eﬃcient ITS is foreseen to
support the legitimate realization of the next generation 5G network by providing
several beneﬁts including easier content sharing and eﬃcient computation oﬄoading.
As such, the need to establish an intelligent and connected vehicular environment,
similar to the one illustrated in Figure 1.3, has become an emerging research priority.
Hence, in an eﬀort to satisfy the driver’s well-being as well as his demand for continu-
ous connectivity, Chapter 6 of this thesis addresses both safety and Quality-of-Service
(QoS) concerns in a green, balanced, connected and eﬃcient vehicular network with
multiple RSUs. Using the recent advances in training deep neural networks, this the-
sis exploits the deep reinforcement learning model, namely deep Q-network, which
learns a scheduling policy from high-dimensional inputs corresponding to the current
characteristics of the underlying network. Chapter 6 of this thesis develops an artiﬁ-
cial DQN agent that derives eﬃcient representations of the environment, learns from
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past experience, and progresses towards the realization of a successful scheduling pol-
icy in order to extend the lifetime of a green, safe and connected vehicular network
and achieve acceptable levels of QoS.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a brief overview
of the composition of the WAVE protocol suite followed by a thorough review of the
IEEE 802.11p and IEEE 1609.4 MAC protocols as well as a survey of a selection
of existing work that address the limitations of the current WAVE MAC protocols
[7]. Chapter 2 also lays out preliminary mathematical background on MDPs and
their resolution using machine learning techniques. Chapter 3 of this thesis investi-
gates the possibility of establishing a multi-hop connectivity path between an isolated
source vehicle and a faraway gateway RSU [4]. The average end-to-end delivery delay
was analysed after carefully examining the events that alter the network’s topology
[8]. Also, a Markovian framework is established for the purpose of evaluating the
per-vehicle and network throughputs [9]. Chapter 4 examines the performance of a
V2I communication scenario from a vehicle’s perspective. A mathematical framework
is established with the objective of modelling a vehicle’s onboard unit’s buﬀer and
evaluate its performance under two proposed MAC algorithms in terms of several
quality-of-service metrics [10] and [11]. Chapter 5 of this thesis examines a vehicular
network whose RSU dispossesses a permanent power source, but is instead equipped
with a large battery, which is periodically recharged. A reinforcement learning tech-
nique is proposed for the purpose of optimizing the RSU’s downlink traﬃc scheduling
during a discharge period [12]. Chapter 6 considers a vehicular network whose op-
eration is dictated by a deep reinforcement learning agent, which strives to optimize
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the operation a tandem of connected RSUs. The large-scale nature of the underly-
ing problem motivates the instantiation of an intelligent agent that will a) learn a
scheduling policy from high-dimensional inputs using end-to-end deep reinforcement
learning, b) derive eﬃcient representations of the environment, and c) progress to-
wards the realization of a successful scheduling policy which meets multiple objectives.






The ﬁrst section of this chapter presents a brief overview of the constituents of the
WAVE protocol suite followed by a thorough review of the IEEE 802.11p and IEEE
1609.4 MAC protocols. Then, a survey of a selection of existing work addressing the
limitations of the current WAVE MAC protocols is presented. The second section
of this chapter lays out a comprehensive literature review on scheduling-based access
methods. Finally, the last section presents a preliminary discussion of stochastic
control of Markov Decision Processes using Machine Learning techniques.
2.1 The WAVE Protocol Suite
2.1.1 WAVE Protocol Stacks
As illustrated in Figure 2.1, the WAVE architecture incorporates two major pro-
tocol stacks: a) Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6), and b) WAVE Short Message
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Figure 2.1: WAVE Protocol Stack.
loosely correlated to their Open Systems Interconnections (OSI) counterparts. In
terms of the OSI model, both of the WAVE stacks are built on top of the same PHY
and data link layers. In contrast, the network and transport layers diﬀer from one
stack to another. Note that none of the session, presentation and application lay-
ers are deﬁned within either one of the two WAVE protocol stacks. However, two
novel components that do not ﬁt within the OSI layered structure are brought in,
namely: a) Resource manager, and b) WAVE Security Services. These are handled
respectively by the IEEE 1609.1 and the IEEE 1609.2 protocols.
The two WAVE protocol stacks are deﬁned for the purpose of supporting critical,
high-priority, and delay-sensitive communications as well as the typical Transmis-
sion Control Protocol (TCP) and User Diagram Protocol (UDP) data exchanges.
Safety applications in vehicular environments impose stringent requisites in terms of
communication delay and error probability. However, they involve single-hop trans-
missions of short and complexity-minimal messages. The IEEE 1609 working group
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deﬁned the WSMP that allows for eﬃcient WAVE Short Message (WSM) transmis-
sions together with direct radio-resource parameters tuning in such a way to ensure
reliability-maximal and timely message deliveries. The WSMP sets the minimum
length of a WSM to 5 bytes, and imposes no constraint on the maximum length
that would rarely exceed 20 bytes [13]. The eﬃciency of WSMP is quite valuable
because channel congestion is a major concern in DSRC. Nevertheless, WSMP is not
designed to handle classical Internet applications that persuade additional private-
sector investments aiming at spreading and reducing the WAVE systems’ setup and
implementation costs; hence the integration of IPv6. At levels that parallel those of
the third and fourth OSI layers, the IEEE 1609.3 protocol covers the speciﬁcations
as well as the functionalities of WSMP and elucidates the adequate incorporation of
the orthodox IPv6, UDP and TCP within the WAVE systems. Furthermore, this
protocol lays out a compendium of management operations that serve the provision
of network services. These are docketed as the WAVE Management Entity (WME)
in Figure 2.1.
As mentioned earlier, the WAVE protocol suite is moulded on top of the IEEE
802.11 standard covering layer one in its entirety as well as a part of layer two of
both of the WAVE protocol stacks as depicted in Figure 2.1. It was established that
building the WAVE architecture on top of this standard has several advantages, of
which the most important are: a) the IEEE 802.11 is a stable standard adopted by
the wide majority of wireless networking experts, b) it supports interoperability be-
tween nodes produced by diﬀerent manufacturers, c) it allows for the co-existence of
emerging vehicular networks with other legacy wireless networks and d) it promotes
chipset design synergism and hence contributes to achieving higher-level economies.
Nonetheless, the unique characteristics that distinguish a vehicular networking en-
vironment from an archetypal 802.11-based Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
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Figure 2.2: The 75 MHz frequency spectrum allocated by FCC to support vehicular
networking applications
environment include but are not limited to: a) exiguity of central coordination, b)
wireless link instability, c) remarkable path disruptions and d) highly dynamic topol-
ogy. These diﬀerences have enforced the strict requirement for an amendment to the
IEEE 802.11 standard. This amendment is, today, referred to as the IEEE 802.11p. It
incorporates the data transmission functionalities as well as essential PHY and MAC
layer management operations, namely: a) the Physical Layer Management Entity
(PLME) and b) the MAC Layer Management Entity (MLME).
WAVE operations may be carried out over multiple channels. In particular, as
explained in more details in a subsequent section and illustrated in Figure 2.2, the
WAVE spectrum is subdivided into one Control CHannel (CCH) and multiple Service
CHannels (SCHs). It follows that a WAVE device may have to continuously alternate
between the CCH and either one of the SCHs. For reasons as such, the IEEE 1609.4
protocol has been founded and placed in one part of a layer of the WAVE protocol
stack. This layer corresponds to the second OSI layer. The IEEE 1609.4 protocol
is speciﬁcally tailored to govern the WAVE multichannel operations and it includes
several management extensions, namely the MLME extensions block shown in Figure
2.1.
The remaining part of layer two is populated by the Logical Link Control (LLC)
protocol which is based on the IEEE 802.2. For a further description of the WAVE
standards, the reader is referred to [13], which describes, in details, the recent IEEE
standards for vehicular environments.
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The next two subsections are dedicated to present a brief, yet comprehensive
overview of the IEEE 802.11p and IEEE 1609.4 MAC sublayers.
2.1.2 The IEEE 802.11p MAC Sublayer:
At the core of the IEEE 802.11p MAC sublayer lies an improved version of the
IEEE 802.11e’s Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) mechanism. Essen-
tially, EDCA is a prioritized contention-based channel access mechanism. It sup-
ports four Quality-of-Service-based (QoS) priority classes referred to as Access Classes
(ACs). At the MAC sublayer, a data packet queue is associated to each AC. Each
of these queues exactly behaves as an independent station and contends for chan-
nel access following the EDCA Function (EDCAF) with station-speciﬁc parameter
values. Following the access regulations dictated by EDCA, higher-priority traﬃc is
more likely to be transmitted than lower-priority traﬃc. Under EDCA, data packet
transmission priorities are realized through the selection of diﬀerent AIFS, minimum
and maximum contention window values for each AC. The highest channel access
priority is given to the AC with the smallest AIFS value whereas the lowest priority
is given to the AC with the largest AIFS value. Furthermore, a small contention
window being assigned to a high-priority AC secures that AC has a higher channel
access probability than its lower priority counterparts. Information on how to deter-
mine the AIFS values as well as the minimum and maximum contention window sizes
corresponding to each AC can be found in [14]. For the purpose of collision avoidance,
a node engages in a backoﬀ procedure before initiating any packet transmission. This
procedure is exactly the same as that followed under the Distributed Coordination
Function (DCF) with the only diﬀerence that, here, it applies for each one of the four
internal AC queues.
As opposed to the typical IEEE 802.11, the IEEE 802.11p deﬁnes a WAVE Basic
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Service Set (WBSS) as a unique identiﬁer for delineating a communication zone gov-
erned by a certain wireless service provider’s Access Point1 (AP). In order to initiate
a WBSS, an AP periodically diﬀuses WAVE Service Advertisement (WSA) beacons
periodically over the CCH. In-range nodes may associate with the advertised WBSS.
However, the association procedure described by the IEEE 802.11p diﬀers from that
of the typical IEEE 802.11 standard in that it excludes any form of active scanning
or authentication phases. Nodes monitoring the CCH become aware of the AP’s
presence together with the services oﬀered by the wireless provide to which that AP
belongs. Consequently, if required, nodes join the in-range WBSS by simply switching
to the advertised Service CHannel (SCH).
2.1.3 The IEEE 1609.4 Standard:
Allowing for multi-channel operations in vehicular environments is a remarkably
challenging task. This is especially true since, the proper functionality of these op-
erations comes as the result of eﬃcient coordination and synchronization. The IEEE
802.11p by itself does not support multi-channel operations. In order to enable this
feature, the IEEE 1609.4 protocol has been standardized. The underlying fundamen-
tal protocol design objective is to enable upper layer data transfers to take place over
multiple channels while maintaining complete lower-layer transparency. In particular,
this standard deﬁnes extensions to the IEEE 802.11p’s MAC layer in order to allow
for multi-channel coordination, switching and routing operations.
As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the IEEE 1609.4 presents four channel coordination
schemes for single-radio devices, namely:
1. Continuous Access : Radio devices remain continuously tuned to a single of
1In vehicular environments, an AP may be ﬁxed (e.g. a RSU) or mobile (e.g. a wireless device





















Figure 2.3: IEEE 1609.4 channel coordination schemes.
either one of the channels (i.e. CCH or SCH). No channel coordination is
required in this case.
2. Alternating Access : Radio devices periodically alternate between the CCH and
either one of the SCHs. Precisely, a time-division-multiplex-like scheme is
adopted where a channel access cycle is subdivided into two time intervals,
namely: a) a CCH interval (CCI) and b) an SCH interval (SCI). Both intervals
are of equal length of 50 (msec); hence composing a nominal synchronization
interval of 100 (msec). Note that the start of each CCI and SCI, a Guard
Interval (GI) of 5 (msec) is used during which devices that are switching chan-
nels remain silent. This design is speciﬁcally tailored to satisfy the stringent
requirements of the majority of emergency applications.
3. Immediate Access: Radio devices do not abide by the nominal synchronization
intervals and immediately switch from CCH to SCH without having to wait for
the beginning of the SCH interval.
4. Extended Access: Radio devices relentlessly communicate over either one of the
SCHs without reverting back to the CCH.
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2.1.4 Selective Literature Survey:
The authors of [15] performed an analytical study to examine the inﬂuence of
various parameters, such as the normalized throughput and packet delivery delay, on
the system performance. A 2D Markov chain was established to model the backoﬀ
procedure of the IEEE 802.11p’s EDCA function. With the assumption that the
channel is ideal, the results showed that, as the number of vehicles increase inside the
SRU’s range, the normalized throughput decreases. Furthermore, the packet delivery
delay of higher priority packets was acceptable whereas, for lower priority ACs, the
packet delivery delay was very high.
The authors of [16] argued that the results obtained in [15] were only applicable
in the saturated case, which is not relevant in a WAVE environment. Hence, in
[16], the authors eliminated the assumptions of traﬃc saturation and ideal channel,
and analysed the performance of the IEEE 802.11p’s EDCA function at the level of
the CCH. Their reported results showed that the throughput of the highest-priority
ACs was not aﬀected even when the system reached saturation. However, the Frame
Error Rate (FER) as well as the delays experienced by the highest-priority packets
increased drastically as the traﬃc load increased beyond 60%. The work in [15] and
[16] showed that the EDCA priority-based mechanism deployed in the IEEE 802.11p
standard does not guarantee an acceptable QoS, especially for lower-priority packets.
In [17], the authors aimed at investigating the eﬃciency of the IEEE 802.11p’s
broadcast scheme in the context of a safety-related application scenario where vehicles
typically exchanged two types of messages being: status and emergency messages. A
Markov chain was established for the purpose of evaluating the protocol’s perfor-
mance in terms of several metrics, namely: a) the successful reception rate, b) the
transmission probability, c) the collision probability and d) the network-level and
nodal-level throughputs.
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The work of [18] followed almost the same spirit of that of [17]. However, in
this work, the author focused on examining the performance of each of the four AC
queues. The reported results revealed the proportionality of the number of success-
fully received messages to the number of collisions. Nonetheless, it appeared that
collisions have lower impact on lower-priority AC queues than they have on their
higher-priority counterparts. This is mainly due to the fact that lower-priority AC
queues are often subject to larger contention window sizes and their rate of packet
transmission attempts is much less than that of the higher-priority AC queues. Fol-
lowing the insights provided in [18], it is important to point out a non-trivial drawback
that the IEEE 802.11p has; this being the fact that, in the context of dense vehicular
network scenarios, this protocol will fail to secure an acceptable QoS level for multiple
high-priority messages, [19]. This is especially true since these messages will experi-
ence severe collisions. The traﬃc shaping algorithms sound like a promising approach
to work around this problem especially if the vehicular density and the number of
successfully received messages per AC are accounted for when designing a shaping
function.
In [20], the authors pointed out that the typical static backoﬀ schemes poorly
adapt to the dynamic number of contending vehicles and hence signiﬁcantly alter the
IEEE 802.11p’s throughput performance at both the overall network and individual
node levels. To work around this problem, the authors propose two solutions of
which one is centralized and the other is distributed. Under the centralized scheme,
the optimal transmission probability is computed as a function of the exact number
of contending vehicles assumed to be known a priori. Under the distributed scheme,
each vehicle individually sets its backoﬀ window based on an estimation of the channel
conditions.
In [21], the authors extensively presented the problem of multi-channel access in
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vehicular environments. Furthermore, the authors layout a brainstorm-like discussion
on technical approaches that may lead to the resolution of each one of the identiﬁed
problems.
The authors of [22] established a mathematical framework with the objective of
modelling and evaluating the performance of the IEEE 802.11p multi-channel broad-
casting mechanism in terms of the packet delivery probability. Their study captured
the dynamics of the channel switching operations in the context of a networking sce-
nario characterized by a variable number of vehicles. The authors highlighted the
severe impact of the WAVE channel switching on the communication’s reliability and
provided design guidelines that aim at improving the performance of the WAVE’s
broadcast mechanism. These guidelines seem to be technically sound and generally
valid.
Recall that, in the basic time division concept deﬁned in IEEE 1609.4, time is seg-
mented into sync periods, consisting of one CCI and one SCI, which are, by default,
50 ms each. Many studies have been laid out to examine the eﬃciency of this time
division. For instance, in [23], the authors studied the synergy of time allocations on
CCH and SCH with EDCA diﬀerentiation parameters using IEEE 802.11p. Using a
probabilistic analysis as well as a queueing theory approach, the authors highlighted
the unfairness among traﬃc classes caused by diﬀerent AIFSN values for diﬀerent
traﬃc categories. Furthermore, the results shed the light on the drawbacks of having
an inactive channel time (i.e., the CCH and SCH being inactive in SCI and CCI re-
spectively). The authors argued that the severity of these problems can be diminished
by wisely selecting the values of the channel duty cycles as well as slighter EDCA
diﬀerentiation parameters.
The work of [24] revolved around prioritized broadcasting in IEEE 802.11p-based
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multi-channel vehicular networks. In particular, the authors have developed an an-
alytical framework whose objective was to capture the dynamics of beaconing and
service advertisement broadcast mechanisms which take place over the CCH.
The system’s model in [24] was developed under the assumption of non-saturation
conditions. Thus, as opposed to the typical 802.11-based wireless network analysis
(e.g., [25]), that model relaxed the orthodox assumption of nodal independence whose
validity stands only under network saturation conditions. Instead, the authors of
[24] presented the exact mathematical analysis describing the model’s underlying
three-dimensional stochastic process. Moreover, their model accounted for the unique
features of multi-channel-based WAVE communications, namely: a) the alternate
channel switching, b) the criticality of the routine control traﬃc broadcasted over
the CCH, c) the inherent EDCA’s diﬀerentiated access priorities and d) the short
validity of the information carried by beacons and service advertisement messages.
The system’s performance was evaluated in terms of the frame delivery probability.
This was especially reasonable given the short frame validity deadline which renders
the queueing delay a marginally relevant measure of the system’s performance.
The principle ﬁnding of [24] was that the access priority diﬀerentiation mecha-
nism described in the standard’s documentation does not serve the QoS improvement
objective. Indeed, this is mainly due to the short contention window values which,
in turn, aggravate internal collisions and lead to a severely degraded system’s per-
formance. Apparently, increasing the backoﬀ intervals seems to be an appropriate
countermeasure to suppress the inimical impact of synchronized frame collisions and
reduce the frame loss probability. However, increasing the backoﬀ intervals beyond a
certain threshold disallows the expiry of backoﬀ counters ahead of CCI’s end. This,
in turn, increases frame losses. At this level, increasing the data rate could impede
frame losses. However, a maximum rate of 6 (Mbps) alters the system’s robustness
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against interference. Finally, the use of smaller frame sizes helps in avoiding channel-
engendered errors and improving the frame loss probability. Nonetheless, according
to [26], the frame size is reduced only to repudiate overheads.
Vehicular networking communication protocols are still under careful realization
and the practical full-ﬂedged deployment of vehicular networks is still at its early
stages. Furthermore, WAVE protocol standards lack any mechanism that classiﬁes
vehicular nodes under multiple priority classes and regulates the channel access in such
a way to adequately distribute the available bandwidth and possibly other resources
among these nodes. The limitations and shortcomings of the current WAVE protocols
have been established as key drivers for numerous investigations on the potential
suitability of scheduling-based access technologies that may be exploited to support
the proper functionality of vehicular networks. The next section sheds the light on a
selection of scheduling-based MAC methods in the context of a V2I communication
scenario.
2.2 Scheduling-Based Access Methods
2.2.1 Overview:
On a microscopic scale, the IEEE 802.11p’s EDCA priority-based mechanism suf-
fers from several loopholes rendering it often prone to failure in ensuring fair access
to all of a node’s internal AC queues. This is especially true in cases where nodes
accumulate heavy high-priority data traﬃc in a network with medium to high traﬃc
intensity. In such cases, the lower priority AC queues suﬀer from a stringent starvation
problem.
On a macroscopic scale, the WAVE protocol standards lack any mechanism that
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classiﬁes vehicular nodes under multiple priority classes and regulates the channel ac-
cess in such a way to adequately distribute the available bandwidth and possibly other
resources among these nodes. For instance, in the context of V2I communications, an
arriving vehicle to a RSU resides within the range of that RSU for a limited period of
time, which depends on its speed. Observe that multiple vehicles may co-exist within
the RSU’s range at a time. Whenever more than one of these vehicles require access
to the RSU, that RSU may engage in a decision-making process whereby, based on
some criterion, it selects which vehicle to serve ﬁrst.
Deﬁnition: In the context of vehicular networking, scheduling is a decision-making
process whose outcome is an eﬃcient, ultimately optimal, joint channel access regu-
lation and resource allocation policy that has to be adopted by vehicular nodes for the
purpose of realizing one or several objectives concurrently.
For instance, if the objective is to maximize the number of served vehicles, then
vehicles have to be served in ascending order of their residence times. Alternatively,
if the objective is to reduce the system’s response time (i.e. the amount of time a
vehicle has to wait before it gets served) then vehicles have to be served in ascending
order of their nominal service times. If an optimal trade oﬀ between throughput and
response time has to be achieved, an earlier-deadline-ﬁrst policy has to be adopted
where a vehicle’s deadline is possibly determined by a cost function consisting of a
weighted combination of that vehicle’s nominal service time (i.e. the amount of time
a vehicle requires to successfully complete service) and its residence time.
In addition to the above, there exist a multitude of other remarkably challenging
objectives whose realization was made possible through the design of appropriate
scheduling algorithms. The next subsection presents a survey on a prime selection of
existing scheduling algorithms that were speciﬁcally tailored for vehicular networks.
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2.2.2 Selective Literature Survey:
In the context of a V2I communication scenario, the authors of [27] aimed at max-
imizing the delivery ratio of non-safety messages. This was achieved through their
design of a control-theoretical packet scheduling strategy that mitigates the joint im-
pact of the rapidly changing propagation conditions as well as the short connection
lifetime. The core of their design was inspired by guidelines which, in turn, were
dictated by the resolution of an optimal packet transmission scheduling problem.
This problem enclosed stringent constraints imposed by the unique characteristics of
VANETs. The authors argue that packet prioritization is necessary to achieve ser-
vice diﬀerentiation in VANETs with heterogeneous information ﬂows. Their strategy
enables QoS diﬀerentiation through the allocation of a ﬁxed amount of bandwidth
for each access class. The typical EDCA mechanism of the WAVE standard can be
easily augmented with the above-proposed control-based scheduling scheme in order
to further support delay-sensitive safety messages.
The proposed scheme in [27] suﬀers from a serious fairness/starvation problem.
This problem arises as a result of the low-priority access queues being subject to ser-
vice denials whenever their higher priority counterparts are not empty. In this regard,
an eﬃcient channel access protocol design has to account for this type of starvation
through ensuring fair channel access among all queue classes. In addition to the
above, service advertisement and channel coordination have been overlooked in [27].
In this regard, it is important to attract the reader’s attention that these additional
constraints further increase the problem’s complexity. This is especially true since
advertising service and coordinating channel assignments require the transmission of
additional control messages and hence wasting precious portions of the CCI.
The work of [28] revolved around a study of the random access problem in a
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Drive-Thru Internet (DTI) scenario. The aim was to design eﬃcient resource allo-
cation schemes that fully utilize the limited communication opportunities subject to
time-varying channel contention and capacity levels. Formulated as a ﬁnite-horizon
decision problem, the model enclosed the Dynamic Optimal Random Access (DORA)
algorithm that lead to establishing an optimal access policy for a single RSU. Re-
sults showed that, depending on the applications’ QoS requirements, the vehicle can
achieve diﬀerent levels of trade-oﬀ between the uploaded ﬁle size and the paid fee to
the RSU by enabling a self-incurred penalty. Furthermore, the authors considered
the case of multiple consecutive RSUs along the highway. DORA outperformed three
other heuristic schemes and achieved minimal total cost and highest upload ratio.
The major challenges the authors faced throughout their design were related to both
scalability, i.e., the dynamic number of vehicles involved in the channel contention
process, and time, i.e., vehicles resided for a limited time period within the RSU’s
coverage range and hence suﬀered from limited data upload opportunities.
The authors of [29] examined the V2I wireless access for streaming applications in a
public transportation system. The authors formulated an optimization problem with
the objective of providing a cost-minimal wireless connectivity that satisﬁes the end-
users QoS requirements. For this purpose, a hierarchical optimization framework was
established to determine an optimal policy indicating whether or not it is convenient
for a vehicle to request bandwidth reservation from the Stationary Internet Gateway
(SIG). The proposed mathematical model studied the system’s performance variation
as a function of the following factors: a) the streaming application’s requirements,
b) the vehicular mobility and c) the channel quality. The work in [29] considered
both the user-centric and network-centric point of views to provide a uniﬁed model
for optimizing wireless access in a V2I communication scenario.
The authors of [30] investigated the impact of vehicular traﬃc characteristics (i.e.
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traﬃc ﬂow and density, the vehicle speeds, etc.) on the throughput performance of
DTI. They resorted to Markov Reward Processes for the purpose of developing an
analytical model to quantitatively characterize the per-vehicle-per-RSU downloaded
data volume. In particular, they derived a distribution for the number of bytes down-
loaded per RSU. Their model accounted for the RSU’s transmission rate and coverage
area. Nonetheless, it was founded on top of the restrictive ideal MAC operation con-
ditions and fair distribution assumptions. Such assumptions delineate the surrealism
of the reported results in [30].
In [31], the authors proposed a basic low-complexity V2I access scheme calledD∗S
where the RSU stored the Service Requests (SRs) and the request with the least D∗S
was served ﬁrst. D is the SR’s deadline and S is the data size to be uploaded to the
SIG. D ∗S showed better performance when compared to three other access schemes
namely a) FCFS, b) Earliest Deadline First, and c) Smallest Datasize First. The
authors then worked on improving the performance of their proposed algorithm by
using broadcasting techniques, and hence, serving more requests simultaneously. Fur-
thermore, in an attempt to study the tradeoﬀs between the service ratio and the data
quality, the authors extend their algorithm and propose a Two-Step scheme where
two priority queues were used, i.e., one for upload requests and the other for down-
load requests. The results presented therein showed that the Two-Step scheduling
scheme is adaptive to diﬀerent workload scenarios. The authors then studied the
uplink MAC performance of a DTI scenario in [32]. Both the contention nature of
the uplink and the realistic traﬃc model were taken into consideration. An analyti-
cal framework was developed to quantify the uplink performance of DTI in an IEEE
802.11p environment in terms of packet collisions and uplink capacity. Furthermore,
for the purpose of maintaining optimal system performance, the authors explored the
adjustment of transmission power as a means of admission control by the roadside
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unit.
Finally, an identiﬁed common drawback of all of the above surveyed work is
the fact that the failure to account for safety messages. Consequently, the sur-
veyed scheduling algorithms require fundamental reﬁnements in order to support
high-priority delay-sensitive and safety-related applications. One possible approach
consists of augmenting the RSU with an additional queue for safety messages which,
in turn, will be granted preemption capabilities and hence the supremacy of being
served prior to other non-safety messages.
2.3 Markov Decision Processes
This section introduces the basic components of a Markov Decision Process (MDP)
and discusses the mathematical and notational subtleties that will be used through-
out this thesis, particularly in Chapters 5 and 6. MDPs provide a mathematical
framework for modelling decision making in situations where outcomes are inﬂuenced
by a decision maker. MDPs are particularly useful for studying a wide range of op-
timization problems that can be solved via dynamic programming and reinforcement
learning.
More precisely, an MDP is a discrete time stochastic control process where deci-
sions are made at points of time referred to as decision epochs. Let T denote the set
of decision epochs. In this thesis, T is a discrete ﬁnite set of time steps where time
is divided into N decision epochs. Let x deﬁne the state of the system. At time step
tn (n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·N), the process is in state xn, and the decision maker may choose
any action an from the set of admissible actions in xn, An. The process responds at
the next time step tn+1 by randomly moving into a new state xn+1, and giving the
decision maker a corresponding reward r(xn, an, xn+1).
It is important to mention that, the probability that the process moves into its
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new state xn+1 is inﬂuenced by the chosen action an at tn. Speciﬁcally, it is given by
the state transition probability P (xn+1|xn, an). As such, the next state xn+1 depends
on the current state xn and the decision maker’s action an. Note that, given xn
and an, xn+1 is conditionally independent of all previous states and actions; in other
words, the state transitions of an MDP process satisﬁes the Markov property. The
formal mathematical deﬁnition of a Markov Decision Process is laid out next.
2.3.1 MDP Mathematical Deﬁnition
AMDPmodel with a planning horizonN is a 5-tuple (E,A, P (x′|x, a), r(x, a, x′), φ)
where:
• E is the state space where, at any time tn, the system state xn ∈ E.
• A is the action space. The set of admissible actions whenever the system is in
state x is Ax ⊂ A.
• P (x′|x, a) is a transition probability, for reaching state x′ when taking action a
from state x.
• r(x, a, x′) is the immediate reward (or expected immediate reward) received
after transitioning from state x to state x′ due to action a.
• φ is a set of speciﬁc parameters for some of the diﬀerent kinds of learning set-
tings. For instance, φ includes γ ∈ [0, 1], which is the discount factor represent-
ing the diﬀerence in importance between future rewards and present rewards.
An MDP is fully determined by the above 5 quantities that completely characterize
the environment. A policy, contingency plan or strategy speciﬁes the decision rule
to be used at all decision epochs. It provides the decision maker or agent with
guidelines for action selection under any possible system state in order to control
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(or partially control) the MDP environment. The core problem of MDPs is to ﬁnd a
policy π : E → A that maps the set of states to the set of actions. Whenever the agent
is following the policy π, the action at tn is an = π(xn), and thus, the immediate step
reward can be written as rn = r(xn, π(xn)). The goal is to ﬁnd a policy π that will
maximize some cumulative function of the immediate rewards, typically the expected





Recall that, γ is a discount factor which is set between 0 and 1. γ = 0 will make the
agent short-sighted by only considering current rewards, while a factor approaching
1 will make it strive for a future high reward. The next subsections discuss various
ways to solve an MDP and ﬁnd an optimal policy.
2.3.2 Optimality Equations
In order to solve an MDP, an optimal policy π∗ : E → A should control the agent’s
decisions to maximize the expected sum of rewards over the planning horizon. Let












Now, in order to solve the above equation, the agent will estimate how good it is
to be in a given state when following policy π. Let Vπ(x) be the value of being in
state xn when following policy π. Informally, the value of a state x under a policy π,
denoted by Vπ(x), is the total expected returns when starting in x and following π
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where Rn is the total expected discounted sum starting from time tn. Vπ is called
the state-value function for policy π. According to [33], for a given admissible policy
π ∈ Π, the value function Vπ satisﬁes the following Bellman recursive equation:











The optimal policy π∗ gives the optimal value function V ∗, deﬁned by:
V ∗(x) = max
π∈Π
Vπ(x) , ∀x ∈ E (2.5)
The optimal policy associated with optimal value function given in Equation (2.5)
achieves the maximum reward expression laid out in Equation (2.1) [34]. However,
in order to solve Equation (2.5), the knowledge of the transition probability function,
P (xn+1|xn, π(xn)) is required. In these cases, techniques such as Value Iteration
(VI) and Policy Iteration (PI) may be used in order to ﬁnd the optimal policy [34].
However, note that, the formulated MDPs in this thesis are model-free (i.e., unaware
of the state transition probability). Classical Dynamic Programming (DP) techniques
(e.g. VI and PI) may not be exploited, thus, this thesis will not discuss these methods.
The reader is kindly referred to [33] and [34] for detailed discussions on DP methods
to solve an MDPs.
Now, a reinforcement learning method, Q-learning, presents itself as a simple way
to ﬁnd the optimal policy by experiencing the consequences of actions without the
requirement of an established transition function P (xn+1|xn, π(xn)). Therefore, let
Qπ(x, a) be value of taking action a in state x under a policy π. Informally, Qπ(x, a)
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is the expected return starting from x, taking the action a, and thereafter following
policy π. Qπ(x, a) is given by:
Qπ(x, a) = Eπ
[





γk(Rn+k|xn = x, an = a)
]
(2.6)
According to [33], for a given admissible policy π ∈ Π, the action-value function
Qπ satisﬁes the following Bellman recursive equation:
Qπ(x, a) = Eπ
[
r(xn, an, xn+1) + γQπ(xn+1, an+1)|xn = x, an = a
]
(2.7)
The optimal policy π∗ gives the optimal action-value function Q∗, deﬁned by:
Q∗(x, a) = Eπ∗
[
r(xn, an, xn+1) + γV





r(xn, an, xn+1) + γ max
an+1
Q∗(xn+1, an+1)|xn = x, an = a
]
(2.9)
Now, optimal action selection can be simply put as:
π∗(x) = arg max
a
Q∗(x, a) (2.10)
That is, the best action is the action that has the highest expected action-value func-
tion based on all the possible next states resulting from taking that action. The next
subsections discuss two methods to solve Equation (2.10) in model-free environments;
particularly, reinforcement learning and deep reinforcement learning.
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2.3.3 Solving Model-Free MDPs
Reinforcement Learning
Q-learning is a model-free Reinforcement Learning (RL) technique which is widely
used to ﬁnd an optimal policy for any given ﬁnite MDP. It works by learning an action-
value function that eventually achieves the optimal reward of taking a given action
in a given state and following the optimal policy thereafter.
Since the Q-function makes the action explicit, the Q-values can be estimated
using the following online incremental update stochastic Q-learning algorithm:
Q(xn, an) := Q(xn, an) + α(n)
[





Note that, the choice of the value of γ becomes very crucial for the convergence
of the Q-values presented above. In fact, γ = 0 will make the agent short-sighted by
only considering current rewards, while a factor approaching 1 will make it strive for
a future high reward. Furthermore, α(n) is the step-size learning rate which is set
between 0 and 1. Note that, whenever α(n) = 0 the Q-values are not updated and
hence nothing is learnt. However, setting a high value for α(n) means that learning








The ﬁrst condition ensures that the algorithm does not prematurely converge,
whereas the second condition ensures that the noise in the algorithm asymptotically
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vanishes [33]. Most often, the step sizes are simply chosen to be α(n) = 1/n. The
convergence of the underlying algorithm has been widely analysed and proven. The
optimal Q-values as well as the optimal policy are obtained upon the convergence of
the following algorithm. Note that, several studies have addressed the problem of im-
proving the convergence speed of Q-learning algorithms, where recommendations for
faster convergence were empirically derived. For instance, the use of bootstrapping
methods may accelerate the convergence of reinforcement learning algorithms. How-
ever, bootstrapping requires a priori initial knowledge of the action-value function
using supplied initial policies, which is outside the scope of this thesis.
When the action-value function converges to the true values of Q(x, a), ∀(x, a) ∈
E × A, the decision maker chooses an optimal action an given by:
an = arg max
a
Q(xn, a) (2.13)
During the agent learning phase, if it chooses the action using equation (2.13)
all the time, the resulting algorithm would not be guaranteed to lead to an optimal
solution [35]. The problem is that the factors Q(x, a) might underestimate the value
of a state-action pair. As a result actions that map the system to an underestimated
state will never be chosen, and the decision maker may end up ignoring actions that
might be quite rewarding. Hence, a rule that forces the agent to explore states and
actions that may not look attractive is essential in the learning phase. One of the
simplest ways of overcoming this issue is to modify the decision policy for choosing
an action during the learning phase using the -greedy policy. Using this policy,
with probability , the agent chooses an action at random from the set of admissible
actions at tn. And with probability 1 − , the agent chooses the action according
to equation (2.13), in which case the agent is exploiting its current knowledge of
the value of each state-action pair. The -greedy policy is simple and intuitive, and
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produces a guarantee that the agent will visit every (reachable) state and action
inﬁnitely often. Note that, the -greedy method works well for some problems, but
not for others. Solving the problem of when to explore and when to exploit is known
as the exploration versus exploitation problem, which is still considered one of the
most challenging problems in a learning environment.
The Q-learning algorithm used in this thesis to ﬁnd the optimal policy π∗ is
presented below:
Algorithm 2.1 Q-Learning Method to Compute π∗
1: For each (x,a) ∈ E ×A, initialize Q(x,a) = 0
2: Repeat (for each learning episode)
3: for all n ∈ T do
4: Observe xn
5: Select action an using -greedy method
6: Execute an and observe r(xn,an,xn+ 1) and xn+ 1
7: Update Q(xn,an) (according to Equation (2.11)).
8: xn ← xn+ 1
9: Until x is terminal
The Q-learning method of reinforcement learning assumes that the estimates of
state-action values could always be represented as a look-up table with one entry for
each state-action pair. Unfortunately, this strategy is only applicable in a very limited
number of problem, and is often infeasible. In fact, in a high-dimensional state space
scenario, not only does this approach present unrealistic memory requirements, but
also an agent is not able to visit all states or state-action pairs, and thus the time
needed to ﬁll the look-up table becomes increasingly problematic. In the case of a
very large or continuous state-space, the problem becomes intractable. This is known
as the curse of dimensionality in reinforcement learning.
The literature encloses numerous solutions which address this problem (e.g., linear
function approximation [36], hierarchical representations [37], state aggregation [38],
etc.). These methods greatly rely on the system state representations, thus making
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the agent not fully autonomous and reducing its ﬂexibility. The use of non-linear
function approximation techniques was relinquished as these methods turned out to
be unstable and non-converging when used to represent the action-value function
[36]. Only recently, the authors of [39] presented the Deep Q-Network (DQN) al-
gorithm and tested it in a challenging framework composed of several Atari games.
DQN achieved dramatically better results than earlier approaches and professional
human players and showed a robust ability to learn representations from very high-
dimensional input.
Chapter 6 of this thesis examines a variant of DQN in the context of a V2I commu-
nication scenario in a connected vehicular network with multiple RSUs. Hence, the
next subsection lays out fundamental background about deep reinforcement learning.
Deep Reinforcement Learning
So far, the previous section has established that an MDP is a discrete-time stochas-
tic control process, where, at each time step, the process is in some state xn and the
decision maker chooses a feasible action an. Accordingly, the process then moves to a
new state xn+1 and awards the decision maker a corresponding reward r(xn, an, xn+1).
The probability that the process moves into its new state xn+1 is inﬂuenced by the
chosen action. It is deﬁned by the state transition function P (xn+1|xn, an), which
satisﬁes the Markov Property. The core problem of MDPs is to ﬁnd an optimal pol-
icy for the decision maker, deﬁned by a function π∗ that speciﬁes the action that the
decision maker will choose when in state x in order to maximize a cumulative function
of the random rewards.
A classical MDP can be solved by value iteration or policy iteration [34] to de-
termine the optimal policy; however, these two methods assume that the decision
maker accurately knows the transition function and the reward for all states in the
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environment. Whereas, in practice, the decision maker may not have an explicit rep-
resentation of the transition and reward functions. Fortunately, there is a way to
learn these functions; the decision maker trades learning time for a priori knowledge
through a form of reinforcement learning known as Q-learning. Q-learning is a form
of model-free learning, which teaches the decision maker how to behave in an MDP
when the transition and/or reward functions are unknown. The previous subsection
highlighted the major setback of Q-learning, a phenomenon commonly known as the
curse of dimensionality. This thesis exploits function approximation techniques to
overcome this widely known limitation of RL in large state space scenarios. In partic-
ular, neural networks are exceptionally good at coming up with good features for high
dimensional input data. In fact, the action-value function can be represented with a
neural network, which takes the current system state and action as input and outputs
the corresponding Q-value. This technique is commonly known as deep reinforcement
learning.
A neural network with weights θ, referred to as a Q-network [39], is a non-
linear function approximator which approximates the action-value function Q(x, a)
by Q(x, a; θ). A Q-network can be trained in order to learn the parameters θ of the
action-value function Q(x, a; θ) by minimizing a sequence of loss functions, where the
ith loss function Li(θi) is given by:
Li(θi) = E
[








Note that, θi are the neural network’s parameters at the i
th update, and the param-
eters from the previous update, θi−1 are held ﬁxed when optimizing the loss function






is the target for iteration
i, which depends on the neural network’s parameters from the last update. Hence,
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the objective is to ﬁnd the neural network’s set of weights which make the above cost
expression as small as possible. This is done using an algorithm known as gradient
descent, which repeatedly computes the gradient 	θiLi(θi), and updates the neural
network’s weights in order to reach a global minimum. Hence, diﬀerentiating the loss











	θi Q(xn, an; θi)
]
(2.15)
The use of batch methods, which utilize the full training set to compute the next
update to parameters at each iteration tend to converge very well to local optima.
However, often in practice, computing the cost and gradient for the entire training
set is extremely slow and sometimes intractable on a single machine, especially when
the training dataset is large. Therefore, rather than computing the full expectations
in the above gradient equation, it is computationally desirable to optimize the loss
function using the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) method. SGD updates the
neural network’s parameters after seeing only a single or a few training examples.
The use of SGD in the neural network setting is motivated by the high cost of running
back propagation over the full training set.
In practice, reinforcement learning methods tend to diverge when used with non-
linear function approximators such as a neural network. In order to avoid the diver-
gence of deep reinforcement learning algorithms, three techniques were introduced in
[39], namely:
1. Experience Replay: The parameters of the neural network are updated by per-
forming a SGD step on random samples of past experience rather than the most
recent samples of experience. This reduces the correlations between successive
updates applied to the network, hence breaking the strong correlations of the
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training data and reducing the variance of the updates.
2. Fixed Target Network: The neural network’s parameters used to compute the
target for the ith iteration are held ﬁxed for intervals of several thousand SGD
steps, then they are updated with the current realized parameters. A target Q-
network reduces the correlations between the target and the obtained Q-values,
thus making the problem less non-stationary.
3. Reward Normalization: This technique limits the scale of the error derivatives
and ensures that gradients are well conditioned. This approach eliminates the
instability in error back-propagation, such that no outlier update can have too
much impact on the learning. However, in this setting, the learning agent can
no longer diﬀerentiate between small and large rewards. As such, normalizing
the rewards adaptively to sensible range increases the robustness of the derived
gradients and stabilizes the deep learning process.













where D is the experience replay memory and the symbol ∼ is used to denote that a
minibatch of transitions (xn, an, rn, xn+1) is sampled from D. θ
−1 are the parameters
of the target Q-network. By using the above three techniques, the convergence of
the underlying deep reinforcement learning algorithm has been empirically proven in
[39] and [40]. On the other hand, the drawback of using the experience replay is the
substantial memory requirements.
Deep Q-Network (DQN) is an oﬀ-policy algorithm as it learns an optimal action
an = max
a
Q(xn, an; θ) while choosing random actions to ensure adequate exploration
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of the state space. Recall that, a common problem often faced by autonomous learning
agents is the trade-oﬀ between acting to gain information and acting to gain rewards.
As such, the -greedy strategy is also used herein for active exploration. The neural
network training process using a deep reinforcement learning algorithm, which will
serve to approximate the state-action function is presented below:
Algorithm 2.2 Deep Q-Learning with Experience Replay and Fixed Target Network
1: Initialize replay memory D to capacity C
2: Initialize Q-network with random weights θ
3: Initialize target Q-network with random weights θ− = θ
4: for episode = 1, M do
5: Collect network characteristics to realize state x0
6: for n = 0, T do
7: an = argmaxa Q(xn,an;θ) with probability 1− .
8: Otherwise, action in an is randomly selected.
9: Execute an and observe rn and xn+ 1
10: Store transition (xn,an, rn,xn+ 1) in D
11: Sample random minibatch of transitions (xn,an, rn,xn+ 1) from D
12: Set the target to rn if episode terminates at n+ 1, otherwise, target is
rn +max
an+1
Q(xn+ 1, an+ 1;θ
−)
13: Perform a SGD update on the current Q-network parameters θ






Path: A Feasibility Study
3.1 Introduction
The transportation research industry has long anticipated the deployment of a
full-ﬂedged vehicular network that will help reduce accidents, facilitate eco-friendly
driving, provide accurate real-time traﬃc information, and oﬀer entertainment and
leisure services to commuting passengers. Today, technology advancements have aug-
mented vehicles with intelligent devices allowing them to behave as mobile sensors
and/or data relays and hence, rendering them indispensable major components of
ITSs that, in turn, provision users with adequate access to modern information and
safety-related services during their commute on roads and highways. At the core of
these ITSs are VANETs that incorporate two types of communication, namely: a)
V2V and b) V2I, which support numerous attractive applications related to safety
(e.g., collision detection and lane change warning), driving assistance (e.g., online
navigation and smart parking), as well as infotainment (e.g., mobile oﬃce and media
streaming).
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In a typical VANET, a vehicle residing within the range of a RSU may directly
communicate with that RSU using V2I communications and, hence, exploit a vari-
ety of services that happen to be oﬀered by that RSU. However, upon its departure
from the RSU’s coverage range, the vehicle enters a dark area and loses all means
of communication with the RSU. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, under several circum-
stances, vehicles residing in dark areas of a roadway require to communicate with an
RSU. Thus far, the literature encloses numerous work revolving around maintaining
connectivity in vehicular environments (e.g. [4], [41]). In particular, the work of [41]
addresses the optimal placement of RSUs along a highway in order to increase the
connectivity of vehicles navigating along that highway. However, it is possible that
the number of RSUs required to achieve such an objective may be large especially if
long inter-city highways are considered. At this level, it is important to mention that,
the cost of deploying a suﬃcient number of RSUs in order to fully connect a roadway
is remarkably elevated [6]. This renders solutions such as the one proposed in [41]
practically limited. Alternatively, establishing a connectivity path between faraway
vehicles and the RSU is possible through the exploitation of cooperative relay vehi-
cles as illustrated in Figure 3.1. This chapter is dedicated for the investigation of
the necessary conditions to be satisﬁed for establishing a connectivity path between
an isolated vehicle S and a far away RSU D. An analytical framework is established
for the purpose of estimating the probability of the existence of a set of vehicles in
tandem allowing for the establishment of a communication path between S and D.
In reality, a vehicular network is not stationary with time. Consequently, the events
which alter the network’s topology are examined and their eﬀect on a packet’s average
end-to-end delivery delay is considered. Finally, a mathematical study is conducted
for examining the achieved multi-hop throughput.
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Figure 3.1: Connecting Vehicles in Dark Areas.
related work and distinguishes the work presented herein from the existing studies in
the literature. Section 3.3 lays out a brief description of the considered multi-hop V2I
communication scenario. In Section 3.4, the vehicular traﬃc model is laid out. The
proposed path connectivity model is formulated in Section 3.5. The packet’s end-
to-end delivery delay analysis is laid out in Section 3.6. The multi-hop throughput
analysis is conducted in Section 3.7. Results are reported in Section 3.8, and ﬁnally,
concluding remarks are summarized in Section 3.9.
3.2 Related Work
3.2.1 Literature Review:
The authors of [42] presented a performance modelling of message dissemination
in a vehicular network with two priority classes of traﬃc and accounted for the in-
terference induced by hidden terminals in a multi-hop communication scenario. The
authors assume a one-dimensional highway segment where vehicles are dispersed ac-
cording to a Poisson process. Hence the nodes are uniformly distributed over the
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considered highway segment. Once a message arrives to the VANET, it will be trans-
mitted in the channel following a randomly chosen back-oﬀ counter, which is consid-
ered a part of the messages’ exponential inter-arrival times. The transmission time of
a message is assumed to follow the exponential distribution also. The highway seg-
ment is partitioned into activity and inactivity regions, and the total length of activity
regions as well as interference sub-regions were presented given the total number of
concurrent transmissions. Next, the authors determined the distribution of the num-
ber of concurrent transmissions of low priority messages in the network. Since the
number of transmissions follows a Poisson distribution and their transmission times
are exponentially distributed, then the number of transmissions was modelled as a
birth-death process and the average number of concurrent transmissions was then
calculated.
The work of [42] examined the probability that a destination node is in an inter-
ference region. This probability may be interpreted as the percentage of destination
node population that cannot receive the disseminated message correctly due to in-
terference. Hence, it was concluded that all nodes within the transmission range
of a sender experience the same probability of being blocked, which turned out to
be independent from their distances to the sending node. The authors of [42] also
studied higher priority message dissemination using the contention-based forwarding
technique.
In [43] an analytical model was established with the objectives of studying the
eﬀects of traﬃc ﬂow, vehicles speeds and transmission range on network connectivity.
Therein, queueing theoretical techniques were employed to study the connectivity
between diﬀerent vehicle pairs. The reported results showed that the network con-
nectivity can be quite poor under sparse vehicular traﬃc conditions. In [44], it was
observed that links in VANETs are established and disrupted unexpectedly. In fact,
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this is due to the dynamic topology changes together with the short transmission
ranges mandated by the FCC and the DSRC standards. In a similar context, the
work of [45] revolved around three networking scenarios distinguished by consider-
ing three diﬀerent vehicular densities mainly representing light, medium and heavy
vehicular traﬃc. Under each density, a probabilistic analysis was conducted with
the objective of deriving the distribution of the length of distance headway between
consecutive vehicles along a highway.
The authors of [46] studied the steady-state statistical properties of continuous
communication path availability in VANETs. The authors examined a network of
highways characterized by arbitrary topologies where vehicles arrive to the considered
network through any entry point following a Poisson process and move along a path
according to a mobility model with a state-dependent mean speed. They highlighted
the eﬀects of mobility and traﬃc arrival process on the continuous communication
path availability and packet delay. Particularly, their results showed that the mean
durations of path availability and mean packet delay increased with the increasing
transmission range.
In [47], a store-and-forward framework was proposed for VANETs with extra stor-
age using buses and taxis as message carriers. Therein, the optimal link strategy was
derived in terms of which types of vehicles to piggyback and how long the message
should wait for them. The authors of [41] presented an analytical framework for the
purpose of determining the maximum separation distance between adjacent RSUs in
order to guarantee that the vehicle-to-RSU data delivery delay does not exceed a
certain threshold. Motivated by the mathematical ﬁndings in [42] and the shortcom-
ings of [41], the authors of [4] considered a roadway segment experiencing Free-ﬂow
traﬃc and examined the physical availability of a connectivity path between a far
away vehicle S and a destination RSU D. Finally, in [48] a mathematical model was
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presented with the objective of ﬁnding the packet delivery ratio when a vehicle for-
wards its data to another vehicle ahead of it. In that model, the author assumed that
the packet undergoes a ﬁxed number of V2V communication hops until it reaches its
destination. The authors of [49] presented a theoretical model which studies the spa-
tial propagation of information in a vehicular network, however, they did not consider
any real-world communication aspect, (e.g. access protocol, bandwidth constraints).
3.2.2 Novel Contributions:
This chapter presents a stochastic model that aims at investigating the feasibility
and availability of a connectivity path between a source vehicle S and a remote RSU
D. The novel contributions are detailed as follow:
• Throughout the development of the analytical framework presented herein, the
relatively restrictive assumptions made in [41] and [48] are relaxed. Precisely,
ﬁrst, the highway segment considered in this work is assumed to experience
free-ﬂow vehicular traﬃc conditions under which, vehicle densities are rela-
tively higher than those considered in [41]. This, however, does not mitigate
inter-vehicular connectivity intermittence. Instead, as opposed to the scenario
investigated in [41], V2V communication is, herein, still partially feasible and
has a relatively higher utility in linking completely isolated nodes to distant
connected infrastructure. As a result, the assumption that only a single vehicle
is present in an RSU’s transmission range is completely eliminated.
• As opposed to [41] where vehicles were assumed to navigate at either one of a
high or low speed, the free-ﬂow traﬃc model (i.e., [50]) is adopted herein where
per-vehicle speed is a random variable with a known distribution.
• In [48], a packet was allowed to undergo only a constant number of V2V hops
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until it reaches its destination. The mathematical framework developed in this
work examines the distance travelled by a packet in a single hop and character-
izes the number of experienced communication hops with technically, no upper
bound limitations.
• As opposed to the work presented in [48], the traﬃc model adopted in this
study eliminates the limiting assumption of a stationary network. Herein, the
dynamic nature of vehicular networks together with the frequently alternating
turn of random events leading to topology changes are carefully examined and
considered throughout the derivation of the packet end-to-end delivery delay.
• Finally, realistic mobility traces were generated from SUMO [51], and used as
mobility input for an event-driven simulator in order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our proposed model under real-world traﬃc conditions.
In what follows, a concise but yet comprehensive description of the system dy-
namics is presented and a mathematical framework is established for the purpose
of:
1. Determining the availability of a connectivity path between a source vehicle and
a destination RSU.
2. Evaluating a packet’s end-to-end delivery delay as well as the multi-hop through-
put of the proposed system.





ρ Vehicular density (veh/km)
λs Vehicle arrival rate to the considered segment (veh/s)
dSD Distance between source vehicle S and RSU D (m)
N Number of vehicles in dSD
S Inter-vehicular separation distance (m)
R Vehicle’s communication range (m)
W Distance between consecutive vehicles within the same cluster (m)
Z Length of a cluster (m)
C Number of nodes in a cluster
G Distance separating two consecutive clusters (m)
Pr Probability that a vehicle has at least one relay vehicle within R
PSD Probability of an available V2V connectivity path between S and D
K Number of hops a packet undergoes from S to D
dh Distance travelled by a packet in a single V2V hop
E1 Event 1 when CLVi approaches CTVi+1
E2 Event 2 where a faster vehicle overtakes CLVi in cluster i
E3 Event 3 where CLVi enters D ’s communication range
tji Average time required for event Ej to occur when the packet is carried by CLVi
Vn,i Speed of n
th vehicle in the ith cluster
Δv average diﬀerence in speeds between two vehicles
pn Probability that CLV is faster than the n
th vehicle in the next cluster
di Distance between the vehicle carrying the packet and D
T (di) Average end-to-end delay
τ Transmission probability




rc Carrier sensing range
Nc Number of vehicles in carrier sensing range
Pdata Probability of data collision
ND Number of vehicles in data collision range
Pack Probability of ACK collision
NA Number of vehicles in ACK collision range
Sv Single node throughput
Pt Probability of a successful transmission
Ldata Length of transmitted packet
Se End-to-end per-vehicle throughput
3.3 Multi-Hop V2I Communication Scenario
This study considers a network model similar to the one illustrated in Figure
3.1, where a packet may undergo multiple V2V communication hops until eventually,
it reaches a vehicle which will transmit it to the RSU within its communication
range. Each vehicle is equipped with an OnBoard Unit (OBU) through which it
communicates with other vehicles as well as RSUs using the WAVE protocol suite
[52], according to which, the procedure to set-up a connection between two nodes
of a vehicular network is simple as active scanning, association, and authentication
procedures are no longer necessary. In fact, each node in a vehicular network (i.e., a
vehicle or a RSU) periodically broadcasts on the CCH announcement beacon messages
that contain information identifying its oﬀered applications (in the case of the RSU)
and information about the speed, location and direction of travel (in the case of a
vehicle). A vehicle monitors the CCH, coordinates with the RSU or neighbouring
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vehicles and then simply switches to a SCH in order to establish a communication
link. Herein, it is assumed that an arbitrary vehicle desires to establish a connection
with either the RSU (if it is within its communication range) or another vehicle
within its coverage range that will serve as an intermediate store-carry-and-forward
vehicle. Note that, if a transmitting vehicle has more than one vehicle inside its
communication range, it will select the farthest one as its potential next hop. In
fact, a vehicle may select any in-range vehicle to forward data packets to. However,
selecting the farthest vehicle allows the packet to travel a larger distance within a
single hop. Transmitting vehicles will take advantage of the disseminated control
information (here, other vehicles’ respective locations) in order to determine which of
the inrange vehicles is indeed the farthest one. It is worthwhile noting that, several
studies have argued that selecting the farthest reachable vehicle results in the fastest
data delivery in routing scenarios [53]. The case where the selected vehicle is unwilling
to cooperate is outside the scope of this current study and is left for future work
(discussed in Chapter 7.2).
Whenever a source or an intermediate vehicle has no reachable relay vehicles
within its communication range, the packet waits in the queue of the carrying vehicle
until a transmission opportunity arises, possibly as a result of a change in the vehicular
network topology. The events leading to the vehicular network’s topology changes
are further discussed in Section 3.6.1.
3.4 Vehicular Traﬃc Model
Consider a multi-lane unidirectional roadway segment of length dSD separating
a source vehicle S and a destination RSU D. This segment operates under free-ﬂow
traﬃc conditions. According to [43], [42] and [50], vehicle arrivals to a particular lane l
of the considered segment follow a Poisson process with parameter λl. Consequently,
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λl, where L is the number of lanes ([54]).
The per-vehicle speeds are i.i.d. random variables in the range [Vmin;Vmax]. These
speeds are drawn from a truncated Normal distribution with mean E[V ] and standard
deviation σV . It is assumed that vehicles maintain their respective speeds constant
during their entire navigation period over the considered roadway segment [42],[50].
As such, the number of vehicles N residing within the segment of length dSD follows





e−ρdSD , n ≥ 0 (3.1)
where ρ = λs
E[V ]
is the vehicular density in vehicles per meter and E[V ] is the average
vehicle speeds.
The inter-vehicular separation distance, denoted herein by S, was examined in [45]
and [55], and both studies showed that S follows an exponential distribution whose
p.d.f. is given by:
fS(s) = λse
−λss , s ≥ 0 (3.2)
where 1
λs
is the average inter-vehicular distance.
Following the illustrative example presented in Figure 3.2, vehicles residing within
the segment of length dSD form several clusters. The distance between consecutive
vehicles within the same cluster is smaller than the communication range R of a
vehicle, and is denoted by W . The distance separating the ﬁrst and last vehicle in a
single cluster i is denoted by Zi. And ﬁnally, the distance separating two consecutive
clusters i and i + 1 is denoted by Gi. Let C denote the number of nodes that form








Figure 3.2: Vehicles Forming Clusters Along dSD.
given by:
fC(c) = Pe(1− Pe)c , c ≥ 0 (3.3)
where Pe = e
−λsR. Consequently, the average number of nodes forming a cluster is
C = (1− Pe)/Pe.
The intra-cluster distance, denoted by W , is the distance between two consecutive
vehicles within the same cluster. Its p.d.f. fW (w) has been presented in [42] and is
given by:
fW (w) = fS(w|w < R) = fS(w)
1− Pe , 0 ≤ w ≤ R (3.4)
The mean intra-cluster distance is therefore:
W =
1− Pe(1 + λsR)
(1− Pe)λs (3.5)
Similarly, the inter-cluster distance, denoted by G, is the distance separating the
farthest vehicle in one cluster (referred to herein Cluster Leader Vehicle (CLV)) and
the closest upcoming vehicle in the next cluster (referred to herein as Cluster Tail




, g > R (3.6)
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Figure 3.3: Probability of having a relay node on a per-hop basis.
The mean inter-cluster distance is given by:
G = R + 1/λs (3.7)
Finally, let Z denote the length of a cluster. Its average value Z has been estab-
lished in [42], and is given by:
Z =
1− Pe(1 + λsR)
λsPe
(3.8)
The properties of the considered vehicular traﬃc model have been characterized.
Note that, the case where a transmitting vehicle wishes to exploit vehicles travelling
in the opposite direction in order to establish a connectivity path is outside the scope
of this study. In the next section, a stochastic model is developed to examine the
feasibility of establishing an end-to-end path between S and D through intermediate
relay nodes.
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3.5 Modelling and Analysis of Path Availability
3.5.1 Availability of Relay Nodes:
Assume that all vehicles are equipped with identical wireless communication de-
vices each of which having a transmission range of R meters. A vehicle i is able
to relay packets to a subsequent vehicle along dSD, say vehicle j, if the distance
separating these two vehicles does not exceed R.
Let Pr denote the probability that a vehicle i has at least one vehicle within its
range to which it can forward data packets. Note that, the vehicle receiving the data
may not be i’s direct predecessor. Truly, that latter may be fast enough to pass
slower vehicles and get out of i’s communication range. Hence, vehicle i may relay its
data packet to any vehicle, which previously entered the highway segment and is still
within i’s communication distance. Hence, the probability of having a relay vehicle





where Yx is an Erlang-x random variable which denotes the sum of x inter-vehicular














Equation 3.9 is veriﬁed in Figure 3.3 where the theoretical curve falls within the
95 % conﬁdence interval of its simulated counterpart. The simulation framework
is presented in details in Section 3.8. The results show that whenever the vehicular
density ρ increases, the probability that a vehicle i has a relay vehicle within a distance




Figure 3.4: Min and Max Number of V2V Communication Hops
S D
dh1 dh2 dh3 dh4
Figure 3.5: Distance Travelled by a Single Hop
inter-vehicular distance decreases, and the probability that at least one vehicle is
within a distance of R meters of vehicle i increases. Note that, a packet sent from
S experiences several hops along its path until it reaches D. The availability of an
end-to-end path between S and D is presented next.
3.5.2 Path Availability:
Let K denote the total number of hops a packet undergoes from the moment it is
released from S until it reaches D. Denote by fK(k) the p.m.f. of K. The probability












where Kmin and Kmax are the minimum and maximum number of experienced V2V
hops. According to Figure 3.4, a packet reaches its destination in Kmin hops whenever
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(a) Fdh(δ).













(b) MSE for FY (y).
Figure 3.6: Veriﬁcation and validation of FY (y) and Fdh(δ).
it travels the transmission distance of a vehicle in a single hop. Consequently, Kmin =
dSD
R
. However, that packet may need a number ofKmax hops to reach its destination
whenever that same transmission distance is covered in two V2V hops, as illustrated
in Figure 3.4. As such, Kmax = 2dSDR . Next, the analysis and characterization of K
is presented.
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3.5.3 Analysis of Number of Hops:
C1. Distance Travelled in a Single Hop:
Let dh denote the distance travelled by a certain packet in a single hop. Since all
vehicles are equipped with similar radio devices whose communication radius is equal
to R, then 0 ≤ dh ≤ R. Recall from Section 3.3 that a source vehicle transmits the
carried data to the farthest vehicle within its communication distance.
As illustrated in Figure 3.5, dh is the length of the roadway segment a packet
travels in a single V2V hop. Note that, the value of dh is highly correlated to the
vehicle selection process. To this end, it is important to highlight the fact that
this process is not stationary. It varies from one hop to another and is also highly
correlated to the time instant a packet is being transmitted as well as the vehicular
traﬃc status at that time. Under such circumstances, the traditional approach in
determining the statistical distribution of dh appears to be remarkably complex. An
attempt to work around this complexity consists of resorting to simulations for the
purpose of collecting a large number of sample values of dh and hence approximate its
p.d.f. or c.d.f. based on these collected samples. The simulated c.d.f. of dh for three
diﬀerent vehicular densities is shown in Figure 3.6(a). One can directly notice the
diverging shape of the c.d.f. of dh, which does not resemble any known distribution
that may be used for approximation purposes. However, knowing that dh is bound to
the interval [0;R], deﬁning the random variable Y = R−dh seemed to be appropriate
especially that the resulting c.d.f. of Y converges to 1 as Y increases, as illustrated
in Figure 3.6(a).
Now, a closed form expression for the c.d.f. of Y shall be presented. A further
examination of the collected samples of Y showed that the squared coeﬃcient of
variation of Y is larger than 1 for all collected samples under all considered Free-
ﬂow vehicular traﬃc densities. This indicated the feasibility of approximating the
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p.d.f. of Y by a sum of two exponential distributions. As such, it is proposed
(and justiﬁed) herein to approximate the p.d.f. of Y , fY (y), by the sum of two
exponential distributions whose parameters are determined using the Least-Squares-
Fitting criterion. This approximation has the advantages of: i) being highly accurate
for all investigated vehicular traﬃc densities and ii) presenting a relatively simple
closed-form expression for fY (y) which will serve the purpose of tractability of the
mathematical analysis presented hereafter. The approximated p.d.f. of Y is:
fY (y) = αe
−φy + βe−ψy , 0 ≥ y ≥ R (3.12)
where α, φ, β and ψ are the approximation parameters. It follows that the c.d.f. of













The validity and accuracy of the adopted approximation is veriﬁed in Figure 3.6(b)
where the Mean Squared Error (MSE) is computed between the simulated c.d.f. of
Y and its theoretically approximated counterpart for diﬀerent vehicular densities. As
that ﬁgure shows, the largest MSE is of the order of 10−7 which is a tangible proof of
the accuracy of Equation (3.13). Thorough analysis reveals that FY (y) grows faster
for increased vehicular densities; hence indicating that, as ρ increases, more vehicles
are present within the communication range of the transmitting vehicle, and the
probability of having one of them close to the edge of the communication range R
increases. Consequently, the distance travelled by a single hop increases, and hence,
Y = R− dh decreases. Note that:
FY (y) = Pr[R− dh ≤ y] = 1− Fdh(R− y) (3.14)
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Figure 3.7: Probability of path availability.
As such, the c.d.f. of dh is: Fdh(R− y) = 1− FY (y).













As a result, the p.d.f. of dh is given by:
fdh(δ) = αe
−φ(R−δ) + βe−ψ(R−δ) , 0 ≤ δ ≤ R (3.16)
The expected value of dh, denoted by E[dh] can be easily evaluated and is presented












C2. Number of Experienced Hops:
Observe that, thus far, the only remaining unknown required to complete Equation
(3.11) is fK(k). In this subsection, the characterization of fK(k) is investigated. The
characterization of fK(k) relies on the average distance travelled within each of the
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individual hops made by arriving packets to D. This latter average distance varies
from one packet to another. Consequently, presenting a closed form expression for
fK(k) is notably complex. For this purpose, numerical values of fK(k) are directly
extracted from simulations. Hence, the obtained fK(k) can now be used with other
theoretical expressions of Pr(n) and fN |dSD(n) in order to evaluate PSD. In what
follows, the resulting values of this evaluation are referred to as the theoretical values.
The integrity of the adopted approach is validated in Figure 3.7 which concurrently
plots the theoretical and simulation results for PSD for two diﬀerent values of dSD. It
is clear that, it is more likely to have an available path for the data to be relayed from
S to D for smaller separation distance. This is especially true since, for dSD = 10
km, a packet sent from S undergoes more V2V hops than that sent from a source 5
km away from the destination. Furthermore, Figure 3.7 indicates that the probability
of having an available path from S to D increases as the vehicular density increases.
This is due to the fact that a path is available if and only if there exists a relay vehicle
for the source S as well as for each and every intermediate relay vehicle along dSD,
which is shown in Figure 3.3 and complies with the latter analysis.
After characterizing the probability of establishing a connectivity path between
a vehicle S residing at a distance of dSD from an RSU D, the next objective of this
manuscript is to examine the delay experienced by a packet released from S until it





Figure 3.7 shows that a connectivity path may not always be available between
a source vehicle S and a destination RSU D. For instance, under a vehicular density
of 10 vehicles per km, a vehicle residing at a distance of 10 km away from RSU D
has a chance of 45 % to have a connectivity path through intermediate vehicles to D.
In fact, a connectivity path between S and D may be broken at multiple locations
along dSD as shown in Figure 3.2. Whenever a link is broken, a packet cannot be
forwarded to the next vehicle, but instead, remains in the CLV’s buﬀer, say CLV i,
until a packet transmission opportunity arises due to a change in the vehicular network
topology. Given the highly dynamic nature of a vehicular network, numerous events
may alter the topology of the network [58]. This study considers the events that
lead to forwarding data from the carrying CLV to another vehicle ahead or to the
destination RSU. These events are illustrated in Figure 3.8, and described as follows:
• Event E1 illustrated in Figure 3.8(a): After (t1− t0) seconds, CLV i approaches
the CTV of the forthcoming cluster, CTV i+1, such that the distance separating
them becomes less than R. In this case, CLV i transfers the packets it holds to
the next cluster.
• Event E2 illustrated in Figure 3.8(b): After (t1 − t0) seconds, a faster vehi-
cle passes the CLV i and becomes the new CLV. Consequently, the new CLV
receives the packets carried by the old CLV.
• Event E3 illustrated in Figure 3.8(c): After (t1 − t0) seconds, CLV i enters D ’s
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After E3, CLV1 enters D’s 
communication range
(c) CLV Entering D’s Communication Range
Figure 3.8: Events Changing the Vehicular Network’s Topology






, where N is the total number of vehicles in dSD and C is the size of a
formed cluster.
In this section, we are interested in the delay experienced by a packet released
from a source vehicle S to a destination RSU D. That delay is composed of:
1. The time a packet spends in a CLV waiting for the occurrence of any of the
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above-mentioned three events. Note that, according to [45], the network’s topol-
ogy may change frequently under low vehicular densities, the occurrence of the
events E1, E2 or E3 may take place within seconds.
2. The time needed for a packet to be transmitted between vehicles within the same
cluster. Note that, once a connectivity link is established, a source vehicle may
transmit a bulk of packets to the next intermediate vehicle, since the lifetime of
that connectivity link is in the order of seconds [45]. Now, the time needed for
a bulk of packets to be delivered to the next hop is negligible compared to the
time a packet spends in a CLV waiting for a release opportunity. As a result,
this delay component will be neglected when computing the packet end-to-end
delivery delay.
In what follows, we assume that a packet arriving to an intermediate vehicle’s
buﬀer will be transmitted ﬁrst to the next relay vehicle. Therefore, the packet’s
queueing delay is only the time a packet spends in a vehicle’s buﬀer until a transmis-
sion opportunity arises.
3.6.2 End-to-end Delivery Delay Upper Bound:
This section is dedicated to ﬁnd a tight upper bound for the average time a
packet needs until it is delivered to a destination RSU D knowing that it has been
released from a source vehicle S at a distance dSD from D. Note that, whenever a
connectivity path is available between S and D, the packet’s end-to-end delivery delay
is its transmission time over the radio, which is, as previously mentioned, neglected
in this study. In this case, the delay is zero, which is, in fact, the packet’s end-to-end
delivery delay lower bound.
As illustrated in Figure 3.2, a packet released from S or any one of the CTVs,
say CTV i travels an average distance of Z and reaches CLV i where it encounters
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a link disconnection. Note that, a packet is expected to encounter B broken links
throughout its journey from S to D. When a packet encounters a broken link, it waits
for either of the events E1, E2 or E3 to occur. Note that, event E1 happens ﬁrst if
CLV i is faster than a vehicle in the forthcoming cluster and is able to decrease the
distance separating them to a value smaller than R before it reaches D. Event E2
happens ﬁrst if CLV i is passed by a faster vehicle preceding it before it enters the
communication range of either D or the CTV of the next cluster, CTV i+1. Event
E3 happens ﬁrst if the time needed for CLV i to arrive to D is not suﬃcient for a
modiﬁcation in the network topology given the speeds and locations of the vehicles
residing within the considered highway segment of length dSD.
Let tij denote the average time needed for event Ej to occur when the packet is
carried by CLV i. Based on the above deﬁnitions of events E1, E2 and E3, their
respective incurred delays on the packet end-to-end delivery delay is presented next.
Let Δv denote the relative average speed between two vehicles. According to [48],
Δv follows the Normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 2σ
2
V . Event E1 occurs
when the CLV vehicle carrying the packets approaches the CTV of the next cluster.
Note that, the CTV of the next cluster, (i.e., CTV i+1), may have changed from the
time the packet reaches CLV i until the time that latter approaches the next cluster.
This is especially true since, vehicles have diﬀerent speeds, and the network topology
is highly dynamic.
Let Vn,i represent the speed of the n
th vehicle which is residing in the ith cluster.
Note that, V1,1 is the source vehicle S, VC,1 is the CLV of the ﬁrst cluster whose size
is C, V1,2 is the CTV of the second cluster, and so forth. Furthermore, let pn denote
the probability that the CLV is faster than the nth vehicle in the next cluster, and let
pn
′ = (1− pn).
For CLV i to be able to forward its packets to the n
th vehicle in the next cluster,
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it has to travel an additional distance of (n − 1)W + G − R compared to the next
relay vehicle (recall that all the vehicles ahead of CLV i are moving towards D with
a certain speed). In order to cover a larger distance, CLV i has to be faster than the
vehicle it is approaching. Therefore, the time ti1 needed for CLV i to approach the
forthcoming cluster, which contains C vehicles, is given by Equation (3.18).
ti1 =
G−R









(C − 1)W +G−R
E[Δv|Δv > 0] p1
′p2′...pC−1′pC (3.18)





[(x− 1)W +G−R] px1
E[Δv|Δv > 0] (3.19)
where E[Δv|Δv > 0] is given by:







where Δv is bounded to [−(Vmax − Vmin);Vmax − Vmin].
The time needed for event E2 to occur is determined next through similar analysis
used for computing ti1. Note that any vehicle which belongs to the same cluster as the
CLV may pass this latter and become the new CLV. Let qn denote the probability that
the nth vehicle in the cluster is faster than the CLV. Similar to pn, the probabilities







E[Δv|Δv > 0] (3.21)
Finally, the time needed for event E3 to occur is presented. Let d
i denote the
distance between the vehicle carrying the packet and the destination RSU D, where
i = 1, 2, . . . B and d1 = dSD. t
i
3 is the time required for vehicle CLV i to travel a
distance of di − Z − R. As such, CLV i enters the communication range of RSU D
and transfers the packets it is carrying. Consequently, ti3 is given by:
ti3 =
di − Z −R
E[V ]
(3.22)
Note that, if either of the events E1 or E2 takes place before E3, then the same
delay analysis is repeated, however, at this point, the source vehicle becomes the
vehicle carrying the packet, which now resides at a distance di+1 from D.
di+1 =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
di − Z − (ti1 × E[V |Δv > 0]) if ti1 < ti2
di − Z − (ti2 × E[V |Δv > 0]) if ti1 > ti2
(3.23)
Finally, let T (di) denote the average end-to-end packet delivery delay experienced
by a packet released from a distance di from D, where i = 1, 2, . . . B. It is given by:
T (di) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ti1 + T (d
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Equation (3.24) is a recursive equation which reﬂects the repeated analysis of the
packet delivery delay only in the two cases where that packet is released from a CLV














Figure 3.9: IEEE 802.11p Ranges and Collision Events.
3.7 Throughput Analysis
This section is dedicated to study the per-hop throughput and the per-vehicle
end-to-end throughput. The conducted throughput analysis herein accounts for the
respective probabilities of relay availability ,Pr, and channel availability. Here, a
vehicle transmits its data to the next vehicle in a random time slot for a duration of
Tavg (i.e., the expected time interval between the beginning instants of two consecutive
slots, [59]). The access algorithm adopted herein is the IEEE 802.11p ([14]), where
vehicles contend for channel access.
Let Pb denote the busy channel probability, which is the probability that a channel
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is sensed busy at the beginning of a time slot. Note that, in our scenario, if a vehicle’s
backoﬀ counter reaches zero, a vehicle initiates a transmission only if there exists a
relay vehicle within its communication range. Using a 2-dimensional Markov Chain,
the transmission probability τ can be easily calculated as a function of the busy
channel probability Pb and the collision probability Pc.
3.7.1 Collision and Channel Busy Probabilities:
In order to characterize the collision and channel busy probabilities, Pc and Pb,
the diﬀerent ranges according to IEEE 802.11p have to be revisited. Figure 9(a)
illustrates the transmission range R of a source vehicle, the carrier sensing range rc
and the interference range ri. Recall that, in the connectivity model studied herein,
dh denotes the distance travelled by a packet in a single hop. A source vehicle S may
transmit its data to any vehicle within a distance of R meters away from it. Whenever
S is transmitting, all vehicles within a distance of rc from S sense the medium busy,
and hence defer their transmissions. The busy probability is given by the following
equation:
Pb = 1− (1− τ)NC (3.25)
where NC = ρrc is the number of vehicles residing in the carrier sensing range of the
transmitting vehicle.
During the data transmission from S to D, if a vehicle residing outside the carrier
sensing range of S but within the interference range of D attempts to transmit, a
collision will take place. This is known as the hidden terminal problem, which is
accounted for herein. In this adopted communication model, two events may cause a
collision:
1. Data collision caused by an attempted transmission by a vehicle in the shaded
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area in Figure 9(b). The probability of data collision is given by:
Pdata = 1− (1− τ)ND (3.26)
where ND is the total number of vehicles present within the shaded area in




ρ(δ + ri − rc)fdh(δ)dδ (3.27)
2. ACK collision that takes place when the receiving vehicle is sending an acknowl-
edgement packet to the transmitting vehicle and a vehicle within the shaded
area in Figure 9(c) attempts to transmit. The probability of an ACK collision,
denoted by Pack, is given by the following equation:
Pack = 1− (1− τ)NA (3.28)
where NA is the total number of vehicles present within the shaded area in
Figure 9(c). It is given by:
NA = ρ(ri − rc) (3.29)
Consequently, the probability of a collision Pc is:
Pc = 1− (1− Pdata)(1− Pack) (3.30)
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3.7.2 Throughput Expression:
Let Sv denote the single node throughput deﬁned as the number of payload bits





where Pt = τ(1−Pc) is the probability of a successful transmission, Ldata is the length
of the transmitted packet. Tavg depends on σ, Ts and Tc which are borrowed from the
IEEE 802.11p standard [14]. The end-to-end per-vehicle throughput can be expressed
as Se = Sv · PSD, where PSD is given in Equation (3.11).
3.8 Numerical and Simulation Results
3.8.1 Simulation Setup:
The VEINS simulator [60] is used in order to validate the expressions established
in Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. Vehicular nodes arrive at one unidirectional highway
segment of length 30 km from one of three lanes. A transmitting vehicle forwards the
carried packets to the next relay vehicle residing within its communication range until
the packet arrives to its ﬁnal destination, which is the RSU D. The simulator’s input
parameters are, namely: a) ρ ∈ [3; 12] (veh/km), b) R = 500 (m), c) ri = 3.16R (e.g.
[59]), d) E[P ] = 1000 (bytes) and e) Rc = 27 (Mbps). All results reported herein were
averaged out over ﬁve runs of the simulator, each of which spanned a time interval
large enough to allow for the arrival and departure of 107 vehicles; hence ensuring
that a conﬁdence interval of 95% is realized.
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(a) Time for E1.
(b) End-to-end Delivery Delay
Figure 3.10: Packet Delays.
3.8.2 Delay Simulation vs Theoretical Results:
Figure 3.10(a) plots the theoretical versus the simulation curves of ti1 being the
time needed for event E1 to occur given that the packet is carried by CLV i. This
ﬁgure constitutes a tangible proof of the accuracy of Equation (3.19). It is clear from
Figure 3.10(a) that the time required for a CLV to catch up with the next cluster
decreases as the vehicular density increases. In fact, as ρ increases, the intervehicular
distance as well as the inter-cluster distance decrease. Therefore, a CLV will have to
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cover a smaller distance to forward the packet to the next cluster for larger vehicular
densities. Consequently, as illustrated in Figure 3.10(a), ti1 decreases as ρ increases. It
is important to note that, Figure 3.10(a) proves that a broken communication link is
re-established quickly under higher density conditions since more vehicles are present
in a particular roadway segment, and their respective separation distance is small.
On the other hand, it takes a lot more time for a broken communication link to be re-
established under free-ﬂow traﬃc conditions. Figure 3.10(b) plots the average packet
end-to-end delivery delay obtained from simulations versus the established theoretical
upper bound where the distance separating the source S and the destination D is 10
km. This result proves the validity of the Equation (3.24) since the simulated average
packet end-to-end delivery delay does not exceed the theoretical upper bound laid out
in Section 3.6 under all considered vehicular densities. Furthermore, as illustrated
in Figure 3.10(b), a packet’s average end-to-end delay decreases tremendously as the
vehicular density increases. Recall that, under heavier traﬃc conditions, more vehicles
are present within the segment of length dSD, and thus, a packet encounters a smaller
number of broken links throughout its journey from S to D. As a result, the time
a packet spends waiting for a broken link to be re-established decreases, and hence,
its total end-to-end delivery delay decreases as well. Figure 3.11 plots the packet
end-to-end delivery delay versus dSD under three vehicular traﬃc densities. Figure
3.11 shows that the packet’s end to end delivery delay increases monotonically as the
separation distance dSD increases under a ﬁxed vehicular density. This is expected
since, as presented in Equation (3.24), under the same traﬃc conditions, the same
delay analysis may be performed, independent from dSD.
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Figure 3.11: Delivery Delay Versus dSD
3.8.3 Throughput Discussion:
Figure 3.12(a) plots the collision probability as a function of the vehicular density
for two diﬀerent carrier sensing ranges. Pc is directly proportional to ρ because when-
ever more vehicles are present within a certain highway segment, then more vehicles
may initiate a transmission and hence increase the probability of a collision. However,
as the carrier sensing range increases, less vehicles reside in the interference range of
a transmission, and therefore, collisions are less probable. Figure 3.12(b) plots the
per-vehicle throughput and shows that Sv drops as ρ increases regardless of the carrier
sensing range. This is a direct consequence of the increased collision probability for
higher values of vehicular density. However, notice that Sv decreases less signiﬁcantly
for larger carrier sensing ranges. The per-vehicle end-to-end throughput is illustrated
in Figure 3.12(c). It is clear that the end-to-end throughput is null for a vehicular
density less than 50 vehicles per km. This is due to that fact that, under such a
low vehicular density, the existence of an available path from S to D is very limited,
as illustrated in Figure 3.7. The end-to-end throughput increases as the probability
of an available path increases for higher vehicular densities. However, Se decreases
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Figure 3.12: Collision Probability and Throughput for Diﬀerent Vehicular Densities
and Carrier Sensing Ranges
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again for large vehicular densities as a result of the increased collision probability
under such traﬃc conditions. Figure 3.12(d) plots the end-to-end throughput as a
function of the distance separating the source vehicle S and the destination RSU D
for three diﬀerent vehicle arrival rates. This result clearly shows that the obtained
end-to-end throughput decreases as S becomes farther from D. For small values of
dSD, the probability of having an available path PSD is large, therefore, Se records
high values. However, even for such a small distance separating S and D, Se is low
for ρ = 0.25 vehicles per second. This is due to the large collision probability a trans-
mitted packet is subject to under this high vehicular density. As dSD increases, Se
decreases much faster for low vehicle arrival rates. This is due to the fact that, as
dSD increases, PSD decreases, especially when μv and ρ are small. This shows that
two major factors inﬂuence the end-to-end throughput, (Pc for small dSD and PSD
for larger dSD).
3.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, the probability of establishing a connectivity path between vehicles
residing in dark areas of a roadway and a remote RSU is presented. In this context,
this study examines the availability of intermediate vehicles serving as relay nodes.
In addition, knowing that a packet undergoes multiple V2V hops in order to reach
its ﬁnal destination, the number of hops is characterized given the distance travelled
by a packet on a per-hop basis. The conducted analyses were validated through
extensive simulations. The results show that the probability of having an available
path is directly proportional to the vehicular density, and inversely proportional to the
distance between the source vehicle and the destination RSU. Next, the average end-
to-end delivery delay was analysed after carefully examining the events that alter the
network’s topology. A tight theoretical upper bound was established and validated
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through simulations. Also, a Markov framework is established for the purpose of
evaluating the per-vehicle and network throughputs. Results show the signiﬁcant
impact of the path availability for large separation distances between source and
destination as well as the collision probability under high vehicular densities.
According to [61], the ITS can play a signiﬁcant role in oﬄoading the dense cellular
infrastructure. As such, the availability and reliability of a connectivity path between
an arbitrary vehicle and the closest RSU becomes remarkably important and worth
further investigation.
In the study considered herein, the connectivity path is established using multiple
V2V hops where a single V2V link is formed between a vehicle and the farthest one
within its communication range. Note that, such a link may be vulnerable given the
dynamic topology changes of a vehicular network. Therefore, optimization methods
may be exploited in order to choose the highest reliability/lifetime connectivity path
between vehicles and distant RSUs.
Another interesting research idea arises as multiple RSUs are deployed in tandem
along a roadway, each of which providing its own set of services. A vehicle now may
choose not to transmit its packets to the closest RSU, but instead, attempts to adopt
the best promising connectivity path in terms of availability and delay. Machine
learning techniques present themselves as strong candidates which may be utilized in
order to optimize the selection of the best available connectivity path.
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Chapter 4
A Vehicle’s Perspective of MAC
Schemes
4.1 Introduction
V2I Communication is the wireless exchange of critical, safety, and operational
data between vehicles and highway infrastructure, intended primarily to avoid acci-
dents and enable a wide range of other safety, mobility, and environmental beneﬁts.
V2I communications have been rapidly advancing and paved their way to becoming
among the fundamental contributors to transportation intelligence. Over the past
few years, the performance of V2I communication systems has received signiﬁcant
attention. Indeed, the literature encloses numerous seminal publications revolving
around the mathematical modelling and performance analysis of such systems.
This chapter’s fundamental contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. The presentation of a modelling approach that diﬀers from the existing work in
the literature as it evaluates the performance of the V2I communication system
as seen from the angle of any arbitrary vehicle residing within the coverage
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range of a RSU. Observe that, by looking at the V2I scheme from the RSU’s
perspective, several events may occur and complicate the theoretical modelling
of the RSU’s buﬀer. For instance, and according to [62], vehicles’ Service Re-
quests (SRs) queue into the RSU’s buﬀer until opportunities arise for them to
be served. However, in that case, upon the departure of a vehicle from the
RSU’s range, all of its associated queueing SRs at the RSU will be discarded
and any of its SRs receiving service will be subject to service force-termination.
Given the elevated complexity of capturing the dynamics of a V2I system from
the RSU’s point of view, this study deviates to viewing the access scheme from
the vehicle’s perspective.
2. The proposal of two Medium Access Control (MAC) schemes, namely: a) Ran-
dom Vehicle Selection (RVS) and b) Least Residual residence Time (LRT).
Under RVS, a RSU will grant access to a single vehicle being uniformly se-
lected among all of the vehicles present within that RSU’s coverage range. The
presentation of RVS herein has the purpose of clearly describing the channel
assignment and access regulation mechanisms underlying a V2I communication
system. In contrast, LRT implements vehicle prioritization based on the obser-
vation that faster vehicles will reside within the RSU’s range for shorter periods
of time than slower vehicles. Under such conditions, servicing the faster vehicles
ﬁrst is expected to increase bandwidth utilization eﬃciency and, hence, improve
the system’s throughput performance.
3. The development of mathematical frameworks leading to the formulation of
single-server queueing models to represent the V2I system’s operation and per-
formance under both RVS and LRT. Together with their remarkable simplicity
and the analytical tractability of their respective solutions, a distinguishing fea-
ture of these models is their ability to capture the system’s dynamics from a
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vehicle’s perspective with an accuracy that bypasses that of their much more
complex existing counterparts. This is especially true since these models are
built on top of a vehicular mobility model that accounts for fundamental macro-
scopic parameters characterized in Vehicular Traﬃc Engineering and Theory.
In particular, these models lead to the development of closed-form solutions for:
a) the per-vehicle throughput towards the time vehicles depart from the RSU’s
range as well as b) the packet service time and c) the system’s response time.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 surveys a se-
lection of the existing publications and highlights the major contributions that dis-
tinguish the work presented in this chapter from its existing counterparts. Section
4.3 lays out the traﬃc model adopted in this study. Section 4.4 presents a detailed
description of two novel V2I MAC access methods. Section 4.5 is dedicated for the
modelling and analysis of the vehicle’s OnBoard Unit Buﬀer’s (OBUB) queueing sys-
tem under the two proposed MAC schemes. The performance evaluation results are
reported in Section 4.6, and ﬁnally, concluding remarks are pointed out in Section
4.7.
4.2 Related Work and Contribution
4.2.1 Selective Literature Survey
The authors of [28] indicated that the DTI application of V2I communications
suﬀered from a random access problem. Indeed, a close observation of a DTI sys-
tem reveals the highly probable existence of multiple vehicles within the range of a
RSU. This, together with the fact that more than one of these vehicles may simul-
taneously require Internet access gives rise to a joint random access and spectrum
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allocation problem whose resolution is challenging. To this end, the authors devel-
oped the Dynamic Optimal Random Access (DORA) algorithm with the objective of
maximizing the channel utilization subject to time-varying contention severity and
capacity levels. DORA was developed in the context of a DTI scenario consisting
of vehicles communicating with a single RSU. It incorporated self-incurred channel
access fees and accounted for the Quality-of-Service (QoS) levels required by diﬀer-
ent applications. A ﬁnite-horizon Markov Decision Process (MDP)-based model was
formulated to capture the system’s dynamics as well as to evaluate its performance
when operating under DORA.
In a similar scenario to [28], the work of [29] examined the V2I wireless access for
streaming applications in a public transportation system. The authors formulated an
optimization problem with the objective of providing a cost-minimal wireless connec-
tivity that satisﬁes the end-users QoS requirements. For this purpose, a hierarchical
optimization framework was established to determine an optimal policy indicating
whether or not it is expedient for a vehicle to request bandwidth reservation from the
RSU. The proposed mathematical model studied the system’s performance variation
as a function of the following factors: a) the streaming application’s requirements,
b) the vehicular mobility and c) the channel quality. The work in [29] considered
both the user-centric and network-centric point of views to provide a uniﬁed model
for optimizing wireless access in a V2I communication scenario.
The authors of [30] modelled the vehicular data download process using a series
of transient Markov Reward Processes. Their objective was to characterize the dis-
tribution of a vehicle’s downloaded data volume throughout its residence time within
a RSU’s range. The authors computed the inﬂuence of traﬃc density, vehicle speed,
and RSUs transmission range on the amount of downloaded data.
In [31], the authors proposed a basic low-complexity V2I access scheme calledD∗S
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where the RSU stored the Service Requests (SRs) and the request with the least D∗S
was served ﬁrst. D is the SR’s deadline and S is the data size to be uploaded to the
RSU. D ∗S showed better performance when compared to three other access schemes
namely a) FCFS, b) Earliest Deadline First, and c) Smallest Datasize First. The
authors then worked on improving the performance of their proposed algorithm by
using broadcasting techniques, and hence, serving more requests simultaneously. Fur-
thermore, in an attempt to study the tradeoﬀs between the service ratio and the data
quality, the authors extend their algorithm and propose a Two-Step scheme where
two priority queues were used, i.e., one for upload requests and the other for down-
load requests. The results presented therein showed that the Two-Step scheduling
scheme is adaptive to diﬀerent workload scenarios. The authors then studied the
uplink MAC performance of a DTI scenario in [32]. Both the contention nature of
the uplink and the realistic traﬃc model were taken into consideration. An analyti-
cal framework was developed to quantify the uplink performance of DTI in an IEEE
802.11p environment in terms of packet collisions and uplink capacity. Furthermore,
for the purpose of maintaining optimal system performance, the authors explored the
adjustment of transmission power as a means of admission control by the roadside
unit.
The work of [62] revolved around modelling the RSU as a multi-server queue whose
customers are Service Requests (SRs) generated by newly incoming vehicles into the
RSU’s range. SRs will queue into the RSU’s buﬀer until either they get served or
they renege from the queue due to the departure of their initiating vehicles from
the RSU’s range. Upon the departure of a vehicle from the RSU’s range, all of its
associated SRs will be either discarded if they are still queueing in the RSU’s buﬀer
or force-terminated in case they are being served. The proposed complex model in
[62] was partially simpliﬁed through approximations.
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The authors of [63] aimed to improve the video quality and reduce its playback
delay in a DTI network scenario. For this purpose, the authors propose a Selective
Downlink Scheduling (SDS) algorithm whose main objective is to exploit information
on the vehicles’ positions in order to maximize the amount of data each vehicle receives
before leaving the roadside unit’s coverage. Their priority-based SDS algorithm is
deployed at the roadside unit to coordinate the transmission of packets according to
their importance, playback deadline as well as real-time information of vehicles such
as the velocity, link quality and residence time within the range of the roadside unit.
Finally, To guarantee near-absolute service diﬀerentiation in VANETs supporting
multimedia applications with diﬀerent QoS requirements, a control-theoretic packet
scheduling algorithm was proposed in [27]. This algorithm relies on the polling-based
contention-free access method of the IEEE 802.11e standard and adapts resource
allocation to many factors such as queue length and vehicle residence time.
4.2.2 Distinguishing Features of This Present Work
The proposed RVS scheme is a random access scheme that achieves a fair distri-
bution of a RSU’s bandwidth among all vehicles simultaneously present within that
RSU’s coverage range. However, as opposed to the study conducted in [32], the un-
derlying RVS is a centralized channel allocation mechanism that allows the RSU to
perform uniform vehicle selection and grant channel access to a single vehicle at a
time resulting in contention-free data transmission for both download and upload.
Hence, the amount of time wasted for channel contention under DORA is exploited
for eﬀective data transmission under RVS. This, obviously, allows RVS to expect-
edly outperform DORA in terms of throughput. The second MAC scheme proposed
in this section, namely LRT, assigns vehicles diﬀerent priority levels based on their
residual residence time within the RSU’s coverage range. In other words, a vehicle’s
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continuously decreasing residual residence time within the RSU’s range is interpreted,
herein, as an increasing priority indicator. The vehicle with the highest priority (i.e.
the shortest residual residence time) is served ﬁrst. LRT boosts the system’s through-
put performance beyond that of RVS especially under free-ﬂow vehicular traﬃc where
the proportion of fast vehicles with short residence times within the RSU’s range is
higher than that of slow vehicles residing within the RSU’s range for larger time peri-
ods. Now, two queueing models are developed herein for the purpose of representing
the DTI system operating under both RVS and LRT. A distinguishing feature of these
models is their remarkable simplicity as compared to the complex optimization-based
analytical frameworks developed in [28] and [29]; let alone the complex multi-server
queueing model with reneging and force-termination developed in [62] and the dual
priority queues adopted in [31]. Nonetheless, the presented models herein have the
ability of accurately capturing the DTI system’s dynamics in a way that parallels
those developed in [28, 29, 62]. Also, our mathematical analysis is more realistic than
some of its earlier-published counterparts (e.g. [30]) as we relax one of [30]’s highly




μv Vehicle arrival rate to considered segment (veh/s)
vi Speed of an arriving vehicle i (m/s)
dC RSU’s communication area (m)
Di Vehicle i’s residence time within dC (s)
τ Length of time slot (s)
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Ji Vehicle i’s discrete residence time within dC
Nj Number of vehicles present in dC during j
th time slot
Pnj p.m.f. of number of vehicles nj during j
th time slot
λp Per-vehicle packet arrival rate
Lp Packet length
RD Data rate
TS Packet service time
TR Packet response time
tk Beginning of k
th time slot
Ti(tk) Remaining residence time for vehicle i at time tk
Iki Discrete time between the arrival of vehicle k and vehicle i
ai Time of vehicle i’s arrival
pki Probability that vehicle k has a less remaining residence time than vehicle i
pk Probability that vehicle k has the least remaining residence time
4.3 Vehicular Traﬃc Model
This study adopts a discrete-time variant of the free-ﬂow traﬃc model presented
in [50]. That model examined the free-ﬂow traﬃc conditions that were then charac-
terized by homogeneous and uninterrupted light-to-medium vehicular traﬃc ﬂowing
over a one-dimensional roadway segment of ﬁxed length. The inter-arrival time of ve-
hicles under free-ﬂow traﬃc conditions is exponentially distributed. As such, vehicle
arrivals from a single lane follow a Poisson process. When multiple lanes are consid-
ered, the vehicle arrivals from each of these lanes follow independent and identically
distributed Poisson processes. It follows that the overall vehicle arrival process from





Figure 4.1: Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communications in a Vehicular Network.
The speeds of arriving vehicles are independent and identically distributed in the
range [Vmin;Vmax]. These speeds are drawn from a truncated Normal distribution
having an average V , a standard deviation σV . Moreover, it is assumed herein that,
vehicles maintain their speeds constant during their entire navigation period in the
RSU’s communication range. As such, the residence time of arbitrary vehicle i with



















≤ t ≤ dC
Vmin
(4.1)
where ξ is a normalization constant. In the vehicular traﬃc model presented herein,
the time axis is subdivided into slots of length τ each.
Let Ji be the discrete version of the vehicle’s residence within any RSU, and let dC
be the length of the segment that falls within the communication area of that RSU.
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where Jmin ≤ j ≤ Jmax.
Now, denote by Nj the number of vehicles present within the coverage range of G
during time slot j. It has been established in [50] that the number of vehicles within
a segment of ﬁnite length follows the Poisson distribution:




where nj ∈ [0;Nmax], Nmax is the maximum vehicle capacity of the considered road-




[1 − FJi(k)] and FJi(k) is the cumulative distribution
function (c.d.f.) of Ji.
4.4 Description of The Proposed V2I MAC Schemes
Figure 4.1 illustrates a V2I scenario where a RSU D is privileged with an Internet
connection through minimal networking infrastructure. D has a coverage range that
spans a segment of the road of length dC along which it is deployed. Vehicles navigat-
ing along the road at diﬀerent speeds enter D ’s range at random times. An arriving
vehicle wishing to transmit packets queueing at its OnBoard Unit’s Buﬀer (OBUB)
will announce to D its presence as well as its need for channel access through the
transmission of an Access Request (AR) including its arrival time and speed. ARs
are very small messages that are swiftly transmitted only once (i.e. upon arrival)
with merely zero collision probability. Recall that time is subdivided into mini-slots.
Hence, once aware of a vehicle’s presence and need for channel access, the RSU D
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computes and records that vehicle’s initial residence time in terms of the number
of mini-slots during which that vehicle will reside within its coverage range. With
each time slot that passes, the vehicle’s residence time is decremented by one until,
eventually, the vehicle departs from D ’s range. This is how the RSU keeps track of
the vehicle’s residual residence time within its range. Note that packets generated
by the vehicles (respectively by the passengers commuting onboard using their smart
mobile devices) remain buﬀered at these vehicles’ respective OBUBs in anticipation
of possible release opportunities to the RSU D. In turn, D may route the received
packets over the Internet. Now, access provisioning will occur following the rules
dictated by the adopted of either one of the below proposed MAC schemes.
4.4.1 Random Vehicle Selection Scheme
In the context of the above-described scenario, it is possible that multiple vehicles
be simultaneously present within the range of D. Consequently, under the Random
Vehicle Selection (RVS) scheme, the RSU will uniformly select only one of these
vehicles during one time slot and grant that vehicle access to the communication
channel during that time slot only. In the next time slot the RSU will perform
another random selection and so forth. As such, all vehicles become equally likely to
be selected and granted access to the channel. This ensures a fair distribution of the
RSU’s bandwidth among all present vehicles. Particularly, it is important to highlight
that a vehicle, which has been selected during a certain time slot j may be reselected
again with a certain probability during a time slot k where k > j and provided that
the vehicle still resides within the RSU’s coverage range during time slot k. Note,
however, that the number of vehicles residing within the range of a RSU is not ﬁxed.
As a matter of fact, some new vehicles may arrive and some other vehicles residing
within the RSU’s range may depart. Hence the probability of vehicle selection may
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vary from one time slot to another.
4.4.2 Least Residual Time Scheme
In light of the adopted vehicular mobility model, an in-depth observation of the
free-ﬂow vehicular traﬃc’s behaviour reveals a larger proportion of fast vehicles as
compared to that of slow vehicles. Fast vehicles reside within dC for a smaller period
of time compared to slow vehicles. Therefore, servicing the faster vehicles ﬁrst is
expected to result in a better throughput performance. Motivated by this observation,
the Least Residual residence Time (LRT) is proposed for prioritizing faster vehicles.
As a matter of fact, as time slots are ticking, the decreasing vehicle residence time is
interpreted, herein, as an increasing priority indicator instructing the RSU to select,
among all vehicles present within its range, the vehicle with the highest priority (i.e.
the least residual residence time) and hence grant channel access to that vehicle. Such
a vehicle is repeatedly selected from one time slot to another for as long as it remains
the highest priority vehicle. That is, the choice of vehicle is altered in two cases,
namely: a) another much faster vehicle takes over or b) the currently selected vehicle
departs from the RSU’s range.
Finally, it is important to highlight that under both RVS and LRT the RSU G is
the sole channel access arbitrator. As such, no contention will take place, and packet
transmission will occur in a collision-free environment.
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4.5 Modelling and Analysis of a Vehicle’s OBUB
Under RVS and LRT
4.5.1 Model Deﬁnition
Following the description laid out in Section 4.4, the OBUB of an arbitrary vehicle
i witnesses the arrival of packets at random times. These packets queue at the OBUB
and wait until they get released to the RSU D. Upon the occurrence of a packet release
opportunity (i.e. D grants access to vehicle i), only a single packet (i.e. the packet
occupying the Head-of-Line (HoL) position of the OBUB) is transmitted to D, which,
in turn, routes that packet over the Internet.
A close observation of the above-described system dynamics reveals the possibility
of developing a simple single-server queueing model to represent the OBUB of an
arbitrary vehicle and characterize its performance. This proposed queueing model
is, however, non-traditional especially that it diﬀers from its classical counterparts
(e.g. [57]) by the fact that the OBUB has no physical server. Consequently, in
order to parallel traditional queueing models, the proposed model herein abstracts
the existence of an imaginary server located at the front position of the OBUB. That
is, a packet that reaches the HoL position of OBUB is considered as being admitted
into service. That packet’s service time is denoted by TS, and deﬁned as the amount
of time the packet occupies the OBUB’s HoL position before it gets released to the
RSU D.
4.5.2 Basic Assumptions
The resolution of the OBUB model described in the previous section is founded
on top of the following basic assumptions that have been borrowed from [62] and [22]:
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• A1: Each vehicle is equipped with an inﬁnite size OBUB.
• A2: The packet arrivals to each vehicle’s OBUB follow a Poisson process with
rate λp.
• A3: The packet length Lp is ﬁxed.
• A4: The data rate RD of a vehicle’s OBU is constant.
• A5: Throughout its residence time within the RSU’s range, a vehicle always
has a packet to transmit.
• A6: Vehicle selection is performed independently from one time slot to another.
The next subsections are dedicated for the resolution of the described model under
the two proposed MAC schemes, namely RVS and LRT.
4.5.3 RVS Model Resolution
Consider an arbitrary tagged vehicle i with P packets queueing at its OBUB. That
vehicle’s overall residence within the range of D will span a number of Ji time slots.
Assume that, a packet Pz (z > 0) queueing within vehicle i’s OBUB has just been
admitted into service (i.e. has just reached vehicle i’s OBUB’s HoL position) at a
certain time tj = (j−1)τ where 1 ≤ j ≤ Ji. Note that, tj represents the beginning of
the jth time slot. Recall from Section 4.4 that, since a vehicle which is granted access
to the channel transmits only a single packet at a time during a single time slot, then
the channel becomes available at the beginning of each time slot. Recall that, Nj
denotes the total number of vehicles present within the range of D at time tj. Then,
under RVS, the RSU D uniformly selects one of these Nj vehicles and grants it access
to the channel. It follows that, with a probability of pj =
1
Nj
, vehicle i is granted
access to the channel. If vehicle i has been selected to transmit, the service time
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of packet Pz is Sz = 1 since that packet has been released to D immediately after
being admitted into service, and it takes exactly one time slot to transmit a single
packet. Otherwise, with a probability of 1− pj, another vehicle, say vehicle k (k = i)
is selected. In turn, that vehicle will transmit a single packet and return the channel
to D for a subsequent selection process to take place at time tj+1 = tj + τ . However,
at time tj+1 the number of vehicles residing within the range of D may have changed.
As a matter of fact, some new vehicles may have arrived while some others may have
departed. Let Nj+1 denote the number of vehicles residing within the range of D at
time tj+1. Hence, D will uniformly grant access to one of these Nj+1 vehicles. Under
such conditions, with a probability of pj+1 =
1
Nk+1
, access is granted to vehicle i in
which case the service time of packet Pz will be Sz = 2. Otherwise, with a probability
of 1 − pj+1 any vehicle other than vehicle i is granted access and so forth. Without
loss of generality, assume that vehicle i is granted access to transmit packet Pz at
time ts = sτ (1 < s ≤ Ji). Consequently, the total number of time slots during which
packet Pz occupies the HoL position of the OBUB before being released to the RSU
D is Sz = s. Here, note that, right after the release of packet Pz, packet Pz+1 would
immediately advance one position to the front and, hence, be admitted into service.
Then, the exact same packet release process described above will apply to packet
Pz+1. As a matter of fact, this packet release process applies to all packets queueing
at vehicle i’s OBUB. Hence, in the sequel, for generality purposes, the subscript z
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(a) μv = 0.15 veh/s

































(b) μv = 0.25 veh/s

































(c) μv = 0.277 veh/s


















(d) Mean Squared Error
Figure 4.2: C.D.F of the packet service time for diﬀerent vehicle ﬂow rates.
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and Nj represents the number of vehicles present within the RSU’s
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coverage range during time slot j (1 ≤ j ≤ s). The packet service time p.m.f.
unconditioned on {Ns, Ns−1, ..., N2, N1} is given in equation (4.5).






gS|{Ns,...,N1}(s)× Pr[Ns = ns, ..., N1 = n1] (4.5)
Denote by GS(σ) =
σ∑
s=0
gS(s) the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of S.
Deriving a closed-form expression for GS(σ) is diﬃcult and evaluating it numerically
is complex and computationally exhaustive. This complexity stems from the fact that
S strongly depends on the time slot K where a packet is admitted into service as well
as the strong correlation between the number of vehicles in consecutive time slots.
Fortunately, there exists a simple, yet highly accurate, approximation technique that
allows for working around this problem. In particular, we resort to the collection
of a large number of 108 samples of S in scenarios characterized by diﬀerent values
for μv that span the entire range of Free-ﬂow vehicular traﬃc rates. Results show
that GS(σ) may be approximated using a Binomial distribution G˜S(σ;N, p) whose
parameters N and p can be easily computed numerically. Figures 4.2(a) through
4.2(c) concurrently plot the simulated version of the packet service time c.d.f. with
its theoretical counterpart based on the presented model. Figure 4.2(d) plots the
Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the theoretical foundation and the simulation
results. Figures 4.2(a) through 4.2(d) constitute tangible proofs of the accuracy of
the proposed model. This is especially true since the maximum MSE is of the order
of 10−5.
To this end, the approximated average packet service time is given by:
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Figure 4.3: Instantaneous Position and Residual Times of Vehicles i and k.
where S˜ denotes the approximated version of E[S].
4.5.4 LRT Model Resolution
In what follows, the probability that an arbitrary vehicle, say i, has the least
remaining residence time among all the vehicles within D ’s range is ﬁrst derived.
Then, this probability is used through the characterization of the packet service time,
and hence the system’s response time.
Figure 4.3 illustrates an axis of distance on which the positions of two vehicles i
and k are shown. The system is observed at the time of arrival of vehicle i to the
RSU’s range and, without loss of generality, this time is assumed to be time ai. The
position of vehicle i at that time is denoted by xi(ai) and its residual residence time,
in terms of time slots, is Ti(ai) = Ji. Now, upon its arrival, vehicle i ﬁnds a number
of vehicles residing within D ’s coverage range. D has to select one of these vehicles
and grant it access to the communication channel. For this purpose, the residual
residence times for all vehicles within D ’s range must be determined and compared.
Suppose that, upon the arrival of vehicle i, the position of an arbitrary one of these
vehicles, say vehicle k, is xk(ai) as illustrated in Figure 4.3. This assumes that vehicle
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k has arrived to dC before vehicle i. Therefore, the residual residence time of vehicle
k within D ’s range can be expressed as Tk(ai) = Jk − Iki, where Iki represents the
discrete time between the arrival of vehicle k and the arrival of vehicle i. Note that,
the number of slots delimited by the arrival of two consecutive vehicles is drawn from
a geometric distribution. However, vehicle i may not be the vehicle arriving directly
after vehicle k. In other words, there may have been several vehicle arrivals following
the arrival of vehicle k but preceding the arrival of vehicle i. Consequently, the time




I(x+1)x = I(k+1)k + I(k+2)(k+1) + · · ·+ Ii(i−1) (4.7)
It has been proven in [50] that the number of time slots that elapse between the
arrival of the two vehicles i and k is the sum of k−i geometrically distributed random




k − i− 1
)
pk−i−1(1− p)l−k+i (4.8)
where p = μvτ is the probability of vehicle arrival in a single time slot, and
l = k − i, k − i+ 1, · · ·.
Up to this point, we have examined the system at the time of arrival of vehicle i
and characterized the residual residence times of vehicles i and k as well as the time
that elapsed between their arrivals to the segment of length dC . Now, as illustrated
in Figure 4.3, observe the system after M = m time slots, and derive the probability
that vehicle k has a smaller remaining residence time than that of vehicle i.
At M = m time slots after its arrival, the residual residence time of vehicle i is
Ti(ai +mτ) = Ji −m, while the residual residence time of vehicle k is Tk(ai +mτ) =
Jk − Iki −m.
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Now, knowing Iki and m, let p
k
c denote the conditional probability that vehicle k
has a smaller remaining residence time than that of i. pkc is given by:
pkc = Pr[Tk(ai +mτ) < Ti(ai +mτ)|Iki = l,M = m]
= Pr[Jk − Iki −m < Ji −m|Iki = l,M = m]
= Pr[Jk − Iki < Ji|Iki = l,M = m] (4.9)
Observe that Ji, Jk and Iki are independent of M . As such, Equation 4.9 reduces
to:
pkc = Pr[Jk − Iki < Ji|Iki = l] (4.10)
Let pki denote the absolute probability that, at the beginning of any time slot,
vehicle k has a lower remaining residence time than that of vehicle i. Using Baye’s
theorem, pki can be expressed as:
pki = Pr[Tk(M) < Ti(M)]
= Pr[Jk − Iki −M < Ji −M ]




Pr[Jk − Iki < Ji|Iki = l]fI(l) (4.11)
Now, let pk denote the probability that the selected vehicle k has the LRT among




pki · Pr(Ni = ni) (4.12)
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Figure 4.4: Theoretical mean packet service time of RVS and LRT plotted versus
their respective simulated counterparts.
where Pr(Ni = ni) is the probability mass function of the number of vehicles
within the segment of length dC . pk is the absolute probability that any arbitrarily
chosen vehicle in dC will be granted channel access in order to upload its HoL packet
to D. Therefore, by knowing pk, we may proceed to characterizing the performance
metrics of the OBUB’s queueing system.
4.5.5 OBUB’s Queueing Model Characterization
In light of the above, the vehicle’s OBUB can be represented using anGeo(p)/GS/1
queueing model. Note that the characteristic parameters (i.e. the average customer
queueing delay, the average number of customers in the system, etc.) are well known
and have been fully derived in [57]. Nonetheless, the equations in [57] do not directly
apply to the above-established model. This is especially true since, herein, the service
position is the HoL position of the OBUB. It must be noted that a packet occupying
that position is considered as being a buﬀered packet. Consequently, the average
packet’s service time is a factor contributing to the overall response time (i.e. the
average amount of time a packet is buﬀered at the OBUB before being released to
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the RSU D). The average response time is therefore given by:




where S2 denotes the second moment of S. Finally, the per-vehicle-average through-





where Lp is the packet length in bits.
4.6 Simulations and Numerical Analysis
A discrete-event simulator was developed for the purpose of validating the pro-
posed model in Section 4.5 and evaluate the performance of RVS in terms of: a) the
average packet service time, b) the average response time and c) the average per-
vehicle throughput. The above-listed performance metrics were evaluated for a total
of 106 vehicles and averaged out over multiple runs of the simulator to ensure that a
95% conﬁdence interval is realized. The simulator’s input parameters are as follows:
a) λp = 10 (pkts/s), b) P = 12000 (bits), c) DR = 3 (Mbps), d) μv ∈ [0.1; 0.277]
(veh/s), e) Vmin = 2.78 (m/s), f ) Vmax = 50 (m/s), and g) dC = 1000 (m).
Figure 4.4 plots the theoretical curves of the average packet service times TS
together with their simulated counterparts, under both RVS and LRT selection al-
gorithms. This ﬁgure constitutes a tangible proof of the validity of the theoretical
model presented in Section 4.5 as well as the accuracy of the adopted approximations.
This is especially true given the almost perfect match between the theoretical and
simulated curves.
Furthermore, Figure 4.4 shows that, under both selection methods, the average
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Figure 4.5: System’s Response Time.
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(a) OBUB’s Queue Length

















(b) Mean Per-Vehicle Throughput
Figure 4.6: Queue Lengths and Throughput Comparison
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packet service time, TS, increases as a function of the vehicle ﬂow-rate, μv. In fact,
an increase in μv is accompanied by a decrease in the average vehicle speed and,
hence, an increase in the vehicular density over the considered roadway segment.
This result was obtained and well veriﬁed in [50]: the number of vehicles within the
range of the RSU will increase as μv increases. Given that, under RVS, the RSU
uniformly grants channel access to vehicles residing within its range, the likelihood of
selecting a certain tagged vehicle will decrease when μv increases and more vehicles
are present within D ’s range. Consequently, a packet occupying the HoL position of
that vehicle’s OBUB will experience a larger service period. On the other hand, under
LRT, as μv increases and more vehicles are present inside D ’s range, the probability
that a certain vehicle has the lowest residual residence time decreases. As a result,
the packet residing at the HoL position will wait a larger amount of time before being
released to D, and hence, the average packet service time increases.
Figure 4.4 also indicates that a RSU deploying the LRT selection method results
in lower average packet service times in comparison with the RVS scheme. This is
due to the fact that, under LRT, once a vehicle i has the lowest residual residence
time, it gains channel access and keeps on transmitting its packets until either: a) a
faster vehicle, say j, now has a lower residual residence time, b) it completely empties
its buﬀer or c) it goes out of range. In all of these cases, there exists a large number
of packets that will be released to the RSU as soon as they reach the HoL position
of the queue. Hence, their recorded service time is, in this case, zero.
Figures 4.5 reveal that the average system response time, TR, under both selection
algorithms, is also an increasing function of μv. Surprisingly, the results came out
diﬀerent than what was expected. This is especially since one may intuitively believe
that the decrease in the average vehicle speeds accompanying the increase in μv will
cause vehicles to spend a larger amount of time within the RSU’s range. Consequently,
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a particularly tagged vehicle is expected to be able to clear out a larger amount
of packets from its OBUB and, hence, following Little’s Theorem (refer to [57]),
the system’s response time (i.e. the average packet queueing delay) will decrease.
Although the latter argument is true, it is in reality being opposed by the decreased
probability that a vehicle is selected and granted access to the channel. This follows
directly from the increased number of vehicles residing within the range of the RSU
as a function of μv; hence, an increase in TS. Knowing that TS is an integral part of
TR, it directly aﬀects TR. As a result, TR increases.
When comparing Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b), one will directly notice the substantial
diﬀerence in the system’s response time under both selection algorithms. Truly, under
LRT, the system’s response time is roughly 30 times slower than that under RVS.
Intuitively, one would expect that, under LRT, the obtained lower TS shown in Figure
4.4 will also lead to an improvement in TR. Surprisingly, as indicated in Figure 4.5,
this is not the case. The ﬁgure shows that RVS evidently outperforms LRT in terms
of TR. This could be well understood by looking at Figure 4.6(a). Recall that, under
RVS, all vehicles present within the RSU’s range are equally likely to be selected
at all times. As such, the number of packets that accumulate within a particular
vehicle’s buﬀer will remain relatively small. In contrast, under LRT, the RSU may
not immediately grant access to a newly arriving vehicle unless that vehicle is much
faster than all its predecessors and hence will exhibit the shortest residence time.
Accordingly, from the time a vehicle arrives until the time it gets prioritized, packets
will be accumulating inside its buﬀer, which is evident in Figure 4.6(a). As such,
the LRT version of TR will increase much more rapidly than its RVS counterpart.
However, once this particular vehicle holds access to the channel, it transmits a large
number of packets from its queue up until either it no longer has the least remaining
residence time in range of D, or it departs from D ’s communication range.
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The per-vehicle throughput performance of the two proposed schemes, RVS and
LRT, was compared with that achieved under the IEEE 802.11p standard in order
to highlight the contribution of this current work. Figure 4.6(b) shows that both
proposed schemes herein outperform the IEEE 802.11p standard in terms of the
achieved per-vehicle throughput. The WAVE protocol implements a contention-based
access algorithm where a collision occurs when two or more vehicles attempt to upload
their packets concurrently, which results in throughput deterioration. Under RVS and
LRT, only the vehicle selected by the RSU may upload its packets, hence collisions
are eliminated.
Figure 4.6(b) also shows that the LRT selection method outperforms its RVS
counterpart in terms of T vp . This is due to fact that, under LRT, once a vehicle
has the lowest remaining residence time among all the vehicles in dC , it may have
suﬃcient time to clear out a large number of its buﬀering packets. This results in a
larger per-vehicle throughput than that recorded under the random selection scheme.
4.7 Concluding Remarks
This chapter presented two novel channel access schemes for V2I communications.
Under both selection algorithms, a vehicle’s OBUB was modelled as a Geo(p)/GS/1
queueing system, which is characterized by a packet service time that has a general
distribution. A simulation framework was established to verify the proposed mod-
els’ validity, evaluate their performance, and ﬁnally, compare them in terms of the
average packet service time, average system response time as well as the per-vehicle
throughput. Results show that LRT outperforms RVS in terms of average service
time. However, under LRT, packets experienced larger queueing delays. As a result
LRT performed worse than RVS in terms of the system’s response time. Finally, it
is worthwhile noting that both proposed access schemes performed better than the
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IEEE 802.11p standard in terms of the per-vehicle throughput.
It is clear that the RVS algorithm ensures fair access to the vehicles residing
within the range of the RSU, whereas LRT achieves a higher per-vehicle throughput.
Consequently, it is worthwhile noting that the use of RVS is eﬃcient whenever the
application requires fair access to vehicles such as music download or email, whereas
LRT may be used for applications requiring higher throughput such as VOIP appli-
cations.
As the V2I communication systems have attracted increasingly more attention
over the past years, this work presents a novel modelling perspective to evaluate the
performance of MAC schemes in a vehicular environment. This work establishes a
solid background for future research studies that wishes to optimize V2I communi-
cations from a vehicle’s perspective. Service providers are encouraged to take into
consideration the vehicle’s interpretation of MAC schemes in order to properly plan





Scheduling - The Single RSU case
5.1 Introduction
The road traﬃc crashes and consequent injuries and fatalities, traditionally re-
garded as random and unavoidable accidents, are recently recognized as a preventable
public health problem. Indeed, as more countries (e.g. USA and Canada) are taking
remarkable measures to improve their road safety situation, the downward trend for
the number of fatalities and serious injuries due to motor vehicle crashes continues,
dropping between 7 and 10% yearly between 2010 and 2014 [65]. Certainly, VANET
communications oﬀer safety related services such as road accident alerting, traﬃc
jam broadcast, and road condition warnings. However, on the other hand, through
V2I communications, mobile users are able to obtain a number of non-safety Internet
services such as web browsing, video streaming, ﬁle downloading, and online gaming.
As such, a multi-objective RSU scheduling problem arises whose aim is to meet the
diverse QoS requirements of various non-safety applications while preserving a safe
driving environment. At this point, it is important to mention that the unavailability
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of a power-grid connection and the highly elevated cost of equipping RSUs with a
permanent power source set a crucial barrier to the operation of a vehicular network.
Indeed, it has been reported that energy consumption of mobile networks is grow-
ing at a staggering rate [66]. The U.S. Department of Energy is actively engaged in
working with industry, researchers, and governmental sector partners through the Na-
tional Renewable Energy Laboratory (NERL) in order to provide eﬀective measures
to reduce the energy use, emissions, and overall transportation system eﬃciency [67].
Furthermore, from the operators’ perspective, energy eﬃciency not only has great
ecological beneﬁts, but also has signiﬁcant economic beneﬁts because of the large
electricity bill resulting from the huge energy consumption of a wireless base sta-
tion [68]. Following the emerging need for energy-eﬃcient wireless communications
as well as the fact that grid-power connection is sometimes unavailable for RSUs,
[69], it becomes more desirable to equip the RSUs with large batteries rechargeable
through renewable energy sources such as solar and wind power [70] and [71]. Hence,
it becomes remarkably necessary to schedule the RSUs’ operation in such a way that
eﬃciently exploits the available energy and extends the lifetime of the underlying
vehicular network. In the case where the RSU uses transmit power control to main-
tain constant bit rate reception, the power consumed to transmit to closer vehicles
is signiﬁcantly less than that consumed when transmitting to farther ones. As a re-
sult, it seems like a RSU operating under a strict energy conservation mode tends
to serve the vehicles residing in low energy consumption zones of its coverage range
(i.e., the closest vehicles). It is true that such a strategy would preserve the maxi-
mum amount of RSU’s available energy, however, the increasing number of vehicles
leaving the RSU’s communication range with incomplete service requests instigate
unsatisﬁed users, which is a clear indicator of an unacceptable QoS. This chapter










Figure 5.1: Solar Powered RSU in an Energy-Limited VANET
connection, but instead, the RSU is equipped with large batteries which are period-
ically recharged. An example of such scenario is illustrated in Figure 5.1, where the
RSU batteries are recharged using solar energy harvesting techniques.
In a highly mobile vehicular network, changes in the network’s topology and data-
traﬃc load are frequent. To ensure an energy-eﬃcient RSU performance, a scheduling
protocol must change its vehicle selection policy to account for the aforementioned
changes in network conditions. In other words, the RSU should implement an in-
telligent and adaptive scheduling algorithm which eﬃciently exploits battery power
during times where the RSU is delineated with a limited amount of energy. In fact,
a RSU leveraged with a smart identity has the ability to adapt its scheduling policy
to diverse network scenarios, which persuade an energy-eﬃcient RSU operation. It
is important to mention that the limited energy constraint arises in a multitude of
scenarios such as solar-powered battery discharge during night time as illustrated in
Figure 5.1, insuﬃcient amounts of harvested energy to support the RSU operation,
high cost of grid-power connection, etc. A RSU exercising a Reinforcement Learning
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(RL)-based scheduling protocol learns how to adapt to the persisting topology and
load changes of a vehicular network and hence, admits vehicles to service in such a
way that limits the RSU power consumption while maintaining an acceptable QoS
for the arriving vehicles.
5.1.1 Problem Statement and Motivation
In this chapter, a Protocol for Energy-eﬃcient Adaptive scheduling using Rein-
forcement Learning (PEARL) is proposed for the purpose of optimizing the operation
of a RSU during its battery discharge period. The operation of PEARL is summarized
as follow:
1. Collects traﬃc and network information for a suﬃcient amount of time to realize
the service request load as well as the number of vehicles residing within the
RSU’s communication range at equilibrium.
2. Observes the environment and constructs PEARL’s state representation of the
system.
3. Engages in an exploration phase which allows PEARL to learn an optimal
scheduling policy that maximizes a designated reward expression.
4. Exploits the realized optimal scheduling policy at the beginning of each time
slot and admits a single vehicle to service.
A Markov Decision Process model is formulated for the purpose of eﬃciently uti-
lizing the available RSU energy while maintaining the vehicular network’s operation
and acceptable QoS. A reinforcement learning approach, in particular, the Q-learning
algorithm, is proposed in order to grant the RSU the required artiﬁcial intelligence
to realize an optimal scheduling policy which minimizes energy consumption and
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achieves acceptable levels of QoS. The need for a competent, smart, and green ve-
hicular environment motivates the establishment of an intelligent scheduling policy
which meets multiple objectives. Figure 5.5.2 plots the energy consumption as well
as the percentage of completed service requests in a downlink vehicular networking
scenario similar to the one illustrated in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2(a) shows that, when-
ever the RSU is operating under the energy conservation mode (i.e., serving only the
vehicles residing in low energy consumption zones), the percentage of the completed
number of requests deteriorates dramatically as the vehicular density ρ increases.
The random vehicle selection as well as the rate monotonic scheduling algorithms
both outperform the greedy energy conservation method in terms of the completed
request percentage, especially when the network load increases and more vehicles are
present within the communication range of the energy-limited RSU. On the other
hand, Figure 5.2(b) plots the power capacity required to maintain network operation
when the discharge period varies between 12 and 72 hours. It is clear that, the RSU
power consumption is signiﬁcantly small when the network is operating under an en-
ergy conservative scheduling policy compared to the other two scheduling disciplines.
As such, it becomes remarkably important to ﬁnd an optimal scheduling policy that
realizes the two objectives of minimal energy consumption with the largest fraction
of completed requests.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section II summarizes the
related work and distinguishes the work presented herein from the existing studies in
the literature. Section III presents the adopted vehicular traﬃc model. Section IV
lays out the complete theoretical formulation of PEARL. The performance of PEARL
is examined and compared to three RSU scheduling heuristics in Section V. Section
VI concludes the chapter and describes a wealth of open future directions.
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(a) Completed Request Percentage
(b) Power Consumption
Figure 5.2: V2I Scheduling Algorithms Performance
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5.2 Related Work
In the context of vehicular networking, scheduling is a decision-making process
whose outcome is an eﬃcient, ultimately optimal, joint channel access regulation and
resource allocation policy that has to be adopted by vehicles as well as RSUs for the
purpose of realizing one or several objectives concurrently. In order to establish a
fully-operational ITS, there exist a multitude of remarkably challenging objectives
whose realization is possible through the design of appropriate scheduling algorithms.
The next subsection lays out a selection of scheduling-based access methods which
supplement the RSU with an intelligent identity allowing it to make vehicle selection
decisions that contribute to realizing a desired objective.
5.2.1 Scheduling-Based Access Methods:
The authors of [28] indicated that the DTI application of V2I communications
suﬀered from a random access problem and hence, developed the Dynamic Optimal
Random Access (DORA) algorithm with the objective of maximizing the channel
utilization subject to time-varying contention severity and capacity levels. The au-
thors of [29] examined the V2I wireless access for streaming applications in a public
transportation system. The authors formulated an optimization problem with the ob-
jective of providing a cost-minimal wireless connectivity that satisﬁes the end-users
QoS requirements. The authors of [30] modelled the vehicular data download process
using a series of transient Markov Reward Processes. Their objective was to charac-
terize the distribution of a vehicle’s downloaded data volume throughout its residence
time within a RSU’s range. In [72], the authors proposed a basic low-complexity V2I
access scheme called D ∗ S where the RSU stored the Service Requests (SRs) and
the request with the least D ∗ S was served ﬁrst. D is the SR’s deadline and S is
the data size to be uploaded to the RSU. The authors then studied the uplink MAC
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performance of a DTI scenario in [73]. The authors of [11] proposed two complexity-
minimal V2I access schemes and modelled the vehicle’s on-board unit buﬀer’s queue
as an M /G/1 queueing system and captured the V2I system’s performance from a
vehicle’s perspective. The algorithms proposed in [28, 29, 30, 72, 73, 11] overlooked
the RSU energy consumption pertaining to the adopted scheduling discipline. Given
the increasing concern over the energy consumption in wireless networks as well as
the highly likely unavailability of permanent power sources in vehicular networks,the
conventional design approaches may not be feasible to green communications and
should be revisited. The next subsection surveys related research work that pro-
posed RSU scheduling methods which addressed the energy limitation in a vehicular
environment.
5.2.2 Energy-Aware Vehicular Networks:
The work of [74] focused on using solar cell energy harvesting to provide an al-
ternative power source for stationary RSUs. The goal was to design an eﬃcient and
adaptive energy-harvesting module which could be used with diﬀerent types of em-
bedded RSUs. A power management scheduler was deployed which predicts traﬃc
status based on the historical data, and switches the RSU between ON (active) and
OFF (idle or power saving) states. The authors of [75] addressed the problem of
scheduling for energy eﬃcient RSU. Therein, the objective was to minimize the long
term power consumption subject to satisfying the communication requests associated
with the passing vehicles. The authors ﬁrst formulated lower bounds for total en-
ergy needed by a RSU in order to serve a ﬁnite set of vehicular arrival demands.
Lower bounds were obtained by assuming that the total number of arriving vehi-
cles and their respective speeds and associated requests are made available a priori
to the RSU. Then, the authors proposed three online scheduling algorithms which
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used vehicles’ locations and speeds as inputs for a linear optimization problem which
dynamically scheduled communication activity. However, under the three proposed
algorithms, the scheduler is interrupted whenever a vehicle arrives to the RSU. More
interruptions occur as the vehicle ﬂow rate increases, and as such, the eﬃcacy of the
proposed algorithms becomes questionable.
The authors of [76] presented an energy-eﬃcient scheduling scheme in the presence
of multiple RSUs deployed along a highway, which are inter-connected using cellular
communication links. The authors considered the case of a unicast RSU-to-vehicle
communication scenario only. Integer linear programming bounds were derived for
the normalized minimum and maximum energy usage of a single RSU, and then
four online scheduling algorithms were proposed and evaluated in terms of total RSU
energy consumption. The reported results in [76] showed that, in order to achieve
near optimal energy consumption, online scheduling algorithms require some a priori
information which may not be always available. In [77], the authors addressed the
same problem as [76] and introduced the concept of a Virtual Control Node (VCN),
which is considered connected to all RSUs through physical wires. The authors then
derived a temporal graph that shows the connected nodes in the network, and used
to ﬁnd the minimum number of active RSUs needed to maintain a fully connected
network. The reported results therein showed that the RSU’s transmission range has
a great impact on the total number of active RSUs required.
5.2.3 Novel Contributions:
The following points highlight the identifying contributions of this work:
• Unlike the work presented in [28, 29, 30, 72, 73, 11], this work realizes a schedul-
ing policy that recognizes that the RSU is equipped with a limited-lifetime power
source.
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• An illiterate energy-limited RSU G is deployed alongside a road segment where
arriving vehicles request access to the Internet infrastructure. G is not provided
with any information related to the vehicle arrival process or the network ex-
pected load. G ’s operation is dictated by PEARL, which explores the evolution
of the vehicular network and exploits an adaptive dynamic policy in order to
limit its energy consumption while retaining an acceptable QoS.
• PEARL implements a reinforcement learning algorithm which maximizes the
long term system rewards conceded by the total number of downloaded packets
as well as the number of completed service requests. PEARL considers that the
event of the departure of a vehicle with incomplete download request is an un-
desired event which induces remarkable penalties on the system’s performance.
• This study develops, analyses, and evaluates an iterative algorithm that ﬁnds
an optimal RSU scheduling policy using the history of interactions with the
environment. By applying the Q-learning method of RL, the RSU maintains
a state-action-rewards table which is updated after each scheduling decision in
order to tune the scheduling policy towards maximum returns.
This work establishes the ﬁrst step in introducing artiﬁcial intelligence and rein-
forcement learning scheduling methods to vehicular environments for the purpose of
conserving the RSU’s battery while providing a competent QoS. The next sections
lay out the vehicular traﬃc model as well as PEARL’s theoretical formulation.
List Of Symbols
Symbol Description
ρ Vehicular density (veh/km)
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μV Vehicle arrival rate to considered segment (veh/s)
T Discharge period (hours)
τ Length of a time slot (s)
N Number of time slots in a discharge period
tn Beginning time of time slot n
Sn Set of inrange vehicles at the beginning of the n
th time slot
i Index of an inrange vehicle
vi Speed of vehicle i (m/s)
Vmin Minimum vehicle speed (m/s)
Vmax Maximum vehicle speed (m/s)
V Average vehicle speed (m/s)
σV Vehicles speeds standard deviation
DC Communication distance of the RSU (m)
Ji Vehicle i’s discrete sojourn time in the coverage range of the RSU
Hi Vehicle i’s download service request size
Rni Vehicle i’s remaining discrete residence time in RSU’s coverage range
P nc Power consumed by RSU in the n
th time slot
Bc RSU transmission data rate
di Distance between RSU and vehicle i (m)
Pt Total power capacity of RSU’s battery
βn Exact Number of vehicles residing within RSU’s range at tn
βe Expected Number of vehicles residing within RSU’s range at tn
wni Weight of vehicle i at tn
wmax Maximum vehicle weight




An Set of admissible actions at time tn
an RSU’s action at time tn
rn Single-step reward at received by RSU at tn
Pn Remaining RSU battery power at time tn
Tn Time until next recharge starting from time tn
Hni Remaining request size for vehicle i at time tn
α(n) Step-size learning rate
γ Discount factor
5.3 Vehicular Traﬃc Model
This study adopts a discrete-time free-ﬂow traﬃc model characterized by ho-
mogeneous and uninterrupted light vehicular traﬃc ﬂowing over a one-dimensional
roadway segment of ﬁxed length (i.e., DC in Figure 5.1). The inter-arrival time of
vehicles under free-ﬂow traﬃc conditions is exponentially distributed. As such, vehi-
cle arrivals from a single lane follow a Poisson process [50]. When multiple lanes are
considered, vehicle arrivals from each of these lanes follow independent and identically
distributed Poisson processes. It follows that the overall vehicle arrival process from
all lanes is the sum of i.i.d. Poisson processes, which is also a Poisson process with
rate μV vehicles per second. In this work, time is divided into time slots of length τ .
Hence, in the vehicular traﬃc model presented herein, the total discharge period T is
divided into N time slots (referred to as the planning horizon later), each of length
τ seconds. Let Sn be the set of vehicles residing within the communication range of
G at the beginning of the nth time slot (where n = 1, 2, · · ·N). G schedules to serve
one vehicle i, where i ∈ Sn, at the beginning of the nth time slot.
According to [78], under free-ﬂow traﬃc condition, the speed vi of an arbitrary
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arriving vehicle i is a Normally distributed random variable whose probability density
















The authors of [50] assumed justiﬁably that vi ∈ [Vmin;Vmax], and accordingly,

















Furthermore, since a vehicle’s speed is maintained constant during the vehicle’s
navigation period within the RSU’s coverage range [78]. Let Ji be the discrete version
of the vehicle’s residence within any RSU, and let DC be the length of the segment
that falls within the communication area of that IoT-GW. The p.m.f. of Ji has been
derived in Chapter 4 and presented in Equation 4.2.
An arriving vehicle communicates its speed and download requirements as soon
as it enters the coverage range of the RSU G. Consequently, G keeps record of all
vehicles within its range as well as their associated service requirements. In this work,
a vehicle i’s download service request is a uniformly distributed Random Variable Hi
between Hmin and Hmax.
In the case where the RSU uses transmit power control to maintain constant bit
rate reception, the power consumed to serve closer vehicles is signiﬁcantly less than
that consumed when serving farther ones. In fact, the RSU’s power consumption
increases exponentially as the receiving vehicle moves farther [59]. Moreover, less
power is required to serve a vehicle at a speciﬁc distance under a lower data rate.
Denote by di the distance between vehicle i and the RSU.
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The next section lays out the mathematical formulation of PEARL being a RL-
based scheduling algorithm deployed at the RSU for the purpose of regulating its
energy consumption.
5.4 PEARL Theoretical Formulation
5.4.1 Overview:
The main objective of PEARL is to build a RSU that, at the beginning of each
time slot, selects a vehicle to serve in such a way that maximizes its long term re-
ward. Recall that, the RSU’s reward is a performance metric for the total number
of downloaded bits as well as the number of fulﬁlled vehicle requests per discharge
period. PEARL is a well-trained agent that, given the traﬃc characteristics, the
RSU’s power budget, and the total discharge period, is able to achieve highest re-
ward returns. In the exploration/learning phase, PEARL is tuned and enhanced as
the vehicular network’s operation evolves and the RSU explores the various observa-
tions, actions, and associated rewards. During this phase, and since PEARL is ﬁrst
unaware of the network conditions and state transitions, it follows an epsilon-greedy
exploration method ([33]) which allows the agent to keep exploring the evolution of
the underlying network for the purpose of ﬁne tuning its scheduling policy. Once the
exploration phase is completed, the RSU now exploits PEARL’s optimal scheduling
policy during its recharge period. It is worthwhile mentioning that, PEARL learns an
optimal scheduling policy for diﬀerent traﬃc conditions, which is devised whenever
the RSU is operating in an energy-limited mode.

























Figure 5.3: PEARL’s Operation
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5.4.2 PEARL Operation:
PEARL is a discrete-time learning protocol that develops an optimal scheduling
policy of an energy-constrained RSU. At the beginning of each time slot, the vehi-
cles residing within RSU’s communication range broadcast beacon messages which
the RSU collects in order to realize the network information corresponding to the
number of vehicles within its range along with their respective speeds, locations, and
remaining request size. The RSU then consults the PEARL agent in order to make a
decision regarding which vehicle is granted service next. PEARL calculates each vehi-
cle’s weight according to the received information, and hence, establishes the observed
system state. PEARL then engages in an exploration versus exploitation decision im-
posed by the -greedy method. In the exploration method, PEARL selects a random
vehicle, which allows for the exploration of various system states. This operation is
illustrated in Figure 5.3. On the other hand, in the exploitation method, PEARL
endorses the choice of the vehicle which most contributes to the maximization of the
long term system reward.
5.4.3 Finite Horizon Markov Decision Process:
This subsection lays out a precise deﬁnition of the PEARL’s ﬁnite horizon Markov
Decision Process. The underlying Markov model, its characteristics and its input data
are presented in mathematical terms.
Preliminaries
Suppose that, at time tn = 0, G ’s battery is fully recharged, and its total power
capacity is Pt. Also, assume that the time between two recharge periods is known, and
the length of the discharge period is T seconds divided intoN time slots, each of length
τ . Let tn be the beginning of the n
th time slot where tn > 0 and n = {1, 2, ..., N}. Let
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βn be the number of vehicles residing within G ’s communication range at tn, where
0 ≤ βn ≤ βmax and βmax is the maximum number of vehicles that can be present
within the segment of length Dc at any time.
Let xn be the state of the system at tn. In the presented model herein, the system
state is a vector whose elements represent the weights of the vehicles residing within
G ’s communication range at tn. Let w
n
i be an integer representing the weight of
vehicle i at time tn, where n = {1, 2, ..., βn} and 0 ≤ wni ≤ wmax. wni is a function
of vehicle i’s remaining residence time, remaining request size, and location along
DC , which indicates the vehicle’s numerical ranking at time tn. Note that, selecting
the value of wmax is remarkably strenuous as a large value of wmax poses a serious
limitation to one’s ability to solve the Markov Decision Process accurately. This is
known as the Bellman’s curse of dimensionality, which is the well-known exponential
increase in time and space required to compute an optimal solution to the MDP as
the number of possible states (state space size) increases [35].
Now, it is important to mention that, the number of vehicles present within the
coverage range of G is not constant. In fact, since vehicles arrive to the RSU according
to a Poisson process, then, according to [42], the number of vehicles present with the
segment of length DC follows the Poisson distribution. Hence, in order to avoid
the complexity of having a variable vector size to represent the system state, we
can justiﬁably assume that, at any arbitrary instant tn at equilibrium, the number of
vehicles present within the coverage range of the RSU is βe. As such, the system state
matrix at tn is a vector of size βe containing the corresponding weights of βe vehicles.
Note that, in the case where βe − βn > 0, the values of {wnβn+1, wnβn+2, · · · , wnβe} will
be set to −∞. On the other hand, whenever βn > βe, the RSU will ignore the most
recently arriving vehicles until either a vehicle completes its download request or a
vehicle leaves its communication range. As such, the system state at time tn is a ﬁxed
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size vector denoted by xn = {wn1 , wn2 , · · · , wnβe}.
Feasible Actions and Rewards
Let E be the state space where, at any time tn, the system state xn ∈ E. This
subsection describes the feasible actions at time tn and their associated single step
reward:
• A is the action space, where the action at time tn is an ∈ A. Note that, an = 1
if the vehicle with associated weight wn1 is selected, an = 2 if the vehicle with
associated weight wn2 is selected, and so forth. Therefore, A = {1, 2, · · · , βe}.
Note that, the feasible set of actions at time tn is An ⊂ A. Since PEARL
may only select a vehicle whose associated weight is not −∞. Therefore, in the
case where βe − βn ≥ 0, An = {a1, a2, · · · , aβn}, whereas, when βe − βn < 0,
An = {a1, a2, · · · , aβe}.
• rn(xn, an) gives the single step reward of the system at time tn if the current
state is xn and action an is taken. According to PEARL, the single-step reward
rn is the number of downloaded bits to the selected vehicle at time tn. Whenever
a vehicle departs from G ’s coverage range with an incomplete download request,
the single-step reward is penalized by the remaining number of bits which need
to be downloaded in order to fulﬁll that vehicle’s request. As such, PEARL
strives for a larger number of transmitted bits per time slot, and at the same
time, tries to avoid the undesired event where a vehicle departs from G ’s range
with an incomplete download request. Note that, and according to [59], the
RSU consuming the same amount of energy per time slot may transmit at
larger rates for closer vehicles. Therefore, it becomes clear now that PEARL
prefers to select vehicles closer to the RSU over the far ones. However, PEARL
may be forced to schedule service for farther vehicles in order to prevent the
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penalty incurred by the above-described unfavourable event.
Input From the Environment
At the beginning of each time slot, G collects all the parameters associated with
the set of in range vehicles, and then feeds the network information to PEARL, which,
at time tn, becomes aware of the following:
1. Pn being the remaining power in the RSU’s battery, 0 ≤ Pn ≤ Pt.
2. Tn being the time until the next recharge, 1 ≤ Tn ≤ T .
3. βn being the number of vehicles residing within G ’s communication range, 0 ≤
βn ≤ βmax.
4. Jn = {Jn1 , Jn2 , · · · , Jnβe} being a vector of size βe containing the remaining sojourn
times of each vehicle vi, i ∈ (1, 2, · · · βe) and 0 ≤ Jni ≤ rmax
5. Hn = {Hn1 , Hn2 , · · · , Hnβe} being a vector of size βe containing the remaining
request sizes for each vehicle vi, 0 ≤ Hni ≤ Hmax.
6. dn = {dn1 , dn2 , · · · , dnβe} being a vector of size βe containing the distances between
G and each of the in-range vehicles, 0 ≤ dni ≤ GR, where GR = DC/2.
At this stage, and according to Figure 5.3, PEARL will calculate the weight
associated with each vehicle within G ’s communication range and hence realize the
system state.
Vehicle Weights
As earlier mentioned, the power required for G to communicate with a vehicle
residing within its coverage range increases remarkably as the separation distance be-
tween the transmitter and the receiver increases. Therefore, in a greedy power saving
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mode, the RSU may always prefer to serve the closest vehicle in order to consume the
least amount of energy, and thus, conserve its battery power for subsequent service
requests. However, under such operational policy, vehicles may suﬀer from a dete-
riorated quality of service especially when leaving the communication range of the
RSU without a completed service request. This event is referred to as an undesired
in PEARL’s formulation in the next sections.
Now, in order to bias the RSU towards serving vehicles with the least amount
of consumed energy while avoiding undesired events, vehicle i’s weight at time tn,
previously deﬁned as wni , gives it a priority depending on its remaining sojourn time,
remaining request size, and its separation distance from G. In fact, as a vehicle be-
comes closer to G (i.e, dni decreases), its weight increases since now, the RSU may
transmit data at a high rate rather than transmitting data to farther vehicles using
the same amount of energy. Let Rni be vehicle i’s remaining residence time at the
beginning of nth time slot. Whenever Rni decreases, vehicle i’s weight increases as
well, which is a signal for the RSU to complete vehicle i’s download request before
it leaves its communication range (and avoid being penalized). Finally, vehicle i’s
weight increases as Hni increases, which will prioritize vehicles with larger remaining
request size.
Recall that, the system state xn at time tn is a vector whose elements correspond
to the weights of the set of in range vehicles, where, as previously deﬁned, 0 ≤ wni ≤
wmax. Hence, the size of the state space E is (wmax+1)
βe . It becomes clear now that a
large value of wmax results in an intractable MDP whose state space size is remarkably
huge. On the other hand, a smaller value of wmax might not give PEARL enough
information and diﬀerentiation between the diﬀerent vehicles requesting service at a
particular time slot. As such, the choice of the value of wmax has to account for the
trade oﬀ between the time and space needed to achieve an optimal policy and the
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level of diﬀerentiation and prioritization between vehicles.
System Dynamics
This subsection lays out the equations that govern the evolution of the system
dynamics:
• Power remaining in the next time slot:
Pn+1 = Pn − P nc (5.3)
where P nc is the power consumed by G in the n
th time slot, and 1 ≤ n ≤ N .
• A vehicle’s remaining request size:
Hn+1i =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Hni , if an = i
Hni −Kni × τ, if an = i
(5.4)




i ) is the rate at which the RSU serves the selected vehicle.
Note that, for a ﬁxed amount of transmit power, the data rate decreases drasti-
cally as the separation distance between the transmitter and receiver increases.
• A vehicle’s remaining sojourn time:
Rn+1i = R
n
i − τ , for i = {1, 2, · · · , βn} (5.5)
In the case where βn > βe, whenever a vehicle i either departs from G ’s communica-
tion range or completes its download request during the time slot starting at tn, G
will consider the weight of another vehicle j = i at tn+1 where Hn+1j and Rn+1j are
Random variables with known distributions.
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5.4.4 MDP Solution Approach:
Recall from Chapter 2 that, the optimal control of a MDP requires the determi-
nation of a stationary policy π deﬁning which action an should be applied at time
tn in order to maximize an aggregate objective function of the immediate rewards.
According to [34], the optimal policy associated with optimal value function given in
Equation (2.4) achieves the maximum reward expression laid out in Equation (2.1).
However, in order to solve Equation (2.5), the knowledge of the transition probability
function, P (xn+1|xn, π(xn)) is required. Note that, the formulated Markovian domain
herein lacks the state transition mapping, i.e., P (xn+1|xn, an). Therefore, the rein-
forcement learning method, Q-learning, presents itself as a simple way for the RSU
to learn the optimal policy by experiencing the consequences of actions without the
requirement of an established transition function. Consequently, PEARL implements
a stochastic iterative Q-learning algorithm (detailed in Algorithm 2.1 in Chapter 2.3)




In the simulation setup of this work, the Simple Free-ﬂow Traﬃc Model (SFTM),
which was laid out in [50], is adopted. Using the discrete-event simulator Veins
([60]), the vehicular traﬃc model presented in Section III is validated. Furthermore,
the realistic mobility traces generated by SUMO were fed as a mobility input for
PEARL exploration phase. The presented results herein were averaged over multiple
runs of the simulations. In this section, the performance of PEARL is evaluated in
terms of:
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(a) Incomplete Request Percentage
(b) Collected Reward Percentage
Figure 5.4: PEARL Performance Evaluation
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• Incomplete request percentage
• Collected rewards percentage
• Average per-vehicle fulﬁlled request percentage
• Network throughput
PEARL is compared with three other scheduling algorithms namely:
1. RVS: Random Vehicle Selection algorithm where, at time tn, the RSU randomly
chooses a vehicle vi ∈ Sn to be served [11].
2. GPC: Greedy Power Conservation algorithm where, at time tn, the RSU chooses
the vehicle vi ∈ Sn which resides in the lowest energy consumption zone com-
pared to the remaining vehicles residing within G ’s communication range.
3. RMS: Rate Monotonic Scheduling algorithm without pre-emption where, at
time tn, the RSU chooses the vehicle with the highest priority. A vehicle’s
priority, according to traditional RMS algorithms [79], is inversely proportional
to its period, i.e., the shorter the period, the higher the priority and vice-versa.
Herein, a vehicle’s period is the time it requires until it completes its download
request.
Vehicular nodes arrive at a unidirectional highway segment of length DC with mul-
tiple lanes according to a Poisson process and travel with a constant average speed
drawn from a truncated Gaussian distribution. Each vehicle has an associated ser-
vice request size to be downloaded from the RSU. A vehicle admitted to service may
download at a rate of Bc Mbps depending on its corresponding separation distance
with the RSU. Upon its departure from the RSU’s communication segment, its asso-
ciated remaining request size and average throughput are recorded for the network’s
performance analysis. Table 5.2 lists the simulator’s input parameters.
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Table 5.2: PEARL Simulation Input Parameters
Parameter Value
Discharge period T = 12 (hours)
Time slot length τ = 0.1 (ms)
Vehicular arrival rate μV ∈ [0.1; 0.277] (veh/s)
Min and Max vehicle speed Vmin = 3, Vmax = 50 (m/s)
Min and Max request size Qmin = 1, Qmax = 10 (MB)
RSU covered segment DC = 1000 (m)
Channel data bit rate Bc ∈ [1; 27] (Mbps)
Learning rate α(n) = 1/n
Discount factor γ = 0.5
Figure 5.5: QoS under Variable Request Size
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5.5.2 Simulation Results
Figure 5.4 evaluates PEARL’s performance when compared with the three previ-
ously described scheduling algorithms, namely, RVS, GPC and RMS. Figure 5.4(a)
plots the percentage of vehicles leaving G ’s communication range with an incomplete
service request as a function of the vehicular arrival rate. It is clear that the number
of incomplete requests increases as the vehicular arrival rate increases under the three
scheduling algorithms. In fact, an increase in μV is accompanied by an increase in
the number of vehicles present within the range of the RSU. As μV increases, the
likelihood of selecting a certain vehicle will decrease, independent of the scheduling
discipline. Consequently, a vehicle will spend less time receiving service and the total
number of vehicles departing from G ’s communication range with incomplete service
requests will increase. Figure 5.4(a) also shows that PEARL outperforms RVS, GPC
as well as RMS in terms of incomplete service requests. Under RVS, the selection
method is random, and no service diﬀerentiation is applied, and therefore, the num-
ber of vehicles whose associated download request is not fulﬁlled increases remarkably
as more vehicles are present within G ’s communication range. Now, for GPC, G is
admitting to service the vehicle which resides in the minimal energy consumption
zone compared to the set of in range vehicles. Whenever μV is small and the ve-
hicular density is low, a large portion of the vehicles have enough time to complete
their download request whenever they are residing in low energy consumption zones,
however, when μV increases, more vehicles will concurrently reside in low energy con-
sumption zones and G will randomly choose between the multiple available vehicles,
and therefore, the time during which a vehicle receives service is now not enough to
complete the download request. Under RMS, the vehicle with the smallest remaining
download request size is selected regardless of its location along DC . Whenever the
vehicular load is small, i.e., μV < 0.15, RMS performs relatively well. However, as
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the network load increases, the number of incomplete requests increases remarkably.
This is an expected result knowing that the RMS is only a good scheduling algorithm
whenever the requests are schedulable within a speciﬁc time frame. Finally, recall
that, for PEARL, a vehicle departing G ’s range with an incomplete service request
is a undesired event which the agent is trained to avoid. Therefore, the deployment
of the well-trained PEARL agent guarantees that the majority (more than 95 %)
of departing vehicles have completed their download service request. Figure 5.4(b)
plots the percentage of collected rewards which is deﬁned as the total number of
downloaded bits over the total number of requested bits in a discharge period. In
practice, a higher percentage of collected rewards results in a better QoS as well as
increased RSU revenues. Figure 5.4(b) shows that the portion of total downloaded
bits over the total requested bits decreases as more vehicles are present within G ’s
communication range. Furthermore, it is clear that the adoption of the reinforcement
learning algorithm PEARL results in higher collected rewards than its counterparts
RVS, GPC and RMS. It is important to note that, admitting the vehicle residing in
the minimal energy consumption zone into service according to the GPC scheduling
algorithm results in a high percentage of collected rewards since G is transmitting
data to the selected vehicle at the highest achievable data rate at that particular
instant. Consequently, and as previously stated, whenever the vehicular density is
low, G is able to transmit a large portion of the requested ﬁle size. As μV increases,
and more vehicles are present within the segment of length DC , the smart scheduling
algorithm PEARL outperforms GPC in terms of the percentage of collected rewards
as PEARL learns to wait for approaching vehicles to enter the lowest energy con-
sumption zone and transmit their data at a rate of 27 Mbps rather than admitting
these vehicles to service when they are in higher energy consumption zones when no
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other vehicles are present in the lowest energy zones. Figure 5.5 shows that the per-
centage of vehicles departing from RSU’s coverage range with an incomplete service
request increases as the average request size increases. The QoS also deteriorates as
the vehicular arrival rate increases, which emphasizes the result in Figure 5.4(a). It
is clear that PEARL outperforms all the other scheduling benchmarks irrespective of
the size of the average service request.
Figure 5.6 plots the per-vehicle and the network throughputs when the RSU is
operating under three diﬀerent scheduling algorithms. Figure 5.6(a) shows that the
per-vehicle throughput deteriorates remarkably as μV increases under the RVS and
RMS scheduling disciplines. This is expected since, under RVS, the RSU may choose
a vehicle residing in high energy consumption zones and the associated service trans-
mission rate is therefore very small. Hence, the amount of time a vehicle spends
receiving service, in this case, is extremely ineﬃcient. Also, under RMS, the vehicle
whose remaining request size is smallest may highly likely be present in a high energy
consumption zone. This means that G is transmitting at a low rate. Hence, un-
der RMS, the per-vehicle throughput decreases quickly as more vehicles are present
within G ’s communication range. On the other hand, GPC and PEARL show sig-
niﬁcant enhancements on the level of per-vehicle throughput when compared to the
RVS method. This is in fact due to the frequent selection of vehicles residing in low
energy consumption zones allowing the RSU to transmit at a fast data rate. Figure
5.6(a) also shows that PEARL tops GPC in terms of the per-vehicle throughput un-
der all considered vehicular arrival rates. Following the same reasoning presented for
Figure 5.4(b), PEARL is trained to select the vehicle that most contributes to the
total rewards thus rendering the exploitation of the service time slot highly eﬃcient.
Figure 5.6(b) plots the overall network throughput under the four implemented




Figure 5.6: Per-vehicle and Network Throughputs
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PEARL outsmarts the three scheduling disciplines RVS, GPC and RMS in terms
of the achievable network throughput. Under RVS, G randomly admits a vehicle
residing within its communication range into service. As more vehicles are present
within the considered roadway segment of length DC , more vehicles are present in low
energy consumption zones, and whose selection allows for faster data transmission.
Hence, the network throughput increases as μV increases. Now, when the network
is operating under GPC and the vehicular arrival rate is small, G is serving the
vehicle residing in the lowest energy consumption zone compared to the set of all
vehicles present within G ’s communication range. In the very likely event that no
vehicles reside in low energy consumption zones, G has no choice but to serve vehicles
in high energy consumption zones resulting in slow data transmission and hence,
decreased network throughput. However, as μV increases, GPC results in higher
network throughput that RVS since now, more vehicles are present within the segment
of length DC and G is serving vehicles in lower energy consumption zones, and hence
transmitting data at a faster rate. Now, under RMS, when the vehicle arrival process
is slow, the vehicles with smaller remaining request sizes are residing in low-to-medium
energy consumption zones which allows the RSU to transmit at an acceptable data
rate. However, once more vehicles are present within the segment of length DC , the
vehicles having the smallest remaining ﬁle size fall at the edge of G ’s communication
range where the data download rate is smallest. Hence, the network throughput
under RMS has this parabolic shape. When the RSU’s operation is dictated by
PEARL’s optimal scheduling policy, the achieved network throughput is greater than
that achieved under RVS and GPC for all considered vehicular arrival rates. In fact,
PEARL is trained to eﬃciently schedule the vehicle’s download service in such a way
that maximizes the number of downloaded bits per unit time. The result illustrated
in Figure 5.6(b) is an improved network throughput under PEARL compared to the
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other three scheduling algorithms.
5.6 Conclusion and Future Research Direction
This chapter addresses the problem of energy-limited RSUs in a vehicular net-
work. A Markov Decision Process is formulated and solved using a reinforcement
learning technique, namely the Q-learning algorithm. The resolution is a Protocol for
Energy-eﬃcient Adaptive scheduling using Reinforcement Learning (PEARL), which
is proposed for the purpose of increasing the number of downloaded bits per unit
time as well as avoiding the undesired event of a vehicle departing from the RSU’s
communication range with an incomplete service request. After a suﬃcient training
period, PEARL exploits the realized optimal scheduling policy, which outperforms
three benchmark scheduling algorithms in terms of several QoS metrics. In partic-
ular, the deployment of PEARL complements the RSU with the required intelligent
identity, which serves to maintain the RSU’s operation throughout the whole dis-
charge period as well as decrease the number of vehicles departing from the RSU’s
coverage range with an incomplete service request.
This work is the ﬁrst step of introducing machine learning techniques, in par-
ticular, reinforcement learning, in order to optimize RSU scheduling in a vehicular
network. Our future research is directed towards studying an energy-constrained ve-
hicular network which is composed of a tandem of RSUs deployed on a long roadway
segment. The feasibility of Q-learning as well as other machine learning techniques




Scheduling - The Multi RSU case
6.1 Introduction
The IoV is foreseen to support a full-ﬂedged, smart and eﬃcient ITS by provid-
ing real-time traﬃc information, context-aware advertising as well as drive-through
Internet access, provisioned through the help of stationary IoT GateWays (IoT-GW)
deployed along roadways. The previous chapter presented supporting evidence about
the fact that the signiﬁcant barrier to the widespread deployment of IoT-GWs is the
cost of provisioning electrical grid power connections, [6], as well as their remarkable
energy consumption.Following the emerging need for energy-eﬃcient wireless commu-
nications as well as the fact that grid-power connection is sometimes unavailable for
IoT-GWs, [69], it becomes clear and more desirable to deploy green energy-eﬃcient
IoT-GWs, which are equipped with large batteries rechargeable through renewable
energy sources such as solar and wind power [70, 71]. Energy-eﬃcient and QoS-
oriented scheduling policies must be employed at the IoT-GW in order to guarantee
a desired level of performance in an eco-friendly environment. The objective of this
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chapter is to establish a smart visionary vehicular networking infrastructure similar
to the one illustrated in Figure 6.1.
The major entangled challenge associated with the proper inauguration of a full-
ﬂedged connected vehicular network is the eﬃcient control and management of the
operation of multiple RSUs deployed in tandem along roadways. Indeed, the highly
dynamic and stochastic nature of vehicular networks, the randomness in the vehicle
arrival process as well as the diversity of the requested services give rise to a par-
ticularly challenging scheduling problem for the eﬃcient operation of the IoT-GWs.
Multiple studies in the literature have addressed the scheduling problem in the con-
text of V2I communications. For instance, the work in [28, 72, 73, 11, 80] proposed
novel V2I scheduling algorithms for a single RSU equipped with an inﬁnite power
source. Other studies addressed the energy consumption issue in the single-RSU
(e.g., [44] and [75]) and multi-RSU (e.g., [76]) scenarios, where the RSU is privileged
with a priori knowledge of vehicle arrival instances and requests in order to resolve
a complex optimization problem. The objective of this present work is to establish
a universal, green, intelligent and scalable scheduling policy which acclimates to the
random characteristics of a vehicular environment, overcomes the limiting assump-
tions and deﬁciencies of previous studies and ﬁnally, establish a vigilant backbone ITS
that supports the development of the IoV. Precisely, herein, we consider a long road
segment where several IoT-GWs are deployed in tandem. The scenario is illustrated
in Figure 6.1. Each IoT-GW is connected using ﬁber or cellular links to a backend
ITS central server, which is the acting agent for all the communications that take
place in the network. IoT-GWs collect high-dimensional inputs corresponding to the
network characteristics, forwards the collected data to the central agent that devises
appropriate actions. In this work, the central agent is trained to realize an optimal
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Figure 6.1: Energy-Limited Multi-RSU Vehicular Network
1. Communicate safety messages with minimum latency.
2. Minimize the mean response time as well as the mean total delay of non-safety-
related download requests.
3. Satisfy the vehicles’ download requirements before their departure from the
road.
4. Maintain the entire vehicular network up and running by balancing the power
consumption at each IoT-GW.
In the study presented in [12], the authors considered a vehicular network com-
posed of a single battery-powered RSU and developed an MDP framework with dis-
cretized states in order to establish an optimal RSU-controlled scheduling policy.
Therein, the resolution of the MDP was realized using reinforcement learning tech-
niques [34]. The scalability of the solution proposed therein is poor especially when
the number of state and action variables increase. Truly, the size of the table used to
store Q-values grows exponentially and the system fails to distinguish between sim-
ilar states and actions. Furthermore, the time required for the Q-table to converge
increases intractably. In this present work, the state space dimension is enormously
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large. Hence, the required computational time and eﬀort to realize an optimal schedul-
ing policy is prohibitively large, a phenomenon commonly referred to as the curse of
dimensionality [35]. Consequently, recent advances in training deep neural networks
(i.e. function approximation techniques) are exploited herein in order to overcome
this complexity and, thus, promote the feasibility of instantiating a ﬁctitious artiﬁ-
cial agent that will: a) learn a scheduling policy from high-dimensional inputs using
end-to-end deep reinforcement learning, b) derive eﬃcient representations of the en-
vironment, and c) progress towards the development of a successful scheduling policy
which meets the above-detailed objectives.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section II lays out the prob-
lem statement and motivation as well as the novel contributions of this present study.
Section III presents an overview of the most relevant related work in the context of
IoV, V2I scheduling algorithms as well as deep reinforcement learning. A description
of the V2I communication scenario is presented in Section IV. Section V presents the
adopted vehicular mobility model. Section VI lays out a detailed presentation of the
deep reinforcement learning model. An MDP model is formulated in Section VII. The
performance of the proposed deep reinforcement learning algorithm is examined and
compared to other existing scheduling heuristics in Section VIII. Finally, concluding
remarks are presented in Section IX.
6.2 Problem Statement and Novel Contributions
The convergence of the IoV technology encompasses information communications,
environmental protection, energy conservation as well as safe driving environment.
The successful inauguration of the IoV technology requires the acquisition of core
technologies and standards, which will be crucial to securing a strategic advantage.
However, the integration of the IoV with other infrastructures should be as important
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as the building of the IoV technology itself. Particularly, the ITS is envisioned to lay
a solid basis for the IoV, which will eventually become an integral part of the larger
IoT. This work aims to establish an eﬃcient resource allocation scheduling policy that
governs the operation of the IoT-GW, being the primary point of service in a vehic-
ular environment. The objective of the proposed policy is to reduce the severity of
(ultimately mitigate) a subset of the persisting challenges aﬀronted in optimizing the
eco-friendly operation of IoT-GWs in a highly dynamic ITS, subject to several ran-
dom processes such as the emergence of safety-related messages, the vehicles’ random
service request sizes as well as the vehicles’ arrival and departure points. Addition-
ally, considering the scenario illustrated in Figure 6.1, it is clear that maintaining a
balanced available energy at the IoT-GWs through proper communication and col-
laboration among the tandem of the connected IoT-GWs shall prolong the operation
of the connected network. As such, safety-related information will continue to reach
the maximum number of vehicles, thus, promoting a safer driving environment. Fur-
thermore, the proper coordination of multiple IoT-GWs serves the purpose of fully
satisfying a vehicle’s service request by eﬃciently dividing the download requirements
among the IoT-GWs which fall on that vehicle’s path. Consequently, more vehicles
will leave the roadway with a Complete Service Request (CSR), which is considered
an important QoS metric for the network overall performance. The work presented
herein eliminates the limiting assumptions and addresses the shortcomings of previous
studies (e.g., [75, 76, 12]). This work exploits a deep reinforcement learning technique,
namely Deep Q-Network, to establish a safe, connected and energy-eﬃcient vehicu-
lar network with multiple IoT-GWs. The following points highlight the identifying
contributions of this study:
1. The adaptation of a vehicular network with a central ITS agent that governs
the operation of multiple connected Iot-GWs deployed on a long road segment.
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2. The realization of an energy-eﬃcient and QoS-oriented scheduling policy, which
dictates the operation of the energy-limited IoT-GWs. A deep reinforcement
learning agent learns an adaptive dynamic scheduling policy that serves to bal-
ance the energy available at the IoT-GWs in order to maintain an operational
connected ITS.
3. The exploitation of recent advances in training a deep reinforcement learning
agent, which, ﬁrst, constructs a state representation that implicitly contains
all of relevant information about the current situation of the vehicular network,
then observes the cost/reward of choosing a particular action, and ﬁnally, learns
from current and past experience in order to realize an optimal scheduling policy
and minimize the overall costs.
4. Artiﬁcial Intelligence provides the framework and tools to go beyond trivial
real-time decision and automation in the IoV era. This work provides a solid
ground to introduce machine learning techniques, in particular, deep reinforce-
ment learning, in order to establish a smart, safe and green ITS, which comple-
ments the future IoV services and applications.
6.3 Related Work
6.3.1 IoV Enabling Technologies:
The complete realization of IoV could incur fundamental upgrades to the driving
experience through the integration of intelligence within existing ITS applications.
However, various vehicular communications problems are yet to be resolved for the
proper realization and quick penetration of IoV enabling applications. Challenges in
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the design and development of IoV are being investigated by researchers and prac-
titioners interested in the future of vehicular communications. The authors of [81]
provided a comprehensive review of routing protocols applicable in the context of IoV.
The authors described the routing taxonomy from ﬁve diﬀerent perspectives and then
laid out preliminary guidelines for the eﬃcient development of IoV routing protocols
and technologies. The authors of [82] argued that the vehicular cloud constitutes an
instance of the envisioned IoV comprising all the protocols and services required for
the vehicle grid to operate eﬃciently and safely. They discussed the challenges associ-
ated with the exploitation of vehicular cloud computing to support autonomous and
Internet-connected vehicles. The authors of [83] argued that the vehicular density as
well as the high mobility of vehicles led to constant topological changes, and hence,
content distribution became a challenging task. For this purpose, the authors pro-
posed a Bayesian Coalition Game for content distribution using learning automata.
The proposed algorithm showed an increased probability of content distribution with
a lower end-to-end delay when compared to other content distribution counterparts.
6.3.2 V2I Scheduling-Based Access Methods:
The algorithms proposed in [28, 72, 73, 11, 80] overlooked the RSU energy con-
sumption pertaining to the proposed scheduling discipline. Given the increasing con-
cern over the energy consumption in wireless networks as well as the highly likely
unavailability of permanent power sources in vehicular networks, the conventional
design approaches may not be feasible to green communications and should be re-
visited. As such, the authors of [75] addressed the problem of scheduling for energy
eﬃcient RSU. Therein, the objective was to minimize the long term energy consump-
tion subject to satisfying the communication requests associated with the passing
vehicles. The authors ﬁrst formulated lower bounds for total energy needed by a
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RSU in order to serve a ﬁnite set of vehicular arrival demands. Then, the authors
proposed three online scheduling algorithms which used vehicles’ locations and speeds
as inputs for a linear optimization problem which dynamically scheduled communi-
cation activity. In [84], the authors proposed an energy-eﬃcient RSU deployment
algorithm for the purpose of minimizing the transmit power of the RSUs subject to
the constraints that all vehicles on the road should be covered. The authors then
studied the network performance when the number of RSUs deployed on a roadway
varied.
To the best of our knowledge, thus far, the literature has overlooked the possibility
of establishing scheduling policies using machine learning techniques. Particularly,
deep reinforcement learning augments the RSU with the ability to observe and analyse
the environment, make decisions, learn from past experience, and eventually, perform
optimal actions, which will serve the for the establishment of an eﬃcient ITS in the
IoV era. The next subsection lays out a brief overview of the state-of-the-art deep
reinforcement learning models and their applicability in a vehicular environment.
6.3.3 Deep Reinforcement Learning:
In the Reinforcement Learning (RL) paradigm, an agent autonomously learns
from past experience in order to maximize some reward signal. Learning to control
an agent directly from high-dimensional inputs such as vision and speech is an ex-
tremely tedious task, known as the curse of dimensionality. The literature encloses
numerous solutions which address this problem (e.g., linear function approximation
[36], hierarchical representations [37], state aggregation [38], etc.). These methods
greatly rely on the system state representations, thus making the agent not fully au-
tonomous and reducing its ﬂexibility. The use of non-linear function approximation
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techniques was relinquished as these methods turned out to be unstable and non-
converging when used to represent the action-value function [36]. Only recently, the
authors of [39] presented the Deep Q-Network (DQN) algorithm and tested it in a
challenging framework composed of several Atari games. DQN achieved dramatically
better results than earlier approaches and professional human players and showed a
robust ability to learn representations from very high-dimensional input. In [40], the
authors compared their DQN algorithm with the best performing methods from the
reinforcement learning literature on 49 Atari games. Results showed that the DQN
method outperformed the best existing reinforcement learning methods on 43 of the
games without incorporating any of the additional prior knowledge about Atari games
used by other approaches. Furthermore, the DQN agent performed at a level that was
comparable to that of a professional human games tester across the set of 49 games,
achieving more than 75% of the human score on more than half of the games. The
authors of [39] and [40] exploited an experience replay mechanism ([85]) and a batch
reinforcement learning technique ([86]), which made the convergence and stability
of the proposed DQN model possible. DQN is foreseen to address the major long-
standing challenge of RL by learning to control agents directly from high-dimensional
inputs and state spaces. At this level, it becomes necessary to investigate the feasi-
bility of similar techniques in reinforcement learning scenarios where an agent makes
decisions that aﬀect the state of the environment. This current work examines a vari-
ant of DQN in the context of a V2I communication scenario in a connected vehicular




vi Speed of vehicle i (m/s)
Vmin Minimum vehicle speed (m/s)
Vmax Maximum vehicle speed (m/s)
V Average vehicle speed (m/s)
Ji Vehicle i’s discrete sojourn time in the coverage range of an IoT-GW
Hi Vehicle i’s download service request size
tn Beginning time of time slot n




th vehicle residing in IoT-GW j’s communication range
PGj ,n Power remaining at j
th IoT-GW at tn
Nj,n Number of vehicles residing within j
th IoT-GW at tn
Jj,i,n Vector of size Nj,n containing the remaining discrete residence times of each
vehicle vj,i at tn
Hj,i,n Vector of size Nj,n containing the remaining request sizes of each vehicle vj,i at
tn
Sj Number of sensors within j
th communication range
Wj,i,n Vector of size Nj,n + Sj containing the waiting times of safety messages in the
buﬀer of vehicles and sensors at tn
dj,i,n Vector of size Nj,n containing the separation distances between a vehicle vj,i
and IoT-GW Gj at tn
GR Transmission range of the IoT-GWs
xn System state at tn
E State space
A Action space
an set of IoT-GWs’ actions at time tn
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An Set of admissible actions at time tn
τ Length of a time slot (s)
N Number of time slots in a discharge period
ρ Vehicular density
Bc IoT-GW transmission data rate
6.4 V2I Communication Scenario
As illustrated in Figure 6.1, consider a vehicular network consisting of a set of IoT-
GWs equipped with large rechargeable batteries. The IoT-GWs are connected to a
backend ITS central agent using ﬁber or cellular communication links. IOT-GWs are
equipped with a single radio for downlink communication and operate independently
from one another without any interference. The channel access time is assumed to be
time-slotted, and IoT-GWs use transmit power control to maintain constant bit rate
reception in downlink V2I communications regardless of the vehicle’s location within
the IoT-GW’s coverage range. It is important to mention that, since there is a strong
deterministic component of path loss versus distance, and the power consumption of
an energy-eﬃcient IoT-GW is dominated by downlink transmission power [87], then
an IoT-GW will generally prefer to communicate with nearby vehicles rather than
with more distant vehicles in order to minimize its energy consumption.
Vehicles enter the considered roadway segment from any several point according
to a Poisson process. The vehicle arrival rate from entry i is equal to the vehicle
departure rate from exit i. As such, the vehicular density in the considered road
segment is contingent to the vehicular arrival process from the main entry point to
that segment (A well-known technique for ﬂow smoothing in traﬃc modelling[88]). It
is assumed that, upon a vehicle’s arrival to an IoT-GW’s coverage range, it communi-
cates its downlink service request as well as its expected exit point from the road. As
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such, a vehicle may travel through one or more IoT-GWs communication zones. In
the event where a vehicle or a sensor residing within the communication range of an
IoT-GW senses hazardous road conditions (e.g., a speeding car or a traﬃc collision),
it raises a safety ﬂag in order to notify the IoT-GW about the existence of a safety
message, which should be communicated to the backend ITS server. It is assumed
that there is perfect synchronization between the backend ITS server, the IoT-GWs
as well as the vehicles residing within the considered roadway segment with the use
of a Global Positioning System (GPS). This work borrows the communication rules
from the WAVE protocol suite, where each node in the considered vehicular net-
work (i.e., sensor, vehicle or IoT-GW) periodically broadcasts announcement beacon
messages containing information identifying the oﬀered applications (in the case of
the IoT-GW), information about the speed, location, direction of travel, download
request size, and existence of a sensed safety message (in the case of a vehicle), and
ﬁnally, sensed data and status information (in the case of a sensor). Vehicles that
are requesting a communication link with the IoT-GW coordinate with the nearby
IoT-GW in order to establish a connection.
A deep reinforcement learning agent is aware of the current network conditions of
the IoT-GWs. At the beginning of each time slot, each IoT-GW forwards information
about all the vehicles and sensors residing within its communication range to the
central agent. The collected information is then fed to the deep reinforcement learning
agent which devises a scheduling decision. As such, the IoT-GW grants access to a
single vehicle or sensor with a permission to either upload the safety message it is
carrying or continue downloading the requested data (in the case of a vehicle). In
case the IoT-GW chooses to receive a safety message, it notiﬁes the selected vehicle
or sensor to transmit the carried safety message then the IoT-GW forwards the safety
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message to the backend ITS server, which, in turn, broadcasts that message to all IoT-
GWs. The safety message is now available at each IoT-GW and can be disseminated
to the vehicles. Once a vehicle or a sensor receives the safety message they are
carrying through a broadcast, they will drop their safety ﬂag. During the time the
IoT-GW is receiving a safety message, its energy consumption is minimal. However,
when serving a vehicle’s download service request, the IoT-GW’s consumed energy
increases as the distance to the receiving vehicle increases.
The deep reinforcement learning agent ensures proper communication and coor-
dination among the IoT-GWs in order to maintain a balanced energy between the
IoT-GWs. Furthermore, knowing a vehicle’s exit point, the agent arranges for the
completion of the vehicle’s download request before its departure from the considered
highway segment. Now, it is true that this work interprets download requests as delay
tolerant, however, commuting passengers would appreciate a prompt response time
during their residence time within an IoT-GW communication range. For instance, if
passengers were requesting to download a video ﬁle, they would like to start buﬀering
the data and watch the video as soon as possible. The ﬁle can be completely down-
loaded during their transit in forthcoming IoT-GWs. Finally, and most importantly,
the IoT-GWs should manage to broadcast safety messages to concerned vehicles with
minimal latency in order to conserve a safe driving environment.
6.5 Vehicular Traﬃc Model
Consider a vehicular network similar to the one illustrated in Figure 6.1. Several
IoT-GWs are deployed in tandem on a long roadway segment with multiple lanes
where vehicles enter the road from several entry points. For convenience, we describe
the system with unidirectional vehicular traﬃc; however, the established scheduling
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policy is applicable to the bi-directional case1. Assume that the considered highway
segment is experiencing steady free-ﬂow traﬃc.
According to [43, 42, 50], vehicle arrivals from a particular entry point of the con-
sidered segment follow a Poisson process. Consequently, the overall vehicles’ arrival
process to the entire segment is also a Poisson process [54]. The per-vehicle speeds
are i.i.d. random variables in the range [Vmin;Vmax]. These speeds are drawn from a
truncated Normal distribution with average V and standard deviation σV . It is as-
sumed that vehicles maintain their respective speeds constant during their navigation
period within the communication range of an IoT-GW [42],[50]. A vehicle’s discrete
sojourn time Ji has been laid out in Chapter 4.3. An arriving vehicle communicates
its speed, download requirements as soon as it enters the coverage range of an IoT-
GW. Also, with the use of the GPS, vehicles inform the IoT-GW about their exit
points. Consequently, each IoT-GW keeps track of the characteristics of the vehicles
residing within its coverage range. Note that, a vehicle i’s download service request
size is a uniformly distributed Random Variable Hi between Hmin and Hmax. Hi is
expressed in bits.
6.6 Markov Decision Process Model
In this work, a deep reinforcement learning agent, deployed at each IoT-GW, in-
teracts with the vehicular environment in a sequence of actions, observations, and
costs. At each time step, the agent selects an action from the set of feasible actions
at that time. The IoT-GW will either suspend its services to listen to an announced
safety message, or transmit data to a vehicle with a download request. The agent
1The IoT-GW will learn the characteristics, dynamics and traﬃc conditions of the underlying
environment, and realizes a scheduling policy accordingly.
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then observes the changes in the environment and modiﬁes the system state repre-
sentation. The agent also receives a reward accordingly. In order to achieve the goals
laid out in Section III, all the IoT-GWs should operate in a consistent, orderly and
eﬃcient way to balance the vehicular network’s available energy between them, report
safety-related messages promptly and deliver a pleasing quality of experience for the
travelling vehicles. After each selected action, an IoT-GW receives a step reward,
which is a normalized indicator of how well is it contributing to accomplishing the
previously-mentioned goals. The objective of learning is to construct an optimal ac-
tion selection policy at each IoT-GW that serves to maximize the overall network’s
performance. Now, it is worthwhile mentioning that, the received single-step reward
depends on the whole previous sequence of actions and observations. As such, the
impact of an action may only be seen after several hundreds/thousands of time-steps
ahead.
6.6.1 Input From the Environment:
Let G be the total number of IoT-GWs. At the beginning of an arbitrary time
slot (time tn), each IoT-GW Gj (1 ≤ j ≤ G) observes the surrounding vehicular
environment, collects all the parameters associated with the set of in-range vehicles
and sensors, and chooses its action from the set of feasible actions at tn. The input
of IoT-GW Gj from the environment at time tn is:
• PGj ,n: a vector of size G containing the remaining energy at each IoT-GW Gj
where j = 1, 2, ·, G and 0 ≤ PGj ,n ≤ Pt, where Pt is the IoT-GW’s battery
capacity.
• Nj,n: the number of vehicles residing within Gj’s communication range, 0 ≤
Nj,n ≤ Nmax.
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• Jj,i,n = {Jj,i,1, Jj,i,2, · · · , Jj,i,Ni,n}: G vectors of respective sizes Nj,n containing
the remaining discrete sojourn times of each vehicle vj,i, i ∈ (1, 2, · · ·Nj,n) and
0 ≤ Jj,i,n ≤ Jmax
• Hj,i,n = {Hj,i,1, Hj,i,2, · · · , Hj,i,Nj,n}: G vectors of respective sizes Nj,n containing
the remaining request sizes for each vehicle vj,i, 0 ≤ Hj,i,n ≤ Hmax.
• Wj,i,n = {Wj,i,1,Wj,i,2, · · · ,Wj,i,Nj,n+Sj}: a vector of size Nj,n + Sj, where Sj is
the number of sensors within Gj’s communication range. Wj,i,n contains the
waiting times of the safety messages in the buﬀer of vehicles or sensors. In
the case where vehicle vj,i or sensor sj has no safety message to upload, its
corresponding Wj,i,n is set to a negative value (-1).
• dj,i,n = {dj,i,1, dj,i,2, · · · , dj,i,Nj,n}: G vectors of respective sizes Nj,n containing
the separation distances between Gj and each of its in-range vehicles, 0 ≤
dj,i,n ≤ GR, where GR is the transmission range of the IoT-GWs.
The agent fully observes the current network state and is able to realize the system
state representation at time tn, denoted herein by xn.
6.6.2 Immediate Single Step Costs
Let E be the state space where, at any time tn, the system state xn ∈ E. Let An be
the action space at time tn. The set of feasible actions for Gj at time tn is Aj,n ⊂ An.
Aj,n = {0, 1, 2, · · · , Nj,n}, where if aj,n = 0, then Gj will receive a safety message and
directly forward it to the backend ITS server. The IoT-GWs will broadcast the safety
message in the following time slot. If aj,n is any value k between 1 and Nj,n, then Gj
chooses to transmit packets to the kth vehicle. Also, let an = {a1,n, a2,n, a3,n}.
Let aj,n denote Gj’s action at time step tn. Let Aj,n be the set of admissible
actions for Gj at tn, therefore, aj,n ∈ Aj,n. At time tn, each IoT-GW chooses its
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action, and accordingly, the network pays an immediate cost, a scalar value that
reﬂects the righteousness of the IoT-GWs’ actions. The immediate cost (negative
reward) is the sum of the following normalized quantities:
1. Power consumed by each IoT-GW to transmit data to a selected vehicle. Note
that the received signal strength decays exponentially as the separation distance
between the IoT-GW and the selected vehicle increases [87]. Assuming that the
IoT-GW controls its transmit power to maintain constant bit rate transmission,
the power consumed to transmit to closer vehicles is signiﬁcantly less than that
consumed when transmitting to farther ones.
2. Normalized waiting time of the vehicles that have not received any service yet.
This incurred cost trains the IoT-GW to minimize the average vehicles’ response
time.
3. Normalized total delay of completed service requests. Once a vehicle completes
its download request, the system is charged a cost corresponding to the total
delay of that completed service request. Since the deep reinforcement learning
agent thrives to maximize its rewards (minimize negative rewards, i.e., costs),
it will learn to minimize the total end-to-end delay of download requests.
4. Penalty incurred on network due to the departure of a vehicle with an incomplete
service request. The value of this penalty is a normalized quantity proportional
to the remaining request size of the departing vehicle. As such, the IoT-GW is
encouraged to fulﬁll the vehicles’ download requests before their departure from
the considered roadway. Recall that, a vehicle communicates its exit point upon
its arrival to the highway, and the IoT-GWs should coordinate to completely
serve that vehicle before its departure from the highway.
5. Penalty incurred on network due to the early cut-oﬀ of one of the IoT-GWs.
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The network receives this penalty when any of the IoT-GWs shuts down once
its battery is drained. The value of this penalty is proportional to the available
energy at the other IoT-GWs. As a result, the network learns to balance the
power consumption among the IoT-GWs such that when one of the IoT-GWs
shuts down, the other IoT-GWs have very little amounts of energy remaining
in their batteries.
Now, it is important to mention that, even if the impact of the occurrence of such
event unveils in a single time-step (i.e., when a vehicle departs or when an IoT-GW
shuts down), the deep reinforcement learning agent realizes that the sequence of all
its previous actions lead to this current system state. This is a clear example that the
feedback about an action may sometimes by received after many thousands of time
steps have elapsed. The goal of the agent is to interact with the IoT-GWs and select
actions that maximize future rewards.
6.6.3 Proposed Solution Approach:
Recall that, the objective of this work is to realize an optimal scheduling pol-
icy which will govern the operation of the IoT-GWs in order to minimize the total
expected negative rewards and, as a result, achieve the goals laid out in Section III.
This problem has been formulated as an MDP whose states are modelled as a Markov
chain, and a state-action dependent cost is incurred at each stage. A deep Q-learning
algorithm is exploited to realize an optimal policy for the above-presented MDP. The
deep Q-learning algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.2 in Chapter 2.3.
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Table 6.2: Simulation Input Parameters
Parameter Value
IoT-GW Battery Capacity 3× 50Ah batteries
Time slot length τ = 0.1 (s)
Vehicular densities ρ ∈ [2; 11] (veh/km)
Min and Max vehicle speed [60; 140] (km/h)
Min and Max request size [2; 12] (MB)
IoT-GW covered segment DC = 1000 (m)
Vehicles and IoT-GW radio range 500 (m)
Channel data bit rate Bc = 9 (Mbps)
Learning rate α(n) = 1/n
Discount factor γ = 0.5
6.7 Simulation and Results Discussion
6.7.1 The Learning Phase:
At the beginning of each time slot, each IoT-GW forwards the underlying network
characteristics to the deep reinforcement learning agent. As such, the agent’s input,
detailed in Section VII.A becomes ready to be fed to the neural network. The input to
the neural network consists of (G×Nmax × 4) corresponding to the characteristics of
all vehicles within all G IoT-GWs, and
∑
j
Sj that correspond to the safety messages’
waiting time in the sensors’ buﬀers. Recall that Sj is the number of sensors within
Gj’s communication range. We use a neural network consisting of two hidden layers
as it was shown in [89] that two stages of feature extraction yields better accuracy
than one. The ﬁrst hidden layer of the neural network convolves G (Nmax × 4) ﬁlters
and then applies a rectiﬁer nonlinearity [89]. The second hidden layer convolves G
(Nmax × 1) ﬁlters, again followed by a rectiﬁer nonlinearity. The ﬁnal hidden layer
is fully-connected and consists of (G × Nmax) rectiﬁer units. The output layer is a
fully connected linear layer with a single output for each valid action. The literature
encloses several deep reinforcement learning methods that use the system state and
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action as input to the neural network, e.g. [90]. The disadvantage of such techniques
is the need for a separate forward pass to compute the Q-value of each action, resulting
in a cost that scales linearly with the number of actions. The work of [40] suggested
an architecture in which there is a separate output for each possible action, and the
system state is the only input to the neural network. The outputs correspond to the
predicted Q-values of the individual actions for that input state. As such, a single
forward pass through the neural network can compute the Q-values for all possible
actions in a given state. This current work adopts this method to train the neural
network. In the training phase of the simulations, an -greedy method was applied
where  decreased linearly from 1.0 to 0.1 over the ﬁrst million training samples,
and ﬁxed at 0.1 thereafter. The agent was trained on a total of 50 million samples,
which corresponds to two months of actual vehicular network operation. The replay
memory used in training the neural network was of size 1 million most recent training
samples, and the size of the minibatches was 100. Table 6.2 lists the values of all
the hyper-parameters and optimization parameters as well as the simulator’s input
parameters. After the training phase, the resulting neural network is exploited in
order devise scheduling decisions for the IoT-GWs.
6.7.2 Simulation Setup:
In the simulations, the vehicular traﬃc model presented in Section V is adopted.
Thorough simulations were conducted using the Simulation for Urban MObility (SUMO)
simulator [51], which provides realistic vehicular mobility traces used as input for the
simulation. The presented results herein were averaged over multiple runs to ensure a
95 % conﬁdence interval. The proposed DQN algorithm is compared with four other
scheduling algorithms namely:
1. Random: Random vehicle selection algorithm where, at time tn, the IoT-GW
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randomly chooses a vehicle within its communication range to be served [11].
2. PDV: Prioritizing Departing Vehicles, where at time tn, the IoT-GW randomly
chooses a vehicle from the set of vehicles, which are departing from the next
exit.
3. GPC: Greedy Power Conservation algorithm where, at time tn, the IoT-GW
chooses the closest vehicle which contributes to the lowest energy consumption
compared to the remaining vehicles residing within its communication range.
4. GPDV: Greedily Prioritize Departing Vehicles, where at time tn, the IoT-GW
chooses the closest vehicle from the set of vehicles, which are departing from
the next exit.
Under all the above scheduling algorithms, if there exists a safety message ﬂag
within any of the IoT-GWs’ communication ranges, the corresponding IoT-GW will
halt its services and notify the vehicle or sensor carrying that message to transmit
it. The IoT-GW will then forward the safety message to the backend ITS server,
and in the forthcoming time slot, all the IoT-GWs will broadcast the received safety
message. In this section, the performance of the proposed DQN algorithm is evaluated
in terms of: a) Vehicles’ Completed Request (CR) Percentage which is the percentage
of completely fulﬁlled vehicle requests, b) CR Mean Delay and c) Network Lifetime
being the time until one of the IoT-GWs cuts-oﬀ.
6.7.3 Simulation Results:
Figure 6.2 evaluates the performance of the deep reinforcement learning agent
when compared with the four previously described scheduling algorithms. Figure
6.2(a) plots the percentage of vehicles leaving the vehicular network with a complete
service request as a function of the vehicular density. It is clear that the number of CRs
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(a) CR Percentage (b) CR Mean Delay
(c) Network Lifetime
Figure 6.2: Performance Evaluation and Comparisons
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(a) Lifetime of G1 (b) Lifetime of G2
(c) Lifetime of G3
Figure 6.3: IoT-GWs’ Lifetime
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decreases as ρ increases under all the scheduling algorithms. In fact, as ρ increases, the
likelihood of selecting a certain vehicle will decrease, independent of the scheduling
discipline. Consequently, a vehicle will spend less time receiving service and the
total number of vehicles departing from the vehicular network’s communication range
with complete service requests will decrease. Figure 6.2(a) also shows that the DQN
method outperforms all four other scheduling algorithms in terms of CR percentage.
Under a random selection policy, there is no vehicle prioritization, and therefore, the
number of vehicles whose associated download request is fulﬁlled decreases remarkably
as the vehicular density increases. Now, for GPC, each IoT-GW is admitting to
service the vehicle which resides in the minimal energy consumption zone compared
to the set of remaining in-range vehicles. Whenever ρ is small, a large portion of
the vehicles have enough time to complete their download request while being the
closest to the IoT-GW, however, when ρ increases, the time during which a vehicle
is closest to the IoT-GW is not enough to fully complete its download request. This
clearly results in deteriorated QoS levels for larger values of ρ when the IoT-GWs
are implementing a greedy power conservation scheduling policy. Under both PDV
and GPDV, the IoT-GWs are prioritizing the vehicles that are departing from the
next exit, and consequently, the two scheduling algorithms show similar results in
terms of CR percentage. Furthermore, as ρ increases, and due to the prioritization
notion, PDV and GPDV show better results than the random selection algorithm as
well as the GPC method. Finally, it is clear from Figure 6.2(a) that the DQN agent
outperforms all the scheduling algorithms it is compared to. Recall that, during
the training phase, a vehicle departing from the network with an incomplete service
request is a undesired event which incurs a high cost. Therefore, the DQN agent
will learn to avoid such an event and as such, the deployment of the well-trained
DQN agent guarantees that the majority of departing vehicles have completed their
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download service request.
Figure 6.2(b) plots the CRs mean total delay as a function of vehicular density.
Under the random and PDV algorithms, it is clear that most of the vehicles are re-
ceiving service from multiple IoT-GWs. On the other hand, under GPC, GPDV as
well as DQN, it is evident that most of the CRs are fulﬁlled by a single IoT-GW as the
mean CR delay is less than the average vehicle residence time within an IoT-GW’s
communication range (i.e., at an average vehicles’ speed of 100 km/h, a vehicle spends
36 seconds in an IoT-GW’s communication range). Although GPC and GPDV show
good results in terms of CR mean delay, however, DQN outperforms both these algo-
rithms. This indicates that the DQN agent is sometimes choosing to serve a vehicle
even if it is neither the closest nor departing soon since that decision contributes to
minimizing the mean CR total delay. Figure 6.2(c) plots the network lifetime, deﬁned
as the time until an IoT-GW cuts-oﬀ. The improvement DQN achieves over the other
four scheduling algorithms varies from 5 to 60 % in terms of the network lifetime.
This is a clear implication of the penalty incurred on the DQN agent, in the training
phase, due to the early cut-oﬀ of one of the IoT-GWs. Recall that, since this penalty
is proportional to the remaining energy at the other IoT-GWs, the DQN agent learns
to balance the power consumption among the tandem of IoT-GWs. This fact is illus-
trated in Figure 6.3 where it is clear that all three IoT-GWs have a similar lifetime.
It is worthwhile mentioning that, according to [87], the power consumption increases
exponentially as the distance between the transmitter and receiver increases. As a
result, under GPC, the lifetime of G1 increases as the vehicular density increases. The
interpretation of this result is as follows: as more vehicles reside within the IoT-GW’s
coverage range, it becomes more likely that the closest vehicle which still requires ser-
vice is very close to that IoT-GW. As such, the latter consumes minimal amounts of
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energy to serve the closest vehicle, and as such, its battery lifetime increases. How-
ever, this is only true for G1 since when the vehicles arrive to G2 and G3, a large
portion of them have completed their service, and since an IoT-GW has to choose the
closest vehicle which still requires service, it is less likely to ﬁnd that vehicle in low
energy consumption zones. As such, under GPC, the network lifetime is inﬂuenced
by the lifetime of the downstream IoT-GWs, which is illustrated in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.4 compares the performance of the DQN algorithm with the other bench-
mark scheduling algorithms as the vehicle mean service request is varied between 6
and 10 MB under a ﬁxed vehicular density of ρ = 6 veh/km. Figures 6.4(a) and
6.4(b) show that the percentage of CRs as well as their mean delay decrease as the
vehicles’ mean service size increases under all scheduling algorithms. This is an ex-
pected and consistent result. Also, it is clear from Figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) that
the DQN method achieves better results in terms of completed requests percentage
and mean delay when compared to the other four scheduling algorithms. In terms
of network lifetime, the DQN method outperforms all its counterparts for vehicles’
mean request sizes less than 8 MB. When Q¯ = 10 MB, the GPC algorithm results
in a longer network lifetime. This is due to the fact that, when arriving vehicles
request to download large ﬁle sizes, it becomes less likely to serve these vehicles by
a single IoT-GW, and chances are high that the closest vehicle to an IoT-GW still
requires service. As earlier mentioned, an IoT-GW serving close-by vehicles consumes
less amounts of energy, and as such, it extends its battery lifetime. It is true that
GPC outperforms DQN in terms of network lifetime for larger values of vehicle re-
quests, however, this is at the expense of deteriorated QoS levels revealed by a smaller
percentage of complete service requests and longer CR delays.
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(a) CR Percentage (b) CR Mean Delay
(c) Network Lifetime
Figure 6.4: Performance Evaluation for ρ = 6 (veh/km)
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6.8 Conclusion and Future Research Direction
The proper inauguration of a full-ﬂedged, smart and eﬃcient ITS is foreseen to
support the legitimate realization of the next generation 5G network by providing
several beneﬁts including easier content sharing and eﬃcient computation oﬄoading.
As such, the need to establish an intelligent and connected vehicular environment has
become an emerging research priority. This work develops an artiﬁcial DQN agent to
support the eﬃcient operation of a vehicular network by learning a scheduling policy
from high-dimensional inputs using end-to-end deep reinforcement learning. This
agent derives eﬃcient representations of the environment, learns from past experience,
and progress towards the realization of a successful scheduling policy in order to
extend the lifetime of a green, safe and connected vehicular network and achieve
acceptable levels of QoS. The proposed DQN algorithm outperforms several existing
scheduling benchmarks in terms of completed request percentage (improvement of
10-25 %), mean request delay (improvement of 10-15 %) and total network lifetime
(improvement of 5-65 %) under variable vehicular densities and vehicle request sizes.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Future Directions
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis addressed multiple challenges associated with the inauguration of a
safe, smart, and green intelligent transportation system. Mainly, it focused on the
challenges of connectivity establishment, medium access control schemes and the
energy-eﬃcient operation of a vehicular network. At ﬁrst, Chapter 2 of this thesis
provided a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art medium access control pro-
tocol standards for wireless access in vehicular environments, namely: a) the IEEE
802.11p protocol and b) the IEEE 1609.4 protocol. This was followed by a survey of
a selection of existing work addressing numerous problems and limitations of these
protocols. Chapter 2 also provided a concise description of Markov Decision Pro-
cesses and their resolution using machine learning methods, particularly, reinforce-
ment learning and deep learning. These latter techniques were exploited in Chapters 5
and 6 respectively for the purpose of optimizing the operation of an eﬃcient vehicular
network.
Motivated by the recent interests in a fully connected vehicular network, Chapter
3 of this thesis examined the probability of establishing a connectivity path between
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vehicles residing in dark areas of a roadway and a remote RSU. After carefully iden-
tifying the events whose occurrences incur changes in a vehicular network’s topology,
the average end-to-end delivery delay was derived and validated through simulations.
The per-vehicle and network throughputs were evaluated using a Markov Chain frame-
work. The reported results showed that a path is highly likely to be available between
a source vehicle and a destination RSU under high vehicular densities; however, the
collision probability under these high vehicular densities caused throughput deterio-
ration.
Next, Chapter 4 of this thesis examined two novel MAC schemes to support V2I
communications. A comprehensive study of the system from a vehicle’s perspective
was presented. Then, a mathematical framework was established with the objective
of modelling a vehicle’s on-board unit’s queue and evaluate its performance under the
newly proposed MAC algorithms, namely: Random Vehicle Selection (RVS) and Least
Residual Time (LRT), in terms of several quality-of-service metrics. The reported
results showed that LRT outperformed RVS in terms of vehicular average service
time. This was not the case in terms of the vehicular response time since under LRT,
a vehicle waited longer amounts of time before its remaining residence time became
the least and hence, gained access to communicate with the RSU.
Next, and due to the emerging discussion and condemnation of the growing energy
consumption of mobile networks, Chapter 6 of this thesis addresses the problem of
RSU perseverance and productiveness in the context of a vehicular scenario where the
RSU is energy-limited. The problem was formulated using a Markov Decision Process
and resolved using reinforcement learning techniques. The trained agent engaged in
exploration and exploitation phases and learned to govern the operation of a RSU
to eﬃciently utilize its available energy and maintain an acceptable QoS during the
battery discharge period. The reported results showed that the deployment of the
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proposed reinforcement learning agent equips the RSU with artiﬁcial intelligence,
which served to maintain the RSU’s operation throughout the whole discharge period
and limited the number of vehicles departing from the RSU’s coverage range with an
incomplete service request.
Finally, driven by the expeditious evolution of the Internet of Vehicles as well as
the user’s persisting demand for continuous connectivity, Chapter 7 of this thesis ad-
dressed both safety and Quality-of-Service concerns in a connected, smart, safe and
green vehicular network. Bounded by the limitations of classical reinforcement learn-
ing methods, this work resorted to recent advances in training deep neural networks
to evaluate the righteousness of the RSU’s actions. As a result, a deep reinforcement
learning agent was founded to learn a scheduling policy from high-dimensional in-
puts corresponding to the characteristics of the underlying network. The reported
results showed that the proposed deep Q-network served to extend the lifetime of the
battery-powered vehicular network while promoting a safe environment that provi-
sioned acceptable QoS levels.
7.2 Future Work
For the past two decades, the research community has been actively crafting the
foundation of a life-changing intelligent transportation system. Ever since, the world
has witnessed the birth of an enormous number of ITS-enabling applications, whose
associated challenges attracted signiﬁcant research attention.
This ﬁnal section of this thesis highlights prominent ITS applications and persist-
ing challenges and recommends contemporary methods and techniques that promote
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Figure 7.1: Enhanced Connectivity Using UAVs
7.2.1 Secure Communications in a Vehicular Environment
With the high expectations of the widespread penetration of communicating vehi-
cles, the security deﬁciencies of vehicular networks have come under scrutiny. Owing
to the nature of vehicular applications, security ﬂaws can result not only in packet
losses or network dysfunctions but also in fatal accidents. Security mechanisms that
can account for privacy, authentication, integrity, and non-repudiation while having
an acceptable communication overhead are necessary to the operation of ITS applica-
tions. A wide range of studies on vehicular networking security problems and solutions
have been recently proposed (e.g., [91] and [92]). However, many security challenges
still remain to be solved to support and enable a highly secure ITS infrastructure and
vehicular communications.
7.2.2 UAV-Aided Multi-Hop Connectivity
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are an emerging technology that can be har-
nessed for military, public and civil applications. The U.S. military has been exploit-
ing UAVs for more than 25 years for border surveillance, reconnaissance and striking




Provisioning ITS services 
in unforeseen situations
Figure 7.2: UAVs as Mobile RSUs
and transportation management to provide timely disaster warnings and assist in
speeding up rescue and recovery operations when the public communication network
gets crippled. A UAV-related application discussed in this very thesis is illustrated
in Figure 7.1 where a broken connectivity path may be re-established using a UAV.
The use of UAVs in a scenario similar to the one illustrated in Figure 7.1 is expected
to a) increase the probability of an available path and b) mitigate the impact of un-
cooperative vehicles on the overall network connectivity. The characteristics of these
UAVs such as their speed, number, capacity, as well as communication capabilities
are to be determined after careful assessment of this application.
7.2.3 UAV-Aided Temporary V2I Services
In the scenario illustrated in Figure 7.2, UAVs behave like mobile RSUs whose
ﬂexible deployment allows vehicles to procure access to ITS services under unforeseen
traﬃc conditions. Knowing that these UAVs are battery-powered, the eﬃcient use
of their available energy is a must. Chapter 5 of this thesis has established a solid
ground for energy-eﬃcient RSU operation in vehicular environments; however, the
UAVs have their unique characteristics that require revised operational mechanisms.
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